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December 28, 1979

Mr. Francisco Rentutar
Director, Bureau of Agricultural Extension
Ministry of Agriculture
Elliptical Road, Diliman
Queson City
Philippines

Dear Randy:

It was a pleasure being with you in the same working group
during the Kuala Lumpur Workshop and I much enjoyed our cooperation.

Coming back to Washington, I had the opportunity of .reading
the full text of your report for the Workshop, which you gave me in
Kuala Lumpur. It helped me better understand the scope of the entire
National Extension Project in the Philippines and the broad spectrum
of activities which yourself and your staff are engaging in.

As you requested, in reading your report I gave special atten-
tion to the considerations for building a Monitoring and Evaluation
System for the National Extension Project. Indeed, only such a system
could effectively provide you with the management tool indispensable for
keeping track of implementation progress and extension impact. I also
fully agree with you that, at this particular moment the critical issue
is the organization and staffing of a central evaluation unit for the
National Extension System, with local (regional) staff for monitoring
and evaluation data generation. Once such a unit is instituted, it can
start generating and supplying you with the information you need on a
periodic and regular basis. The Bank Staff Working Paper No. 272
contains explicit recommendations on the methodology for data collection
and analysis which are directly applicable and adjustable to the situations
in the Philippines. Sections IX and X of the same paper contain the
staffing recommendations for such a unit and these can also be adjusted
to suit your country's circumstances. I feel that qualified and talented
staff for such evaluation activities are available in the Philippines.
The Bank's appraisal report for the National Extension Project, which I
re-read today, provides ample scope for funding and setting up your
Monitoring and Evaluation Unit.

Please feel free to let us know whether you need any further
direct assistance in setting up the M & E unit for your project and in
providing methodological support for a good start to the M & E activities.
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Mr. Francisco Rentutar - 2 - December 28, 1979

As you requested, three copies of the World Bank's Staff
Working Paper No. 272 will be mailed to you under separate cover.

We all missed you during the second part of the Workshop,
but we understood the urgent nature of the tasks which required your
presence back in Manila.

I hope we will stay in touch and I wish you success in your
efforts.

With best regards,

Michael Carnea
Senior Sociologist, AGR
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Messrs. Christofferson, Blaxall and Golan December 28, 1979

Ted Davis, RORSU

Back-To-Office Report on Regional Workshop on Monitoring and Evaluation
of Rural Development Projects in East Asil and the Pacific

Attached is a Preliminary Report on the above Workshop which
was prepared on the penultimate day (and night) of the Workshop and
distributed to the participants on the last day. This preliminary report
serves as a back-to-office report, giving in its introduction the general
format and organization of the Workshop and containing in subsequent
sections the preliminary conclusions reached with regard to the substance
of monitoring and evaluation.

Two additional papers will follow. One will be a full
report on the workshop which will include more details on the substance
of monitoring and evaluation in the Region, as well as recommendaitons
for the future. The second will be an analysis of the evaluations of
the workshop done by the participants on the last day. This should be
useful in improving future workshops on monitoring and evaluation.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Kapur, Kirmani Pickering, William Smith, Price,
Krishna,Walden, Wadsworth, Turnham, Thoolen, Donaldson,
Israel, Youker , Whitford, Garg
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON

Regional Workshop on Monitoring and Evaluation of
Rural Development Projects in East Asia, Kuala Lumpur

December 10-18, 1979

INTRODUCTION

The Regional Workshop on Monitoring and Evaluation of Rural
Development Projects in East Asia was held in Kuala Lumpur at the Equatorial
Hotel from December 10 through December 18, 1979. The Workshop was organized
by the Agriculture and Rural Development Department and the East Asia and
Pacific Project Department of the World Bank as a part of their ongoing work to
improve the implementation of Bank supported projects through improved
Management.

Invitations were issued to key staff in Bank supported projects in
the East Asian Region and at the same time those invited were asked to prepare.
papers presenting their own experience with monitoring and evaluation systems.
Twenty-one papers were received before the Workshop and were the input into a
synthesis paper prepared by a Bank Consultant.

The Workshop was attended by 36 participants from seven countries:
Fiji, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea, Philippines and Thailand.
The participants included: 15 project managers; 12 monitoring and evaluation
officers; 5 national program officials; 1 from the Agriculture Development
Council, and 2 regional officials of Bank offices in Bangkok and Djakarta, and
1 UNDP staff, Malaysia.

The Organizers of the Workshop included three staff members and one
Consultant of the Rural Operations Review and Support Unit of the Bank.

The Workshop was opened by the Secretary General of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Malaysia, Datuk Arshad bin Ayub, who warmly welcomed the parti-
cipants and eloquently stated the importance which the Malaysian Government
attaches to monitoring and evaluation to provide management at all levels with
important management tools.

The Workshop was organized to cover three broad themes:

I. Management Use of Information

II. Data Collection, Processing, Analysis and Presentation and

III. Institutional and Sociological Aspects of Monitoring and
Evaluation.
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Workshop participants were organized into five small working
groups for discussing exercises assigned by the theme moderators. The
working groups which were structured to maximize country and project
diversity were the main workshop vehicle for participant interchange.
For each exercise each group appointed a raporteur who reported to the work-
shop as a whole on the results of the working group discussions. At the end of
the presentation of the three themes of the workshop an open forum was held to
provide opportunities for the discussion of a wide range of issues. A summary
of the discussion of these themes is given in later sections of this preliminary
report.

As a practical exercise the workshop focused on the Muda Irrigation
Project monitoring and evaluation system. The participants were reorganized
into working teams, this time based on subject matter experience. These five
teams focused on monitoring and evaluation concerning (1) irrigaiton (2) credit
(3) farm inputs (4) extension and (5) socio economic impact. The Director of
the Muda Planning and Evaluation Division gave a brief insight of the project
to the workshop and the teams prepared for their work on the field trip. The
workshop participants then flew to Penang and traveled by bus to the project
area.

Upon return from the field trip the working teams completed their
practical exercises and reported their findings to the workshop.

On the last day there was a wrap-up session in which the workshop
director gave an overview of the main issues of monitoring and evaluation as
they were developed throughout the workshop.

The participants were asked to complete an evaluation form and make
suggestions for workshop improvements. The evaluation was also the subject of
oral discussions by the participants.

The Workshop adjourned at noon on December 18, 1979.

A list of participants is attached to this Preliminary Report.

-- - - - - - - - -
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THEME I: MANAGEMENT'S NEEDS AND USES OF INFORMATION

The case studies submitted by 21 project managers and monitoring/
evaluation officers working on rural development efforts in seven countries,
defined various dimensions of management's needs and uses of information. A
preliminary synthesis of these various dimensions helped to focus the discus-
sions during the workshop on three major issues:

i) Why monitor? Why evaluate? Who needs M & E?

ii) What do managers expect from M & E?

iii) Why is information not used effectively?

The following paragraphs are a synthesis of the discussion of these
issues in working groups.

A. Why Monitor? Why Evaluate? Who needs it?

There are several reasons why rural development projects need to be
monitored. The reports from the working group discussions showed that the
primary reasons are to keep touch of project progress, to provide feedback
on the achievement of project objectives, to serve as a trigger mechanism
or warning system for project managers to help them prevent or solve problems
during impplementation.

Thus, monitoring systems are tools for managers to provide for smooth
implementation, to keep implementation on schedule, to provide budgeting
control, to measure physical achievements, to identify and reduce bottlenecks
or problems that may arise.

Quite distinct from these are the reasons for undertaking evaluation.
The workshop participants felt that evaluation of rural development
projects is necessary to measure effects and impact of projects, to
analyse causes of success or failure, to improve ongoing efforts and the
planning of future efforts. In short, evaluation is necessary in order to
learn from experiences in implementing rural development efforts. The dis-
tinction and need for both ongoing and ex-post evaluation was recognized by
all workshop participants. It raised, however, the issue of whether current
rural development projects do have enough flexibility, and what could be
done to increase flexibility in project design so that the results from
ongoing evaluation efforts can effectively benefit the implementation of
projects.

Several participants pointed out that monitoring and evaluation are
necessary because of external funding agencies - the World Bank "requires it".
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In the words of a project manager:

"Success of a project depends to a large extent
on the management being able to keep to a
schedule, to remain within the budget, to being
able to foresee developing or future problems,
to take remedial action without delay. There-
fore M & E systems need to be designed." (Singh)

The need for information systems to support management derives from
the growing complexity of projects, and particularly from the nature and com-
position of rural development projects.

Who needs monitoring and/or evaluation? Participants agreed that
information systems for rural development are required by various "users",
(the most important of which are the project managers and staff). Other
users are government agencies and organizations or private agencies that
are involved with the project; planners and politicians; and external funding
agencies. Important, however, was the observation that M & E systems should
also benefit the poverty target group, the clientele of project services and
the local leaders.

B. What do project managers expect from M & E?

A lively discussion of this issue among workshop participants expressed
high expectations from M & E systems on the part of project managers. As
reported by the various working groups, project managers expect that M & E
systems produce information and knowledge about rural projects; that the in-
formation is accurate, objective, reliable, timely, action and/or decision-
oriented.

Among all these desired features the timeliness and relevance of the
information for decision-making were considered to be the most important
characteristics.

C. Why is information not used effectively?

From the review of experiences with M & E represented in the case
studies produced by the workshop participants, it appeared that the expecta-
tions towards M & E are seldom met. The issue was therefore raised as to why
information systems currently under implementation are not always effective,
and why information produced by these systems is not used effectively by
project managers?

The reports from the working group discussions made clear distinction
between obstacles created by project managers and the deficiencies in the data
produced by M & E systems.
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First of all some project managers do not consider M & E important.
They may lack confidence in the data, or have doubts about the relevance
of the information. If project managers were not involved in the design
of the system, or have a poor relationship with the M & E staff, that could
also influence the effectiveness or use of the products from it.

Secondly, the products from M & E may be late, poorly presented,
too long, less than relevant to management's needs. Available resources
may be inadequate to deliver a good product. The M & E results may have
been presented with a 'take it or leave it' attitude. Especially sensitive
information communicated in a poor way, may actually touch on the integrity
and/or prestige of agencies involved in the rural operations.

Thirdly, workshop participants felt that some project managers'
lack of qualifications, lack of necessary authority, power, poor judgment and
use of resources or time may be important obstacles to the effective use of
information resulting from M & E systems. Lack of appreciation on the part
of project managers often determines the extent to which monitoring and
evaluation can be effective.
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THEME II: DATA COLLECTION, PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS,

PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION FLOW

The closely inter-related topics of data gathering, processing and
subsequent presentation to project management as a basis for decision-making
have been insufficiently analyzed in the case-studies on experiences in East
Asia submitted to the Workshop. Nevertheless, delays related to a combination
of these vital processes in timely monitoring of project progress and evaluation
of project impact rendering a considerable element of ineffectiveness of the
systems are often traced to these activities. Lack of appreciation by end-
users is a collorary result.

In view of this, the Workshop organizers have paid attention to
promoting group-discussion and exchange of experience among participants on
this important theme. The Workshop devoted four sessions to these topics
along with an individual exercise on the Scheduling of Activities for Design
of Monitoring and Evaluation Systems, the value of which has been established
in previous workshops of a similar nature.

The results of the group-discussion sessions have revealed a sig-
nificant degree of consensus of participants' opinion on the nature of the
data problems; these are lack of resources, inappropriate technical design
and lack of experience. The problems can be identified in the whole process
of data collection, processing and analysis, presentation and communication.

Reflecting the division of the theme into three sessions, the general
conclusions on the more specific problem areas and possible improvements, data
collection, processing and analysis, and presentation, are discussed separately.

The common problems concerning data gathering are as follows:

- overambitious coverage of a wide range of data/
information without appropriate selection in
terms of relevance and capacity;

- sampling design with unwarranted size arising out
of insufficient consideration of parameters;

- inefficiency in questionnaire design and data
collection methods and procedures that raise
doubts of consistency and reliability; and

- lack of adequate supervision of inexperienced field
enumerators.

The solutions to these problems, suggested by the participants,
can be summarized as follows:
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- identifying project objectives more clearly and design-
ing more appropriate key indicators for the specific
needs of project management;

- reducing the burden of sample surveys by incorporating
and utilizing data and information available from exist-
ing reporting channels;

- considering the use of alternative methods of data
collection other than exclusive reliance on a structured
questionnaire;

- improving questionnaire design to achieve greater effi-
ciency;

- providing more training and supervision for enumerators.

Problems associated with data processing and analysis identified by
the experience of the participants included:

- the use of inappropriate data processing equipment which
is either inadequate for the needs of the volume of data
concerned or over-elaborate according to the present
capacity of the staff responsible for data processing
activities;

- the lack of analytical experience and qualification of
those involved in data transformation and data interpreta-
tion;

- the inadequacy of the end-products from processing and
analysis in terms of project management requirements;

- the lack of comprehension and confidence of the end-users.

Some of the suggestions for overcoming these types of problems
offered by the participants are:

- improvement of the data collection design with the
specific goal of facilitating data processing and
transformation;

- involvement of more professional inputs in these activities,
but the use of external agencies to handle the data pro-
cessing and transformation is not always conducive to
transfer of technical skills, to co-ordination of associated
activities and to effective control of project management;
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- participation of all those concerned with data generation
and utilization of information in the process;

- orientation of data analysis efforts more closely towards
the immediate requirements of decision-makers and
wherever possible intermediate results should be communi-
cated to those concerned; and

- provision of longer term training to those involved in
processing and analysis of data and information.

The problems related to presentation and flow of information are
relatively fewer and more inter-related.

- reports tend.to be too voluminous and not particularly
attuned to the need of project management;

- reports are produced by personnel without sufficient
experience and necessary skills in communication and
critical perception in analysis; and

- reports have often failed to bridge the communication
gaps endemic in the institutional organization.

The solution to some of these problems could be found in:

- improving the style of presentation in brief, concise
and specific reporting with recommendations for action
wherever possible;

- recognizing the existence of a hierarchy of different
end-users of information and preparing reports which
are appropriate for their immediate needs; and

- incorporating the use of annexes, tables, graphs and
pictorials into the narrative-type of reports.

The working groups have also discussed the importance of the
horizontal flow of information among co-operating agencies/ministries in
multi-component projects in addition to the primarily vertical flow of
information towards higher levels of management. It is further recognized
by the participants that regular horizontal flow of information, particularly
among field level project staff, should be formalized to facilitate better
co-ordination.

In the discussion on the Schedule of Activities for Design of Moni-
toring and Evaluation System exertise, many of the problems of resource
constraints which might cause delays in the supply of information were
highlighted.
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THEME III: INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF M & E ACTIVITIES

Four working sessions were devoted to the sociological/institutional
aspects of Monitoring and Evaluation. The major sub-topics discussed included:

(a) the organizational placement of M & E units;

(b) alternative models of M & E units for different types
of rural development projects;

(c) institutional and cultural aspects of evaluation activities
in East Asia countries;

(d) functions and internal structure of M & E units;

(e) the skills and value system of the evaluator.

A. Location of M & E Units

The Workshop participants discussed the lessons resulting from
national experiences with respect to the trade offs between hiring external
resources (Universities or Consulting Firms) and building-up in-house
capabilities (project units) for evaluation work. While recognizing that
hiring independent consultants may, in the short run, have the merits of
providing (a) high evaluation skills and (b) detached judgment and objectiv-
ity, it was felt that the use of consultants implies the disadvantages of
(a) sporadic/temporary involvement with the project, (b) reduced possibilities
to influence and control their work, particularly in the case of contracts
with Universities, and (c) the risk of disguising academic research of
personal interest to the University staff but of little operational relevance,
under the label of "evaluation research". Most workshop participants felt
that, on balance, building up an in-house evaluation capability may entail
some delays but is preferable because; (a) it will have continuity throughout
the project's life; (b) it has inside exposure to, and direct knowledge of,
project circumstances and constraints; (c) feedback into planning activities
is achieved more effectively; (d) costs are significantly lower and (e) if
successful, it may outlast the project and thus become an "institution
building" benefit for the country concerned. External consultants, however,
may play a positive role especially at the initial project stage, if they are
employed on a diminishing manpower requirement basis, under the obligation of
transferring their expertise to project personnel. Solutions for establishing
institutional safeguards for the objectivity and credibility of in-house
evaluators were suggested, (e.g. they should be given administrative indepen-
dence from the Project Manager, but remain a part (sub-unit) of the larger
administrative set-up within which the project itself is integrated.)

B. Institutional Models and Cultural Constraints

Among the main suggestions made during the working group discussions
were the following:
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(a) The design of M & E units should be adjusted to the country
specific institutional set-up. Inserting M & E as a new
and formalized methodology into an existing bureaucratic
structure would be more effective if it is deliberately
reconciled with the existing rules, norms and culture of
the operating administrative system.

(b) Monitoring and Evaluation Units could be area specific or
sector specific. Within certain limits, the model of the
Unit should vary according to the nature and sub-sector
of the project (e.g., irrigation, livestock, credit, fish-
eries and so on).

(c) Maximization of scarce human resources and skills, and
methodological gains in evaluation studies can be achieved
if two-tiered systems are created wherever a set of con-
comitant agricultural projects makes this pattern feasible.
A two-tiered M & E system would consist of a Central M & E
Unit, well staffed, linked to smaller, project specific
M & E cells.

(d) Almost all working groups emphasized that implicit in the
Asian culture is a high sensitivity towards criticism and
an entrenched respect for age and seniority (comparatively
less so in the Philippines, though), which may enhance the
cultural difficulties faced by program evaluators. Commu-
nication of sensitive evaluation findings to project managers
and upward bureaucratic structures ought to be made without
compromising the substance, but in ways acceptable within
the local culture (e.g., using face to face communication
when more appropriate than public exposure, or small versus
large meetings, eliciting self evaluation of signaled
shortfalls, educating officials about the role of evaluators,
identifying culturally legitimated channels, using horizontal
communication, etc.

(e) The evaluation effort should result not only in diagnosing
problems but also in attempts to prescribe solutions and
recommendations.

(f) The actual implementation of evaluation findings, however,
should be regarded as primarily (and most often exclusively)
the responsibility of the Project Managers or of higher
planning or policy bodies.

(g) Both monitoring and evaluation should avoid technical or
economic narrowness and should always assess, and report
on, farmers' reaction to project components. Evaluation
should take into account not only objective constraints on
farmers' resources but also their behavioral, attitudinal,
religious or ethnic features which may hamper - or may act
as a positive stimulus - for project implementation.
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C. Staffing, Training, Costs, Equipments for M & E Units

All the points which, with respect to these issues, had been
emphasized in the pre-workshop summary paper (prepared by Ronald Ng), were
reiterated during the workshop discussion. In addition,

(a) The participants stressed that in their opinion the World
Bank as a developmental institution should persistently
impress on high ranked officials and managers in devel-
oping countries the critical importance of M & E and of
allocating the needed resources to it.

(b) The participants expressed high interest in getting
access for their staff to formal but short-term and
intensive training courses in project evaluation re-
search methods without under estimating the on-the-job
training. Courses organized by EDI would be particularly
welcomed. Rural Development projects should specify a
fraction of funds allocated to M & E for training and
fellowships.

(c) Most participants emphasized the need of multidisci-
plinary staffing of M & E units, securing evaluation staff
with economic, socio-anthropological and technical com-
petence.

(d) It was noted that a significant proportion of Bank agrit
cultural and rural development projects in East Asia
region do not contain distinct cost and staff specification
for the M & E units, although most projects require
(in general terms) such activities. Actual establishment
of M & E units is addinistratively more difficult if distinct
funding and staffing are not specified at appraisal stage.

D. The Role-playing exercise

During the discussion of the sociological/institutional variables
of M & E activities, a practical exercise was carried out consisting of mock-
interviewing of two role-playing "Candidates for the position of Evaluation
Officer" by two role-playing "Project Managers". The purpose of the
exercise was to involve the group in an active process of defining the set
of professional and ethical characteristics necessary for performing the
function of evaluation.

The outcome of the exercise in most working groups emphasized
that the successful candidates who were "recruited" for the job tended to
(a) have training in economics and sociology and experience in carrying out
field studies; (b) display high sensitivity to farmers' needs, values and
ways of expressing themselves; (c) have the commitment and courage to
signal shortfalls and other sensitive findings, even if risks are involved;
(d) request the project manager to protect the integrity and credibility of
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the evaluator's status and to build some safeguards into the evaluator's
position to minimize constraints on his objectivity. The "Candidates" were
not very satisfied with the incentives and career perspectives offered to
evaluators, and were rather hesitant to question, in turn, the project
managers about certain circumstances critical to the evaluator's expected
responsibilities and work circumstances.
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PLENARY OPEN FLOOR SESSION

An open floor session was scheduled after the discussion of the
main three themes and before the departure to the Muda exercise. The Workshop
participants were invited to raise any issue which, from their own experience,
they feel as important for developing institutionalized and effective M & E
capabilities. A broad spectrum of issues was brought to the forum and a
frank open exchange of opinions took place. Among the questions which elicited
most interest and discussion were:

1. How to grasp and immediately study the non-anticipated
consequences of project implementation?

2. How should high level government officials be attuned
to the usefulness of M & E?

3. Is there a role for the beneficiary farmers in the M & E
process? Should self-kept farm records be promoted as an
efficient method, under the work-circumstances of project
monitoring units?

4. Consider the incentives (or lack of) built into the process
of utilizing M & E results.

5. Is it an effective institutional solution to integrate the
project M &.E unit with the field planning unit?

6. Should project managers and M & E units get involved in
preparing the Completion Report? and the ex-post evaluation?

7. How could in-house M & E capabilities be best built in the
shortest possible time?

8. What follow-up actions would or should be undertaken by the
World Bank, or by country governments in the East Asia
region, to improve the abilities for project M & E?
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THE FIELD TRIP AND PRACTICAL EXERCISE

The workshop participants were organized into working teams for
the purpose of a practical exercise in connection with the field trip to
the Muda Irrigation Project located at Alor Star, 300 miles north of Kuala
Lumpur.

The Muda Irrigation Scheme is an important Malaysian project aimed
at increasing rice production in what originally was a very poor area of
the country. The project is assisted by the World Bank. The first phase
began in 1967 and aimed to provide irrigation which would permit double crop-
ping where only single cropping was possible before the project began. The
completion report for the first project was assisted greatly by the monitor-
ing and evaluation system included in the project.

The Muda Scheme has recently been the recipient of a second loan
from the World Bank to further improve the efficiency of the irrigation
system through the provision of tertiary canals and to improve the extension
system and other inputs. The second Muda project also has provision for
continuing the monitoring and evaluation system. The project was the subject
of a special World Bank Research Project to measure the secondary effects
and impact.

The results of the field exercise and of the discussions with
project staff and local farmers consisted of five M & E systems designed by
the working teams. Each working team considered the Muda project component
it studied (e.g., extension, credit, irrigation, etc.) as a project in itself,
assessed its information needs, the quality of the existing reporting system,
the need for additional monitoring information and for impact evaluation data,
suggested data collection tools and recommended an institutional model for
a project specific M & E Unit, with appropriate staffing and funding. The
exercise confronted the participants, in a practical way, with the typical
set of questions occuring in the design and establishment of M & E systems.
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Ministry of Agrarian Reform
CCCA Building
38 Timog Avenue,
Quezon City
PHILIPPINES D-3008.

18. Ng Ronald Mr. School of Oriental & African Studies
University of London
Malet Street
LONDON WC 1E 7EP
UNITED KINGDOM.



Name and Title Address

19. Perlas Antonio Dr. Bancom Health Care Corporation
Managing Director Bancom Group Inc.

Bancom III Building, Rada Corner
Le Gaspi Street, Le Gaspi Village
Makati,. Metro Manila,
PHILIPPINES

20. Pastor Pelagio Mr. Second Rural Development-Land
Settlement Project

Planning & Monitoring Officer Central Project Management Unit
CCA Building
38 Timog Avenue,
Quezon City,
PHILIPPINES

21. Phadoongkarn Hungsavaisaya Khun Second Chao Phya Irrigation
Project Manager Improvement Project

Royal Irrigation Department
Samsen Road
Bangkok, THAILAND

22. Ram Karan Singh Mr. Seaqaqa Sugar Development Project
Project Manager P. 0. Box 106

Lubasa, FIJI

23. Rentutar Francisco G. Mr. Bureau of Agricultural Extension
Director Ministry of Agriculture

Ellipiptical Road, Diliman
Quezon City,
PHILIPPINES

24. Retzlaff Ralph H. Dr. Regional Research & Training Program
Director Agriculture Development Council

P. 0. Box 11-1172
Bangkok II, THAILAND

25. Songco Mario Mr. Agriculture Project Department II
Manager Development Bank of the Philippines

P. 0. Box 800, Commercial Center 3117
Makati, Metro Manila,
PHILIPPINES

26. Seggay Edith Ms. Farm Level Monitoring and Evaluation
Chief Division

Development Bank of the Philippines
Makati, Metro Manila,
PHILIPPINES

27. Supha Singintara Ms; Royal Irrigation Department
Economist Economic Branch

Project Planning Division
Samsen Road
Bangkok, THAILAND

28. Sookying Nirat Mr. Phitsanulok Irrigation Project
Chief, Project Monitoring Department of Land Development

Bangkhen, Bangkok 9, THAILAND.
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Name and Title Address

29. Suthiporn Chirapanda Dr. Research and Planning
Director Agricultural Land Reform Office (ALRO)

Ministry of Agriculture and
Cooperatives

166 Pradipat Road
Sapan Kwai, Bangkok
THAILAND

30. Sri Djuarini Ms. Y. I. S.
Research and Evaluation Officer Nutrition Improvement Pilot Project

Department of Health
Jakarta, INDONESIA

31. Samirin Mr. Yogyokarta Provincial Planning Board
Head, Evaluation and Bappeda Daerah Istimeng
Coordination Division Yogyakarta,

INDONESIA

32. Soejitro Mr. Directorate General of Rural Development
- Ministry of Home Affairs

Pejaran, Pasar Minggu,
Jakarta, Selatan,
INDONESIA

33. Soegeng Soemarto Mr. Directorate General of Rural Development
Head of Sub Directorate Pejatan, Pasar Minggu,
Village Planning Jakarta, Selatan,

INDONESIA

34. Tiangco Wilfredo Mr. UPRIIS
Operations Manager Integrated Irrigation Systems

Cabanatna City
PHILIPPINES

35. Wallis John Mr. Southern Highlands Rural Development
Provincial Project Manager Project

Mendi, PAPUA NEW GUINEA

36. Walter Michael A.H.B. Dr. PNG Institute of Applied Social
Senior Research Fellow and Economic Research

P. 0. Box 5854
Boroho, PAPUA NEW GUINEA

37. Wong Fatt Way Mr. National Extension Project
Agriculture Officer Department of Agriculture

Jalan Swettenham
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

38. Yom In-Sop Mr. Administration and Marketing
Chief Agriculture and Fisheries

Development Corporation
75 1st-ka, Choongjun-ro
Sudaemoon-ku
Seoul, KOREA
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Name and Title Address

39. Yu Keun-Hak Mr. Irriqation Division
Farumand Management Bureau
Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries
'.3 Seoul, KOREA

40. Zaharudin bin Jaafar Mr. North Kelantan Rural Development ProjectProject Manager Lot 1751 Jalan Sultan Yahya Putra
Kota Bharu, Kelantan
MALAYSIA

-------------- 00000--------------



Mr. Robert Goodland, OEHA December 26, 1979

Peter B. Hammond, AGROR

Protection of Indigenous Peoples from the Impact of Development Projects

1. The "costs" of allowing indigenous cultures to be destroyed must,
somehow, be articulated in terms that will win the sympathy of
sceptical developers. As a means of "quantifying" these costs so as

to more effectively persuade those concerned only with production
and profitability -- narrowly defined -- see the attached copy of
my November 20 memo to Mr. Collins on this same issue.

2. On "Community Development." It is O.K. to asserttthat the indigenous

people will have the responsibility to "secure their own area."
But it will be necessary to realistically identify the mechanisms

which will enable them to do so. Then the efficacy of these
mechanisms will need to be carefully monitored during the course
of project implementation. For Indian rights that are legally
recognized do not appear to be accompanied by any clear means to
ensure their endorcement.

3. On "Retraction of Illegals." The need for this points up the importance,
cited by Professor Maybery-Lewis, to look out ultimately for the
survival needs of all vulnerable rural populations. Perhaps the
"illegals" referred to here are already well off peasants, but many
landless Ladinhos in Brazil are also in a precarious economic
position. Both groups often are powerless in their relationship to
a government that rarely consults them in formitlating its development
plans. Plans to protect the Indians must ultimately be linked to some
more comprehensive effort to protect the interests of all the rural

poor who may be adversely affected by the encroachment of development
efforts.

cc: Messrs.-'Collins, Lethem

Enclosure
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NTERT!M[AL FINANCE C()2PORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
M D13ob Silsons, ENP DATE December 20, 1979

Gordon P. Temple, AGREP

El.rNA Assistance For CBD SPLAY Enhancements

1. In response to your request I herewith send you this proposal for
financial assistance from the EMENA Projects Department towards CBDISPLAY
enhancements'. So thqt you might better understand the reasons for the
direction of program development and the priority of enhancements proposed,
I first present the view of the Committee on Computer Applications in
Agriculture on the characteristics required of software intended for
project work. I then propose a work plan and budget for CBDISPLAY
enhancements for the remainder of FY1980.

2. At the meeting of the Committee on Computer Applications in
Agriculture held on September 18,.1979, I briefly reviewed our survey of
user's experience with existing software. Members of the Committee
then discussed and agreed that computer programs designed for project work
require the following characteristics:

Response and Reliability. Project staff operate
under time constraints that require quick turn-
around for computer service and leave little room
for unforeseen problems. But our experience has
been that the Bank's computer has not always been
able to fulfill these requirements. Batch opera-
tions on the Bank's computers, while reliable,
often requires a 24-hour' turn-around. Users
typically require 1-2 hour response. Time sharing
service is generally satisfactory when available,
but for various reasons it often goes down. These
problems with response and reliability have fre-
quently presented serious constraints to users
trying to complete appraisals within given Uead-
lines. Because demands for computer time are
growing faster than equipment capacity, the Bank's
computer is not likely to be able to provide the
levels of response and reliability we require in
the foreseeable future. Hence, we must develop a
version of CBDISPLAY that will run on computers
inside and outside the Bank.

Machine Independence. Constructing a version of
CBDISPLAY to run outside the Bank will require a
total redesign of the program. If that were done,
it would be advisable to consider r!quireernts
that were not included in the exist.ing version.
The project cycle includes much identification and
preparation work that is done during field work.
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Furthermore, a great deal of data processing could be
done during supervision to help project staff under-
stand why events occur differently than planned, and
to serve as an analytical tool when projects are
redesigned. Assuming that the program should be
redesigned, we can create a new version that can be
made operational at very low additional costs on
computers in borrowing countries, the IBRD/FAO/CP,
and other international agencies.

Close Touch By Users With Data. Project specialists
emphasize that they must maintain close touch with
their data to develop realistic sets of input-output
coefficients. Thus, any computer program used in
project work must allow users to enter their data
easily and quickly, and to receive intermediate
results from the computer quickly. Only by this
quick action and reaction can most project staff
achieve the same level of confidence that they
now achieve with data processed with pencil, pen
and calculator.

Easy Control Language. Many project staff are
apprehensive about using a computer in their project
work. Furthermore, most project staff cannot (and
should not) invest time learning control languages
written in "computerese." Languages must be conver-
sational and structured so that a new user looking at
a project can readily understand how the analysis was
done.

3. Users find the present control language of CBDISPLAY easy to
learn, and that the program allows them to maintain close touch with their
data. However, CBDISPLAY will run only on the Bank's computer and, there-
fore cannot provide the levels of responses and reliability required for
good project work. Furthermore, the arithmetic and data generation facili-
ties in CBDISPLAY are relatively primitive, the editor is too restrictive,
and the facility for calculating project costs inadequate.

4. Prbgram Development. To remove the constraints present in the
current version of CBDISPLAY, I propose the following enhancements:
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Enhancenents Completion Date/Cost

Modific& Ion of data base manage- February 20 39 days @$140 *= $5,460
ment syttem, addition of more
powerful new editor, and replace-
ment of FORTRAN format statements.

Addition of hierarchical arith- March 31 39 days @$140 = 5,460
metic and data generation 1 Staff Month = 5,000
function using BNF genera- Travel and Subsistance = 3,000
ted parsing; testing of new
systems on the Bank's com-
puter.

Testing of new system on 1/ April 30 26 days @$140 = 3,640
IBM computer. Subsistanc-e = 2,500

Design, development and June 30 52 days @$140 = 7,280
testing of COSTAB 1 Staff Month = 5.000

Travel and Subsistance = 2,000

TOTAL COST $39,340

Contribution to costs $29,340 EMP
5,000 CAD

4,000 IPD
2,000 AGR

4. Provision of funds from EMENA for the redesign of CDBDISPLAY and
the development of COSTAB would provide necessary complementary financing
to complete work planned through the end of FY1980. Beginning July 1980 we
plan to continue program development with funds provided to AGR in FY1981
for further software development.

1/ !PD has agreed to provide up to $4,000 for this.

cc: Mr. Graham Donaldson, AGREP

GTernple: 3f



ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR ORGANIZACION DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS
L'ALIMENTATION ET L'AGRICULTURE PARA LA AGRICULTURA Y LA ALIMENTACION

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Via delle Term. d Caracalla, 00100- ROME Cables: FOODAGRI ROME Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telophon.: 5797

Ref. UN 10/65 Gen.Ext. (7th Leeting)

DEC. 19 1979In Your answer P10ase quote
Dear Mrs. Boskey,

Seventh Meeting of the ACC Force on Rural Development,Conf.Room
No.10,UN Headquazter s ~ew York, 28-29 January 1980

I am writing to inform you that the ACC Task Force on Rural Development
will meet at United Nations Headquarters, New York from 28-29 January 1980 as
agreed at the ad hoc meeting of the ACC Task Force in Rome in September 1979
and later approrelily the Organizational Committee in October 1979. The agenda
of the meeting is as follows:

1 Draft cross-organizational programme analysis of rural development;

2. Ealuation of Action at the Country Level undertaken by-the Task
Force;

3. Any other business.

The draft paper for agenda item .1. will be circulated by the office of
Mr. Peter Hansen, Assistant Secretary-General f'or Programme Planning and
Coordination, United Nations, New York before 21 January 1980. A note on agenda
item 2. is enclosed.

I shall be grateful if you will provide the name of your representative
at an early date. This information and any further correspondence on this meeting
should please be addressed to Mr. T.N. Saraf, Officer-in-Charge, FAO Liaison Office

with the United Nations, Suite 2470, United Nations Headquarters, New York, with
copy to Xr. R. Moreno, Director, H ' Resources, Institutions and Agrarian Reform
Division, FAO and to Mr. Peter Hanse Requests for hotel accommodation may if
necessary be addressed -to Mr. Saraf. His telephone number is (212) 754.6036/39/41/
42/43/44.

Yours sincerely,

Declan J. Walton
Director

Office for Inter-Agency. Affairs

Mrs. Shirley Boskey
Director
International Relations Department
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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Hr. Rowe, Assistant Director (Agriculture), ASP December 18, 1979
Through Mr. Nottidge, Chief ASPAE

A. J. Pritchard, ASPAE

Technical Supervision of Research Projects

1. I discussed the problem of technical supervision of agricultural
research projects and components at some length with Sir Charles Pereira
when he was in Washington and during a recent mission to Pakistan. The
Bank's commitment to agricultural research has gradually grown and it is
now larger than that of CGIAR. In order to protect its investment, CGIAR
has been instrumental in establishing a system of fiveyearly reviews at
which progress and research results are assessed at each of the
International Centers. By comparison, the Lank is doing little more than
financing research and hoping that the results will be satisfactory. The
Bank's situation is similar to that of PARC in Pakistan which is regarded
by the Pakistan research institutes as nothing more than a channel through
which research funds must flow.

2. The research supported by the Bank must be properly supervised
and this can only be done by a team of well trained and experienced
scientists. There are several methods by which supervision could be
accomplished:

(a) The Bank could recruit its own cadre of agricultural
scientists and make arrangements for them to supervise
projects on a regular basis. However, under such an
arrangement it would be costly to recruit enough
scientists to cover every discipline and scientists
removed from active research soon lose contact with the
latest developments.

(b) Sir Charles suggested that the Bank finance about eight
positions at the International Centers, on the under-
standing that the Centers would provide personnel on a
regular basis to assist in the supervision of Bank-
financed research projects. These personnel could be
drawn from all of the scientific disciplines and not
restricted to the staff members provided by the Bank.
A small group of two or three would be needed at
headquarters to arrange the supervision missions and take
care of the preparation of reports, etc. This procedure
would have to be discussed at a meeting at which all
Directors of International Institutes were present.

(c) Provided satisfactory consultants could be found, super-
vision could be arranged by employing the services of
consultants. A headquarters cell would be required.

Reviews for Bank projects would need to be more frequent than once
every five years. It is suggested that a small team would be needed
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for two to three years after project effectiveness to ensure that

research programs had been designed and started properly; and another,

larger review, should be mounted after five years to check on results

and progress. If the number of research projects on a Bank-wide basis

is about 25, then ten review missions would be needed annually over

the next five years.

AJPritchard:lml
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Ms. lufan Kolan (PMD) DATE: December 18, 1979

FROM: Lennart Ljungman SP) and Sydney Drap r (AGR/RD)

SUBJECT: AgricL.tural Sector Symposia (January 7 - 11, 1980)

Desiguing Forestry Components for Inclusion in Agricultural and
Rural Development Projects

1. Mr. Spears' paper of November 29 highlights the important candidate
activities for consideration when designing a forestry component. In addition
to the topics raised by Mr. Spears, the following paragraphs briefly discuss
certain aspects which are likely to feature in design formulation.

2. Environmental Stability. In many prospective project areas,
environmental down-grade will be occurring as a consequence of excessive
pressures on the land resource from a combination of crop cultivation, fodder
collection and grazing, local construction timber and fuelwood collection.
In short, the local population will be following a farming system (or land use
system) which needs to be modified in order to bring practices in line with
sustainable production systems. The strategic location of tree planting (or
closure of areas for natural regeneration of tree and fodder species), either
as large government blocks, farm woodlots, hedgerow planting, avenue planting,
gully planting, etc., can significantly contribute to stabilizing the environ-
ment, as well as providing forest products and fodder. However, these measures
are likely to succeed only when the local participants/beneficiaries perceive
at least some of the reasons to stabilize the environment, since putting them
into effect will invariably call for changes in the existing land use patterns.
Besides the immediate environment, there are often important off-site considera-
tions to be taken into account, e.g., protection of investments in reservoirs,
dams, irrigation canals, roads. On both counts, there is likely to be a
conflict of interests between present users and other potential beneficiaries,
which may require interventions to induce local participation, particularly in
land tenure arrangements and in subsidies.

3. Land Tenure. For land other than private farms, a clear understanding
of the rights and obligations of prospective participants in a forestry component
is probably a precondition to obtaining their effective support. Existing forest
legislation is often very general, imprecise with respect to specific situations,
and very likely has been unenforced or-only partially enforced for many years.
Situations are common where the practices of local populations in grazing and
other forest exploitation are contrary to legal prescription- which has given
rise to distrust between the local population and forest authority. Devising
a system of contract in which the participants are clearly aware .of their rights
and obligations is more likely to secure their sustainable participation. This
will imply identifying interest groups competent to contract and also,- possible
changes in forest or land tenure legislation.



Ms. Tifan Kolan (PMD) - 2 - December 18, 1979.

4. Subsidies. Experience so far indicates that forestry components
invol;tng local participation invariably involve some subsidy. Apart from
a general objective of governments to initiate replanting (for multifarious
reasols) and therefore being prepared to finance the operations, there are
two important reasons why subsidies are a legitimate aspect. Firstly, many of the
target group are unable to provide the total inputs needed, given the relatively
long-term (6 - 12 years) before first harvesting, nor would deferred repayment
credit be appropriate because of the risk factor and often low financial return.
Secondly, environmental stability benefits, both local and off-site, would be
shared by other beneficiaries. The levels of subsidy being provided in different
projects varies according to the degree of participation and government policy
towards subsidies, and there are many variants. A common theme however, has
been to attempt to ensure that the cost of replanting of the plantations would
be financed from revenues generated by the initial (subsidized) investment.

5. Options for Energy and Shelter. In developing a time series of
consumption of firewood and building poles, etc., for both historical and
futura projections, it is advisable to review the likely options open to the
target group. This may call for some heroic prognosis and be open to
considerable debate, but will serve to focus attention on the provision of

these essential supplies and secure commitment to the program contemplated.

6. Technical Packages. Most developing countries lack a well designed
technical package for promoting of tree planting for local use on private lands.
Such a package should include recommendation on which land to use, number of
trees and spacing required, and simple establishment and husbandry practices.
An important aspect of the technical package is its acceptability to the
people concerned. For that reason it is possible that package design should
aim more at wide 'uptake' than at maximum economic efficiency. For instance,
a species might be favored if it has an acceptable economic value production
and is likely to receive greater public response than a species with higher
production.

7. Data for Impact Studies. There is a general lack of physical data on
which to assess the indirect economic impact of tree planting. Such data can
be generated as part of the monitoring system built into the project. Studies
to be carried out could include waterflow, sediment load, agricultural or agri-
forestry production, and climatic and flood conditions etc.

Lennart Ljungman/
SADraper: jh

c.c. Messrs. van Gigch (WAP), Pickering (AGR), Gray (AGR), Naseem (AGR),
Thoolen (AGR), Nottidge (ASP)



December 18, 1979

Dr. Robert Werge
U.S. Department of Agriculture
OICD, ITD, Room 3910
South Building
Washington, D.C. 20250

Dear Rob:

Some comments follow un the good annotated outline for your

paper on "Potatoes, Peasants and Development Projects."

For easy reference, I have given the several parts of your
outline alphabetical equivalents; a copy is attached

D. O.K. But obviously this part of the paper can be dealt
with quite briefly. Bear in mind that we want to demonstrate to a
Bank staff audience, which will include agriculturalists, the particular
value of an anthropological - as opposed to an agronomic or economic --
perspective on potato cultivation. However, the data you refer to will
be useful to summarize.

E. 1. This interesting point about the appropriateness of the
potato for small scale production in scattered fields would seem to have

important implications for development planning. I hope you will indicate
what they are.

E. 2. Here or elsewhere, will you refer to the concerns of
those, like Iltis (see enclosures) who fear that new more "marketable"
potato varieties are threatening the survival of nutritionally superior,
ecologically better adapted indigenous types? Perhaps this issue4 which
I am sure you understand better than I, is covered in E.3, but it is not
clear.

F. 2. O.K. But with wheat, also, you are "dealing with rainfed
agriculture" are you not? Rob, I really make this point only to demon-
strate the need for attention to careful writing in preparing the final
version of your paper. Otherwise, we risk wasting valuable seminar
time with nit-picking critical digressions by an agriculturally sophisticated
Bank audience.

F. 3. Good point. A cada uno su propio gusto, so to speak.
This emphasis on maintaining balance between producers/ subsistence/
nutritional needs and the requirements of the market will be most
interesting. Is there not a relevant literature on the cultural condi-
tioning of food preferences, changing dietary habits, etc., which it
might be useful to cite?
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Dr. Robert Werge - 2 - December 18, 1979

F. 5. O.K. One trusts that you will tell us what these

"mechanisms" are as they relate both to the potato, to the Peruvian

cultural context and, perhaps, to other crops elsewhere. Your audience

will be eager to hear you identify these mechanisms, especially as they

derive from the context of indigenous society. This is the kind of

material an anthropologist is uniquely suited to provide.

G. Conclusion. Your third sentence here is important.

However, it is not clear from the preceeding portion of your outline

where you have dealt with this question of the ways the potato's

botanical attributes "shape the nature of productton and consumption
activities ... " This important assertion needs to be clearly supported

by your data. I am sure it can be. Your last sentence is promising.

I hope one can assume that you will indicate what these development
strategies should be?

I will give you a call later this week in the hope that we can

discuss any of my questions or comments which do not appear entirely

clear. Once we have talked, I will get in touch with Personnel to

complete arrangements for your contract.

I suggest that you plan to do a next-to-final draft which
can be edited before you prepare the paper for distribution. Because
so much time has already been lost, could we plan for a February presen-
tation? That would mean that we would need to see a next-to-final draft

by late January and a final draft by February 15, at the latest.

As I indicated in my last letter, your ideas are excellent and

this outline is promising. What will now be rqquired is strong supportive

data and attention to careful writing: requirements I am certain you

can meet.

Sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Rural Operations Review and Support Unit

Enclosures: As stated

cc:Michael Cernea
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December 18, 1979

Dr. Richard B. Polinac
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 12881

Dear Dr. Pollnac:

I am glad to know from our telephone conversation today that

you could be available for a seminar presentation here in the Bank on

sociocultural variables in the design of small-scale fisheries projects

sometime in the latter half of March. (I will keep in mind that you

could not be available from March 19 through the 22nd.)

In deciding on a specific topic, I suggest that you consider

using your Panamanian data as the context for identifying those aspects

of the fishermens' culture -- technology, economic system, social organiza-

tion, authority structure and religion -- which appear most relevant to

the successful design of projects intended to benefit small scale

fishermen. It will be important to demonstrate the distinctive way that

an anthropological analysis contrasts with -- and can productively

complement -- an economic approach to project design. Your special

interest in cooperatives could, perhaps, provide a useful means of

developing this distinction.

As a tentative way of fitting it into our proposed seminar

schedule, your presentation has been tentatively entitled "Panamanian

Fishermen -- Sociocultural Variables in the Design of Small Scale

Fisheries Projects." Let me know if, and how, this title should be

altered and when you think you have a topic clearly in mind, give me a

call, next week, if possible. Then we would like to see an outline by
the end of December. That will be reviewed quickly here and returned

to you so that we can have an annotated version by January 15. We would

then like to have the completed paper by February 15 -- for review and

distribution prior to your presentation in March.

At present, we plan to make your presentation part of a joing

seminar with Dr. Donald K. Emmerson, a political scientist from the

University of Wisconsin. His title: "Rethinking Artisinal Fishery

Development -- Western Concepts, Asian Experiences." I will send you a

copy when it becomes available. Both papers would be distributed before

the seminar. Each speaker would make a brief verbal review of the

principal aspects of his thesis; discussion would follow. Later you

would be asked to incorporate the results of this discussion in an

epilogue. Enclosed is a suggested format for seminar papers which I

hope you may find useful.
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Dr. Richard B. Pollnac - 2 - December 18, 1979

I am forwarding under separate cover, copies of several Bank
reports on fisheries: the "India Inland Fisheries Project"; the
"Philippine Fishery Training Project"; an "Appraisal of the Fisheries
Development Project, Burundi"; and an "Appraisal of the Second Fisheries
Project, Panama." They will give you an idea of the scope of Bank
concerns in the fisheries sector.

As I indicated, once I have your annotated outline, I will
forward your CV to the Personnel Division and they will be in touch with
you directly concerning your honorarium and travel arrangements.

Let me know if any of the above raises questions. Otherwise,
I will look forward to your call as soon as you are able to give more
specific definition to your topic. I hope that I can hear from you by
the end of next week.

Best wishes in the interim.

Sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Rural Operations Review

and Support Unit

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Mr. A. Sfeir-Younis, AGR o T '6'--
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December 14, 1979

Dr. Richard B. Pollnac
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881

Dear Dr. Polinac:

I am glad to know from our telephone conversation today that
you could be available for a seminar presentation here in the Bank on
sociocultural variables in the design of small-scale fisheries projects
sometime in the latter half of March. (I will keep in mind that you
could not be available from March 19 through 22nd.)

In deciding on a specific topic, I suggest that you consider
using your Panamanian data as the context for identifying those aspects
of the fishermens' culture-technology, economic system, social organiza-
tion, authority structure and religion--which appear most relevant to
the successful design of projects intended to benefit small seale
fishermen. It will be Important to demonstrate the distinctive way that
an anthropological analysis contrasts with-and can productively
complement-an economic approach to project design. Your special interest
in cooperatives could, perhaps, provide a useful means of developing
this distinction.

As a tentative way of fitting it into our proposed seminar
schedule, your presentation has been tentatively entitled "Panamanian
Fishermen--Sociocultural Variables in the Design of Small Scale Fisheries
Projects." Let me know if, and how, this title should be altered and
when you think you have a topic clearly in mind, give me a call, next
week, if possible. Then we would like to see an outline by the end of
December. That will be reviewed quickly here and returned to you so that
we can have an annotated version by January 15. We would then like to

have the completed paper by February 15--for review and distribution
prior to your presentation in March.

At present, we plan to make your presentation part of a joint
seminar with Dr. Donald K. Emerson, a political scientist from the
University of Wisconsin. His title: "Rethinking Artisinal Fishery
Development--Western Concepts, Asian Experiences." I will send you a
copy when it becomes available. Both papers would be distributed before
the seminar. Each speaker would make a brief verbal review of the
principal aspects of his thesis; discussion would follow. Later you
would be asked to incorporate the results of this discussion in an
epilogue. Enclosed is a suggested format for seminar papers which I
hope you may find useful.
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Dr. Richard B. Pollnac - 2 - December 14, 1979

I am forwarding under separate cover, copies of several Bank

reports on fisheries: the "India Inland Fisheries Project"; the
"Philippine Fishery Training Project"; an"Appraisal of the Fisheries
Development Project, Burundi"; and an "Appraisal of the Second Fisheries
Project, Panama." They will give you an idea of the scope of Bank
concerns in the fisheries sector.

As I indicated, once I have your annotated outline, I will
forward your CV to the Personnel Division and they will be in touch with
you directly concerning your honorarium and travel arrangements.

Let me know if any of the above raises questions. Otherwise,

I will look forward to your call as soon as you are able to give more

specific definition to your topic. I hope that I can hear from you by
the end of next week.

Best wishes in the interim.

Sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Rural Operations Review

and Support Unit

Enclosure: As stated

cc:ASfeir-Younis, AGR

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATrON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yudelman DATE: December 14, 1979

FROM Charles is Science and Technology Adviser (PAS) 2

SUBJECT: "Alternative Agricultural Developers" in the U.S.

1. The attached report is an excerpt from a longer paper entitled

"The Relevance of A.T. Developments in the U.S. to the Third World"

prepared by William Ellis, George McRobie and Kenneth 
Darrow, and co-

sponsored by the Bank and OECD. The full report has been published by

OECD.

2. Mr. Ellis presented his report in a seminar to the Bank staff

on October 23, 1979, in which he emphasized that the major contribution

of U.S.-based "appropriate technology" groups lay in their 
overall approach

rather than in the specific hardware that they were developing.

3. You are welcome to make any use of this report that you 
wish.

Additional copies are available from my office.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Pickering
Donaldson
Christoffersen
Thoolen Jf



December 14, 1979

Dr. Nur Yalman
Director, Center for Middle Eastern Studies
Harvard University
Cambridge, MASS 12138

Dear Professor Yalman:

I am sorry for the delay in writing to tell you how pleased I

am to have your letter of November 26 and to learn that you will be

willing to participate in the Bank's seminar series.

It would be useful if your presentation could focus on the
relevance of understanding indigenous systems of land tenure (1) for
the efficient design of development projects and (2) as such understanding
can contribute to a fuller comprehension of the social factors that must

be taken into account in planning for effective land reform. Your
materials on Eastern Turkey would provide an excellent context for such
a presentation.

I am in the process of assembling some documents that may
assist you in placing your analysis in a framework that will make it

most relevant to the concerns of A Bank staff audience. For I am certain

that they will be convinced of the worth of your argument and will want

to know how its principles can be applied -- operationally - to their
own work. (But this focus is detailed in my letter of November 6 and

need not be repeated here.)

Poocedurally, we would ask that you prepare an annotated
outline of your paper by January 15. That will be reviewed here and we

would then like to have a completed draft by March 1. This will allow

for its review and for prior distribution to seminar participants. Your

presentation would be tentatively scheduled for mid-April and would take

the form of a brief verbal restatement of the principal points of your
thesis -- followed by a more detailed discussion of your paper's contents.
You would then be asked to prepare an epilogue incorporating aspects
of this discussion.

We hope that some of the papers from aur seminar series, yours
among them, will prove suitable for includion in a book Michael Cernea
and I are editing for publication through the Johns Hopkins University
Press.

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Dr. Nur Yalman - 2 - December 18, 1979

I am enclosing a note that suggests a format for organizing

your presentation. It is intended only to indicate some factors that

need to be taken into account to ensure that the special operational

concerns of a Bank staff audience are adequately addressed. From your

experience in establishing the Social Planning Department within the

Planning Secretariat for Turkey, you will know what is required.

When we have your outline, I will contact the Personnel

Division to get in touch with you directly concerning your honorarium,

travel arrangements and expenses. In the interim, I would be grateful

to have a copy of your CV.

If any of the issues touched upon above raise questions,

please let me know. Within a few days I will send along some Bank

documents which you may find useful. I hope that at some appropriate

point prior to your seminar presentation we can plan for you to come

to the Bank for a day in order to meet some of the Bank staff who share

your concerns, and who will be part of your interested audience.

Incidentally, I still remember with gratitude how much your

permission to allow me to reprint "Ascetic Buddhist Monks in Ceylon"

enhanced the value of my collection of Introductory Readings in Cultural

Anthropology published some years ago by MacMillan. It is good to be

back In touch.

More soon, best wishes in the interim.

Sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Rural Operations Review
and Support Unit

Enclosure: As stated
cc: Messrs/Mesdames T. Davis, F. Lethem, T. Kolan, G. Davis, M. Cernea
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Ms. Carmen Hamann, Nutrition Specialist, AGR December 14, 1979

Harold W. Messenger, Assistant Director, PHN

ROME - Meeting on Interregional Consultation of
Intersectoral Planning for Rural Children -
Terms of Reference

1. You will visit FAO, Rome, from December 17 to 19, 1979, to
attend the Interregional Consultation of Intersectoral Planning for

Rural Children which will discuss follow-up activities of the World

Conference of Agrarian Reform regarding the aspects of integrated rural
development planning, concentrating on children as the target population.

2. Specifically, the meeting will have the following objectives:

(a) utilize the overall mechanisms of both the IYC and the ACC

to engage in country/inter-country/interregional consultations

for planning processes which would contribute to the future

formulation and implementation of actions aimed at the better-

ment of children and their welfare;

(b) identify priority problems affecting infants and rural

children within the family and community; and

(c) identify gaps in knowledge and action through a review and

analysis of country programs for children, including notably
the IYC.

3. Your role at the consultation meeting will be to explain Bank

policies and programs in this area, and to contribute to the substantive

discussion on items (b) and (c) above in a personal capacity.

4. On your return to Washington, you will prepare a brt*f report,
identifying possible activities that future Bank-financed projects could

support.

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. Berg, Senior Advisor, PHN
Thoolen, AGRRD

cc: Mr. Schebeck, AGRNU

CHamann:ap
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WOHLD BANK/ IN [ ENATIONAL FI NANU COPORAI ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Mr. G. F. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP December 14, 1979

J. D. Von Pischke, AGREP

"Fungibility and the Design and Evaluation 
of Agricultural

Credit Projects"

1. The paper bearing this title, by Dale Adams and myself, which 
was

approved for conference presentation by Messrs. Yudelman 
and Merriam in July

has been sent to the American Journal of Agricultural Economics. 
Reviewers'

comments have been received and a revised draft, which is 
attached, has been

prepared. The revisions have been solely of an editorial 
nature and involve

no new arguments or examples. However, the Recommendations section, beginning

on p. 18, has been extensively reorganized and tightened 
up. From the tone of

the AJAE editor's letter, also attached, it appears that the attached draft

would be acceptable to AJAE for publication with no changes 
of substance.

2. If the article is accepted, a fee of $40 per printed page would

be payable when galley proofs are returned.

3. It would be appreciated if you could send the attached version 
to

Messrs. Yudelman and Merriam for their clearance for AJAE 
publication.

4. At various times we have discussed the relationship between 
outside

papers and publications and the purveyance of ideas within the Bank. A draft

CPN on a sectoral approach to ag credit projects has been seen by Brian Argyle

and is being prepared for wider circulation. This CPN indicates that fungibi-

lity has implications for project design, the most visible of which is that an

overall rate of return is not required for credit projects. 
By the time the

article would appear in AJAE the draft CPN should have received 
wide distri-

bution and comment throughout relevant parts of the Bank. By the time, too,

Dale Adams and I should have presented a short seminar on 
the topic in the

Bank, using the attached paper and the relevant annex 
from the IDA 105-KE

(Kenya First Smallholder Credit project) PIER 
as background material.

cc: D.B. Argyle, AGR

Attachments

JDVon Pischke:oh



December 13, 1979

MEMORANDUM

TO: ALL A.I.D. POSTS

FROM: AA/PPC, Alexander Shak(A- ,
AA/DS, Sander M. Levi

SUBJECT: rGuidance on Forestry and Reated Issues

Over the past year Miss'ions have received numerous documents and
reports of meetings focused on the problems related to defores-
tation along with instructions to begin looking at individual
country situations as a part of the CDSS process. All of these
are a necessary part of a process leading to Agency policy dealing
with the problems of deforestatio and natural resource depletion.

The attached A.I.D. Guidance on Forestry and Related Issues
constitutes one more step toward the fbrmation of a clear
strategy. It outlines opportunities for Missions to examine
the ext-ent to which deforestation and the loss of vegetative cover-
o tnstitute an imDediment to development, as well as the commit-

'ii't of the country to alleviating the causes and effects. Thie
is a request to Missions to start a dialogue with host govern-
ments and other donors where this has not been done and to
build on and expand activities which have already been
initiated.

Also attached is a new paper on Peace Corps Forestry Initia-.
tives. It is being sent along with A.I.D. Guidance for two
reasons: (1) to acquaint you with the type of initiatives which
PC feels are appropriate to their goals and experience, and
(2) to provide some further insight to the difficulties en-
countered in implementing certain types of projects.

The A.I.D. Guidance presents a wide range of objectives and'appro-
priate initiatives. The Peace Corps paper focuses only on those
which are appropriate for Peace Corps involvement. A.I.D.
Missions in countries where the deace Corps is located should
discuss both papers with the Peace Corps staff, examining possible
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new activities as well as collaboration 
on any existing Peace

Corps projects. For Missions where there is no Peace Corps the

details of this paper should prove helpful, 
especially if A.I.D.

or PVOs should propose similar initiatives 
in the future. The

Peace Corps welcomes comments and suggestions 
on their paper.

Missions are requested to report to 
A.I.D./W on those countries

where deforestation and loss of vegetative cover constitutes

a serious threat to other development activities and 
where

there is an awareness and a commitment on the part of a country

to bring about improvements in the situation. This will

give us better information on the extent of the 
problepis, the

locations most severely affected and 
enable A.I.D./W to sort

out- the necessary financial and technical res9urcep that may

have to be committed.

We will soon provide you with an annotated 
bibliography of ref-

erende materials on this subject through 
the Office of

Development Information and Utilization 
(DS/DIU). Included will

be details on activities already completed, underway or plan-

ned by A.I.D. that might prove helpful to those preparing

similar initiatives. As this inventory of activities becomes

better defined it will provide useful information 
to others,

both inside and outside A.I.D., particularly as 
the U.S. begins

to define its contributions to a global effort to deal with

problems related to deforestatign.

Attachments:

1. Guidance on Forestry and Related Issues

2. Peace Corps Forestry Initiative



UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON OC 20123

GUIDANCE ON FORESTRY AND RELATED ISSUES
December, 1979

I. INTRODUCTION: The President will soon receive a report
outlining a policy, strategy, and program framework which the
USG should pursue to cope with problems related to tropical
deforestation. One of the major conclusions of the report,
tba~t-A.I.D. along with qther Federal agencies is helping
to prepare, is that accelerated deforestation is rapidly

depriving the rural poor of resources needed to meet basic
human needs -- food, fuel and shelter. A.I.D. intends to help
developing countries meet the challenge posed by defores-
tation and related problems. This guidance outlines as range of
objectives and program options which Missions might take, either
bilaterally or in concert with other donors, which will be
responsive in a meaningful way to expected instructions from
the President. A copy'of the Report to the President will be
provided as soon as available.- This message provides background
information and supplements AIDTO Circular A-210 on Preser-
vation of Forests and elements of the Agricultural Develop'-
ment Policy Paper of June 3, 1978. It also outlines available
A.I.D./W technical resources shou'ld Missions seek assistance
and summarizes current activities in this field.

II. BACKGROUND: "Deforestation" is a development problem that
extends beyond the loss of tropical rain forests. Forests,
woodlands and grasslands provide people with essential food,

forage, fuel, shelter, a wide range of commercially valuable
products, employment opportunities and environmental benefits.-.
These resources are a vast reserve for current and future
generations--a resource that is being jeopardized in many parts
of the world by the proliferation of unsustainable patterns
of use and an inappropriate allocation of scarce human and
capital resources often resulting in an inequitable distri-
bution of income adversely affecting the economic livelihood.
of the poor.

Planned_and unplanned use of forests, woodlands, scrub and
siavanna always involves difficult trade-offs. The gain of some
immediate benefits--timber, fuelwood, space for planting food
crops--must be balanced against the loss of values needed over
the long term--soil fertility, water quality and quantity,
genetic resources, ecological diversity, wildlife and ab-
original habitats, future commercial development, tourism
and recreation.

Missions should be aware that in addition to the technical-
horticultural aspects of tree planting (soil fertility and
pH, water availability climatic conditions, altitude,
appropriate species, diversity), there are other important
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logistic and managerial activities that must be considered.

Solutions to overcome deforestation must also incorporate

social-cultural-economic-political-environmental considerations
if natural forest conservation and reforestation activities

are to succeed.

Our programs must be designed to meet the immediate food and

fuel needs of the population by dealing with the causes of

'resource deterioration (fuel; agricultural land for food, pasture

and fodder; and forest products), as well as with symptoms of

the problem (tree loss, erosion, declining soil fertility).
Careful assessment of individual cases will assure that no

potential cause--and therefore no potential remedy--is,
unwittingly excluded from consideration. It should be'real-

ized that since energy/forestry/environmental components of

projects cannot be separated clearly-, -the- pursu-it.of some

of the activities identi'fied in this message will also be

consistent with the high priority the Agency is placing upon
energy programs.

Authority to address these problems is contained in the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961 as amended by the Congress in 1977,

1978 and 1979; specifically sections 102, 103, 103b, 118 and

119. The law authorizes A.I.D. to provide assistance with

problems of environment and natural resources, forestry,, soil

conservation and water management, land use improvement,
wildlife and renewable energy, in order to maintain resources
essential to meeting basic human needs.

III. POSSIBLE PROGRAM ACTIVITIES: Missions should consult with
host countries and help establish the major causes of deforestation

and related problems, and determine their magnitude, areal

extent, urgency and possible corrective actions. Since most
restoration efforts are costly, both in terms of financial and
technical resources, each Mission should ensure effective coor-
dination of its forestry activities. One approach is topro-
mote the formation of a "natural resource coordinating committee "

'Tth representation from other donor organizations and re-
levant host country agencies which will optimize the use of

limited resources and enable Missions and developing countries

to address problems beyond the capability of any single agency.

Varying degrees of awareness exist in LDC governments. Some
such as Haiti, Costa Rica, Nepal, Panama, and Upper Volta have

developed programs and obtained U.-S. assistanqe. Others are

trying to define the problems before designing specific

activities. While the causes of deforestation and.devegetation
are different enough to require country-specific approaches, no
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country is immune from the problem of expanding populations

placing increasing stress on natural systems. Because of the diver-

sity of problems and commitments, Missions should consider these

broad areas of program acitivity:

- Analysis, planning and policy formulation (including
natural resource inventories, and land-use assessments,

capability classification, tenure security and
legislation);

- Institution-building for natural resource management
and conservation;

- Incorporation of forestry activities into agricultural
and rural development programs;

- Afforestation or reforestation, and protecting, natural/
induced vegetation,

- Appropriate and alternative energy;

There are a number of means by which assistance may be provided:

- Co-llaboration with other bilateral or multilateral
donors or direct assistance to host countries;

- Provision of technical assistance with-an emphasis on
multidisciplinary teams;

- Cooperation with the Peace Corps and Private Voluntary
Organizations;

- Participation in consortia capable of sponsoring regional
approaches to natural resource management and development;

- Provision of PL 480, Title II and Title III support.

The nature of deforestation and related resource problems sug-

gests that a wide range of objectives and initiatives may
need to be examined by Missions. This may be appropriate
as a part of the ongoing CDSS process or as a separate element.
of an "environmental profile" as noted in AIDTO Circular A-210.
Several possible initiatives have been associated with five
basic objectives in order to demonstrate how some activities-
may provide direct as well as indirect support. Some initiatives

could support several of the listed objectives. Missions may
also be able to suggest others bastd on an aseessment of country

circumstance and needs. The objectives include raising the

level of host country awareness, direct forestry improvements,
reduction of pressures causing deforestation and natural resource
degradation, and improvement in institutional capabilities
to manage natural resources.
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Each Mission will have to consult with the country on their needs
and priorities and then select appropriate objectives and initia-
tives. It may be that only one of the initiatives can be given
the level of attention needed or that several must be addressed
simultaneously if results are to be achieved, but in any event,
the approach by A.I.D. and the host country in planning initia-
tives must begin with a conscious effort to expand planning
horizons to suit, the long-term and ultimately large-scale
process of natural resource developme'nt and management.

1. OBJECTIVE: To raise host government awareness of the croblem
of d'e?orestation and natural resource degradation in order to in-
crease their commitment of resources, both human and financial.
Lo-~ orovide sustainable natural resource systems in order to
meet basic Iuman needs.

. Help assess actual loss rates and analyze causes of
deforestation to determine the magnitude and types of
efforts needed.

. Develop a comprehensive capability to survey forest re'ources
and to monitor forest cover changes through both ground
and remote-sensing technologioes.

. Assess with the host government, the economic consequences
of existing forestry related practices and land-use patterns,
including'the associated indirect costs of deforestation,
e.g. flooding,soil loss, siltation, disruption of agri-
cultural cycles, rising costs of fuelwood and other forest
forest products,loss of medicinal trees, bushes and. wildlite.

. Help develop a country strategy to systematically deal
with deforestation and associated forest land and
resource use problems.

2. OBJECTIVE: To provide support for protection, regener-
ation, proaiition and restoration efforts.

Help identify, protect and manage critical catchments
and watersheds, areas which contain representative
genetic materials, and unique or fragile environments.

. Develop planting materials and technologies and train
people for a variety of forestry activities which can
be locally initiated and controlled: tree plantations,
agroforestry, woodlots, and private holdhng tree planting.

. Assist in developing income generating programs for the
rural poor based upon managing and marketing forest
products (plant and animal) on a sustainable basis so
that there is a local staxe in maintaining natural and
planted forests.



. Support efforts to learn and record local knowledge of

plants and animals and the scientific basis for indigenous

resource practices.

. Initiate, support and expand existing programs of applied
research in agroforestry to identify, screen and evaluate

trees and plants having characteristics useful to and

aimed at solving problems of the rural poor: fast-growing,

regeneration by coppicing, multi-purpose (wood, forage,
fertilizer and soil tertility.improvements) which complement

food crops, or which provide other economic and environ-

mental benefits.

. Consider Food for Work (Title II) and Food for Development

(Title III) to provide the commodity-support and Xocal
currencies needed to finance the substantial amounts of

labor that might be needed in any-large-scale efforts to

restore degraded lands and critical watersheds.

. Encourage governments to implement necessary socio-economic
and administrative changes, such as land tenure security,

so that greater local participation will be forthcoming.

3. OBJECTIVE: To ease pressures on current use of forests and

other ve tion ey developing renewable and alternative sources

o energy and appropriate and alternative, sustainable cropping

systems for the rural poor.

. Support village woodlots or- urban tree plantations where
there is an active pattern of communal landholding or
communal oversight of activities. The necessity for
involving the women of the community (who usually gather

and utilize the fuelwood) in the identification, design,

and implementation of such projects cannot be over-stressed.

. Increase productivity of currently cultivated land
to reduce the pressure of expanding populations to use

forest, savannas and marginal lands for agricultural

expansion. This approach needs to be initiated with

caution, looking at both the intrinsic capability of the

land to support intensified agricultural production
and the energy requirements (including fertilizers and
pesticides) to sustain it.

. Develop alternatives and renewable energy sources including
substitutes for wood fuel and-.eharcoal. Also consider

the field testing of solar devices with potential for

drying grain, fish and tobacco as well as more. efficient
low-cost stoves and improved kilns for charcoal production.
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Utilize the concept of agroforestry for the simul-

taneous and stabilized production of food, forage,
and fuelwood especially in areas where shifting
cultivation is practiced.

. Evaluate possibilities for short-term subsidy programs
for alternative fuels, especially for poor consumers.
Such programs are, however, expensive and difficult to
terminate.

Consider, if agro-forestry not appropriate, short-term
supplementary financing of commodity support to compensate
owners for the loss of productive assets. The timqscale
of forestry efforts means that, land which is replanted
to trees is withdrawn from other forms of cultivation
for long periods of time.

4. OBJECTIVE;. To increase utilization efficiency of forest and
other natural resources through: (1) technological improvements--in
jproduction, extraction. ~rocessing and end use,-- and (2) more-
efective means of controlling the use rates of existing
resources..

. Develop local capability to formulate solutio.ns which are
specific to particular environments through long-term
training at professional levels.

. Provide short-term training -rograms in tree planting,
propagation and harvesting. A.I.D.'s policies focus on
community level training and support of community level
efforts through extension services for forestry and soil/
water conservation.

. Support public education on resource conservation to
provide stimuli for effective community or individual
participation in natural resource use through Forestry for
Local Community Development (FLCD) and school or backyard
tree nurseries.

. Consider small-scale or cottage industry development to
utilize "noncommercial" species of trees remaining after
selective harvesting for commercial purposes. This
approach is limited and must be coupled with appropriate
reforestation and environmental controls to ensure that
such intensive use of the forest' does not treate environ-
mental problems of its own.



5. OBJECTIVE: To assist governments to strengthen their insti-

tutional capability to manage natural resources through improved

planning and regulation of lands for agriculture, energy 
and other

uses at the farm, community and regional levels.

. Upgrade the effectiveness of host country forestry person-

nel to manage existing reserves by providing appropriate

training and equipment.

. Provide technical assistance to host country agencies in

analysis, planning, legislation and -policy formulation, and

environmental assessment activities.

. Encourage host governments to initiate regeneratile programs
for lands which have deteroriated due to misuse.

. Encourage and assist host governments to develop para-

professional personnel able to advise small and marginal

farmers on maintenance of existing tree crops and inte-

gration of tree and other crops in economically viable,
cropping patterns.

. Encourage and assist host governments to develop and
utilize local institutions to build community involvement

and capacity for improved resource planning and management.

. Encourage and assist host governments to develop and
utilize regional institutions to strengthen system-based
oriented (e.g., river basins or catchment areas)
planning and management of natural resources.

While this message has focused on activities that might be under-
taken in recognition of an identified need, the Missions must

realize that many traditional development activities can lead to
deforestation, including, land clearing for agriculture and cat.tle

grazing, road construction (especially into unexploited areas), and

population resettlement schemes. In these and similar activities,

the Missions must ensure that A.I.D. activities do not cause
unnecessary deforestation and that the environmental examination

carefully evaluates and concludes that the cleared lands will

sustain the intended uses and that the activity will go forward

only if resource regeneration, or other sustainable use components
are incorporated into the project. Missions should also be
examining all ongoing and proposed major projects (e.g. integrated
rural/agricultural development, irr-i-gation, rural water supply,

fish pond development, range management in arid areas) to ensure

that appropriate elements such as erosion controls (windbreaks
and vegetative plantings), woodlots, watershed protection,

training, and nurseries are fully incorporated.
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There are several technical problems related to pro-jects in
this area that must be overcome, but no project will be success-
ful if technical criteria alone are examined. The host govern-
ment and local communities must see the need for such
activities and be willing to take the steps necessary to re -
duce natural resource depletion and destructive land-use
patterns. Until that! level of awareness and commitment is
reached, our attenticn should be directed toward assessment
type activities and those designed to upgrade the host country
planning capabilities. Werever the commitment exists, itshould be supported and expanded.

Finally, it should be recognized that the economic and social
benefits 6f projects in natural resource conservation, pre-
servation and development may not be apparent in the short
term. This should not deter Missions from proposing suchactivities, which will normally have a three to five year pro-ject life span. The measurable benefits when a project
terminates may be in teris of institutional development, changedpractice, reduced levels of env-ironmental degradation; andthese will be sufficient to posit as objectives when proposingactivities in this area. It may well be that follow-on pro-ject support will be justified in individual cases; the long
range nature of the problem, and the need to sustain and sup-
port an equivalent long term commitment by the-host country,
may argue for second stage projects.

IV. AID/W Resources: An interdisciplinary mode of intervention
is necessary because of the complexity of the deforestation
problem. In addition to the resources normally available fromtheir regional offices, Missions can tap skills and expertise-of Development Support Bureau personnel, programs and projects.
These include: (1) IQC's'in Environment and Natural Resources,
(2) Several ongoing and planned DSB projects, (3) Consulting
services from direct-hire and IPA personnel.

Six newly arranged IQC contractors in Environment and NaturalResources can provide -some expertise in forestry. The list ofIQC firms was attached to AIRGRAM A-210. IQC's and. ongoingprojects in other related subject areas such as Agriculture,
Energy, or Rural Development can also provide needed
expertise.

A number of DSB personnel and IDIs with formal training inforestry can be made available for support of Mission needs.An AID/W Forest Resource Group has been proposed to serve as akey point of contact on forestry matt'ers. Othef personnel
having knowledge of related fields such as remote sensing,
environment, hydrology, agronomy, soils management, energy,
land use planning, land tenure, local organization, and communityparticipation can also be made available in response to
specific Mission requests. For some of the identified initia-tives, personnel from the Peace Corps and other agencies, aswell as Private and Voluntary Organizations, might be available.
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ROUTING BLIP

- D F -
Messrs. V. Rajagopalan, E-1023 N. Brouard, A-1037

C. Weiss, D-1000 J. Gorse, E-301

J. Coulter, E-1039 G. Krishna, A-400

G. Darnell, D-826 0. Price, B-608

D. Pickering, D-829 N. Sharma, C-913

T. Davis, E-930 L. Sonley, A-942

B Thoolen, D-841 - Hammond, E-933
J. Hanna, C-309 - .Hendry, A-1047
J. Blaxall, A-607 C. Walton, F-1006'
A, Golan, A-600, . Eccies, E-1005
M. Walden, F-402 C Grimshaw' E-938 .

R. Wadsworth, F-930' K. Berg, B-208
G. Homsi, C-908 J. Tillier, E-301
A. Otten, C-913 J. Peberdy', A-242
C. Ramasubbu, A-942 W. Smith, A-642
R. Stern, A-638 R. Rowe, A-507
K. Haasjes, A-942 P .Pranich, F-518
P Greening, E-539 G. Tibor, F-418
D. Mahar, C-802 D.. Lee., ,A-542
R. Skillings, C-802 D. Parsons, B-507
F. Lethem, E-1028 C. Nottidge, F-433
R. Overby, N-552 D. Haynes, A-712

H. Reitze, N-558 M. ffrench-Muller, D-751

J. Tixhon, N-549 B. Merghoub, A-718
K. Venkatraman, C-809 P. Naylor, C-711

Ms. H. Martinez, C-809 P. Goffin, A-813
C. Watson, N-546 L. Christoffersen, D-839

R. Latimer, N-546 W. Peters, D-813

D. Rubin, E-930 J. Russe-1, D-814
G. Davis, F-402 G. Temple, D-808
K. Marshall, A-1037 S. Draper, D-848

Messrs. C. Keil, A-400 B. Gray, D-812
H. Wagner, A-925 R. Hewson, F-925
R. Fishwick, B-215 J. Greenfield, F-408
J. Martinez, C-816 J. Wallis, A-924
F. van Gigch, A-201 M. Saddington, F-402

J. Collins, D-821 E. Senner, E-539
J. Edgerton, D-843 P. Whitford, F-924

F. Thomas, A-923

This Office recently received some additional material (attached)

from the U.S. Agency for International Development (US/AID) relating to

forest management which should prove of interest to you. It constitutes

an extension of material initially sent to you last August by Dr. Lee.

R. Goodland

Cleared w/& cc: Dr. J. A. Lee, OEA

RG:OMc
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Ar. Ernest Stern, VPO December 13, 1979
Through: Hr. Warren C. Saum, CPSVP

Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR

Agriculture Towards 2000

1. In response to your question, the report "Agriculture Towards 2000"
(AT 2000) is an essay in futurology that analyses trends in developing country
agriculture up to the year 2000. It has strengths and weaknesses combining,
as it does, quantitative modelling with subjective judgements on the productivity
of resources. In spite of poor data - a universal weakness - the report comes
up with projections of production of all major crops by the year 2000 as well as
aggregate requirements for inputs such as seed, fertiliser, pesticides, power
inputs and physical investments. These projections have been premised on meeting
an aggregate growth rate in output of 4% per year which, in our view, is not too
plausible. The dangers of this are already manifest in that the report of the
President's Commission on duuger has adopted this projection as feasible and
reasonable.

2. One great strength of the study - and its novelty - is that it is
built up from country level estimates which, in turn, are derived from a fairly
detailed inventory of land quality and water potential. This inventory is based
on years of detailed work undertaken by FAO and provides some indication of what
could be produced with available technology. Judgement on what could be produced
was reinforced by expert opinion from technicians and others familiar with the
resources in individual countries. The procedure was to establish country targets -
to conform with the aggregate growth rates and presuming the lowest possible level
of imports - and then adjust according to the resource constraints.

31 The study's weaknesses are that it projects the aggregate output of
each country without any substantive reference to prices, trade, comparative
advantage, or the physical and administrative machinery that might be necessary.
The result is that some individual country perspectives are unreal. For example,
m spuheea and Zambia are perceived as major exporters by 2000. The country

perspectives are not systematically merged with a global framework; there is
little room for interdependence between countries, trade expansion or a changing
relationship between agricultural and non-agricultural sectors. Most important
is that while the whole exercise is centered around supply meeting demand there is
no mention of prices. There is no equilibrium mechanism in the model and it is
not clear that the scenarios are compatible with a competitive or an administered
market clearing price system. As a consequence of this "pricelessness", pro-
jections of values have little meaning while the projections of physical quantities
are often too aggregate to be useful.



4. Perhaps more importantly, the constraints imposed by meeting a given

growth rate caused the study to forego any systematic consideration of the

developent options for individual countries. The original design of AT 2000

called for the use of a prograuwing model to consider several different "strategies'

of development. Unfortunately, the modelling work was not completed, instead

technical and policy choices were prescribed. If the work had been completed

we have no doubt that a likely scenario would involve more trade and a larger

production of fruits, vegetables and animal products than postulated by all the

scenario* in AT 2000. In our view, the most interesting part of the current

exercise would be if it could encompass different strategies and this would

requite completion of the modelling work.

3. From analytical work developed in this Department, it appears that the

main deficiency of the study - its disregard for price effects - could be remedied

by linking the incomplete programming model developed in FAo to the World Agri-

cultural Resource Model being developed by USDA. An interface between these two

models could prove useful as this would add a price and trade dimension to AO's

work, particularly as the disaggregated projections of the two models are very

close.

6. There are other ways to build on the work represented in AT 2000

which could make use of existing data and analysis in the Bank which includes:

(I) project data on yields, ICORs, and investment requirements; (ii) the impact

of prices on small farmers which was comprehensively studied in AGR's pricing

and subsidy reaearch effort; (iii) the nutritional implications of price, pro-

duction and development scenario. which also have been modeled (AGR and DO2),

and (iv) macroeconomic and trade scenarios from the WDR exercise. Such a joint

FAO/USDA/World Bank effort could:

1. Provide a capacity to answer questions such as; (I) impact

of energy price changes; (ii) efficiency of cereal self-

sufficiency strategies; (iii) long-term price ratios for

meat, cereals, aon-cereal food crops, fibers, etc.; (iv) the

impact of shifts in domestic support policies of the EEC,
Japan, China and USSR.

2. Strengthen sector analysis, making possible systematic reviews

of agricultural policy options which are currently approached by

Bank missions on an ad hoc basis. This could significantly

improve the forward planniug process for lending.

3. Generate country specific price data for project cost/benefit
analysis.

Resource permitting, we propose to continue exploring this with the USDA and

FAO in the coming months.

MYudslman/GDonaldson/CMLewis:=t



Mr. Ernest Stern, VPO December 13, 1979
Through: Mr. Warren C. Baum, CPSVP

Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR

FAO's Mandate to Monitor Progress in Rural Development

1. The iank participated initially in helping FAO prepare for the
World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development. We, along with
the other UN agencies, had some problem. with the recommendation that FAO
should 'monitor" both international and national rural development efforts
and to measure actual progress in rural areas. Despite strong objections
from the UN (Mr. Dad.ie) FAO proceeded to push through the recommendation
that they have responsibility for monitoring.

2. We were asked to help in the conceptual stages of designing indicators
of progress. We were prepared to make Mr. Turnham available to help; unfortunately,
there were higher priority claims on his time. Nurul Islam has asked again for
an input from us but we simply cannot spare anyone to attend the endless meetings
being convened to discuss this topic.

3. As you may have gathered, I do not believe this will be a very fruitful
exercise. In my view, it would be easy to design indicators of rural development
(or lack of it). But either -iata will not be available or governments will be
unwilling to mount the massive effort required to gather such data and make it
available to an external agency such as FAO. I foresee an exercise in frustration.
Consequently, I am reluctant to get too involved in it.

cc; Mrs. Shirley Boskey, IRD

?4udelmen/C~MLewis mt



Mr. Alfredo Sfeir-Tounis, AGA December 12, 1979

Peter D. I.ammoud, RORSU

Peoposed Seminar py Dr Richard B. Pollnac on "Panamanian Fisheries--Socio-
cultural Variables in the DOesig of Small Scale risherie Pj!cs 4

As agreed in our conversation today, I will endeavor to schedule
Dr. Pollnae's presentation for March rather than February so that it can
be oombined in a joint saminar with Dr. Eimerson's paper on "ethinking
Artisinal Fishing.

I would be grateful if you would ask your secretary to forward
copies of the Policy Paper and the draft of Dr. Rmerson's paper as they
become available. As relevant materials related to Dr. Pollnac's
presentation become available, I will see that copies are sent to you.

I anticipate that the distinctive thrust of Dr. Pollaac's
presentation will derive from the anthropological perspective he takes
to analysis of his Panamanian data-especially to its implications for
the more effective design of Bank projects; and I note your ideas that
it would be useful to have some suggestions on the issue of quantifying
apparently non-quantifiable variables.

T look forward to cooperating with you further in the development
of a productive joint seninar.

c: Ms. Kolan
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Addressees Below DATE: December 12, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Irrigat . iser, AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Fiscal Year 1979 PPARs
Principal Lessons Learned from Irrigation Project PPARs
Preliminary Comments

1. This memorandum sets forth my selection of the more significant
points made in PPARs in the following projects, all submitted to the Board
in FY79:

PAKISTAN - Flood Rehabilitation
Cr466-PAK Appraised October 1973

MEXICO - Rio Colorado Irrigation
Ln527-ME Appraised March 1967

KOREA - Pyontaek-Kumgang Irrigation
Ln600-KO Appraised September 1968

In addition, my comments are offered as to the lessons- to be learned.
Paragraphs' numbers refer to the PPARs.

2. Pakistan Flood Rehabilitation

(a) The PPAR suggests that in cases such as this,
where a satisfactory ERR can readily be quali-
tatively recognized but cannot easily be calcu-
lated, it might be worthwhile at least to make
a cost-effectiveness analysis (i.e. compare unit
costs for project components with standard unit
costs for similar activities. (para 13)

(b) Documentation required seems excessive for dis-
bursement against foreign exchange costs of many
items. Same results with less time and paperwork
could be achieved by disbursing against a percentage
of total costs of the items. (para 15)

(c) Use of consultants by the Bank to supervise in the
country gave excellent results for this crash project.
Costs were less than $30,000 for a $40 million credit
(para 18). 89% of credit was disbursed in 13 months.

(d) In view of quick disbursement of 89% of credit in 13
months, extension of closing date by 2-1/2 years for
spare parts seemed excessive.
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3. Rio Colorado Irrigation Project

(a) Limiting Bank participation to scheduled limited
loan funds, without reducing project scope,
caused financing difficulties for Government and
probably resulted in project completion delays.
(para 13-17)

(b) Streamlining Bank procurement procedures would
have accelerated disbursements and project comple-
tion. (paras 18-19)

(c) In spite of recognized inadequacies in the feasi-
bility study, overall project design and appraisal
timing were opportune. (para 24)

(d) The Bank appraisal, as was the fashion at the time
(1967), did not adequately reflect the many un-
certainties surrounding costs, benefits, and rate
of implementation. Project was still very successful.
(para 25)

4. Pyontaek-Kumgang Irrigation Project

(a) Inadequate surveys of tidal lands during preparation
led to gross overstatement of potentials and under-
estimation of costs. (paras 11 - 15, 32)

(b) Introduction of High-Yielding Varieties (HYV) of rice
led to outputs exceeding appraisal estimates. (para 10)

(c) Inadequate attention was given to subsurface drainage
design during preparation and project execution (paras
23-25), resulting in uncertainties even after completion
as to drainage benefits and appropriate design criteria.

Lessons to be Learned

5. General lessons to be learned from these PPAR comments, and borne in
mind for future Bank lending for irrigation projects, are set forth in this
paragraph:

(a) Economic Analysis. Even though an ERR cannot be eas-
ily or conveniently calculated, or even if it need
not be calculated because of readily but qualitatively
recognizable feasibility, a cost-effectiveness analysis
should be performed. While OED does not make this
point, it is worth inviting the attention of Bank Projects Staff
to the fact that cost effectiveness should be a
consideration in every project evaluation. It is not
sufficient that the projected ERR be "satisfactory."
Bank staff also should satisfy themselves that signifi-
cant savings in costs .or increases in benefits cannot be
achieved by reasonable modifications of project concept or
formulation. It is my impression that in some cases cost
effectiveness is not given much attention if the Government's
project meets ERR requirements.
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(b) Procurement

(i) During appraisal and project start-up, Borrower
procurement procedures and Bank requirements
should be reviewed with Project staff, with a
view to reach mutual understanding and stream-
line procurement as much as possible. This al-
ready is recommended Bank procedure, although
not always fully achieved.

(ii) Disbursement against a percentage of item cost
in lieu of disbursement against documented foreign
exchange costs may accelerate disbursements and
reduce paperwork for Bank and Borrower. This
procedure frequently is used for Bank projects.

(c) Inadequate project preparation usually results in

increased costs and delays in execution, but sometimes
projects are still successful despite such a deficiency.

Risks and uncertainties should be identified and dis-
cussed in appraisal reports (this is now standard Bank
procedure).

(d) OED believes that extension of a loan/credit for 2-1/2

years to disburse the final 10% of funds available is

excessive. While the length of time and percentage of

funds to be disbursed vary, it has been my observation that
this is a frequent Bank practice. While there is some un-

defined limit, I do not see where this practice is inherently

"bad."

(e) The use of consultants by the Bank to assist in supervision
of projects requiring rapid procurement and disbursements
may give excellent results in a cost-effective manner. in

view of increasing staff loads, perhaps serious consideration

should be given to more use of consultants to the Bank to

improve Bank supervision efforts and project execution.

Action Required

6. Addressees of this memorandum are requested to return comments to

the writer before the end of January 1980. These can be in the form of marginal
notes on a xeroxed copy.

FLHotes:rm

Addressees: Messrs. Malone (OED); Morse (PAS); Donaldson (AGREP); Otten (LCP);
Pranich (ASP); W. Smith (AEP).

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Pickering o/r (AGRDR/CPS).



December 11, 1979

Dr. Stephen R. Gliessman
Departomento de Ecologia
Colegio Superior de Agricultura Tropical
Apartado Postal #24
Cardenas, Tabasco, Mexico

Dear Dr. Gliessman:

Excuse us for not including the skeleton draft for the
"Future Directions" Guideline. Please view the skeleton as a list
of possible topics; feel free to add to, subtract from and expand upon
the listed subjects. Enclosed are several articles on agriculture in
the future, and a draft MS "Evaluation of Microbial Technologies In-
volved in Fuel Production, Agriculture and Forestry", which may be of
use and interest to you. Please keep any of interest to you or your
department.

Again, feel free to call if you have any questions.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely,

R. J. A. Goodland
Office of Environmental Affairs

Encls.

cc: Dr. J. A. Lee, OEA

RG:OMc
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Future Directions for Agricultural Projects

Future projects will improve in energy conservation or produc-

tion, and in sustainability of yields, while being environmentally and

socially sound (in addition to the usual Bank criteria and goals).

The following should be emphasized: (Include definitions, where

being attempted, literature, etc. on each point.)

1. Eco-agriculture:

2. Sustained Yield:

3. Multicrop Projects: Diversification of crop, timing, and

spacing so as to minimize agricultural, economic and

environmental risk.

4. Increased integration of agriculture with aquaculture and

recycling.

5. Microbial Potential: Yeasts; industrial as well as village

biogas; single cell protein; symbiotic biological nitrogen
fixation; vitamins; viral, bacterial and fungal production;

biological control of weeds (ifnnot in IP?4); accumulation

and fixation of other nutrients (synergists; land-based

aquatic biomass systems.

6. "No-till" farming and other 'appropriate technologies' to

increase production while conserving soil and other

resources.

7. Small Animals: Their value and role in family village

plots (e.g. bees, agoutis, rabbits).

8. Fuel: Firewood, charcoal, etc.; oil, latex and resin for

local consumption (e.g. castor bean oil for diesels).

9. Novel crops and animals: (See NAS's Tropical Plants with

Promising Economic Value.)

10. Appropriate Technology:

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



December 11, 1979

Dr. Vijay P. Singh
Director
International Symposium on

Rainfall Runoff Modeling
Mississippi State University
P.O. Drawer CE
Mississippi State
Mississippi 39762

Dear Dr. Singh:

Thank you very much for your kind invitation to participate in
your May 18 - 21, 1981 Symposium. My delay in responding is due to
the fact that I have had your letter and bulletin circulated among
colleagues at the Bank to ascertain their potential interest.

It appears that no one in the Bank can prepare a paper-because
of either operational pressures or lack of a topic which they believe
would fit the Symposium. At least one person has indicated that he
would like to attend, but it is impossible at this early date to make
a firm eoumitment in that regard.

Please keep us informed via your bulletins as to progress on the
Symposium, as that will serve to remind us of the dates.

- regret that our response could not be more positive, but we wish
the 01"osium every success.

With very best personal regards, I am

Sincerely,

F.L. lotes
Irrigation Adviser
Agriculture and Rural

F r 
Development Department

cc: Mr. P. Whitford (AEP)
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December 10, 1979

Dr. David Freeman
Department of Sociology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

Dear Professor Freeman:

As you may know, Michael Cornea and I will be editing a number
of the papers presented in the Bank's Sociological Seminar Series for
publication through the Johns Hopkins University Press. Projects for
Rural Development: The Human Dimension is our tentative title. We look
forward to including in the book the good article entitled "Sociological
Analysis of Irrigation Water Management--A Perspective and Approach to
Assist Decision-Making" which you wrote with Professor Lowdermilk.

In the course of reviewing your paper here in the Bank the
following issues/queries have been raised.

1. Could the phrasing of the tasks on Page 2 be clarified?
For example, some readers may have difficulty in readily
grasping what is meant by "mapping strategic variables

accounting for behavior associated with poor irrigation
efficiencies in existing systems."

2. Would you consider starting your paper with the strong
statement that appears at the bottom of Page 2, Paragraph
3, last line, "This paper represents ... ?" This directly
identifies the important issues you will be dealing with
and would help get your presentation off to a good crisp
start.

3. Page 5, could most of this useful review of the literature
go in a footnote, so that the action-oriented reader could
move on with less risk of losing track of the main thread
of your argument?

4. Page 6, Paragraph 1, last line, could we have a definition
of "warabandi"?

5. Could the table on Page 10 be redrawn for greater clarity?

6. Page 11, Paragraph 2, line 3, could we have a synonym for
"lumpy"?

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



Dr. David Freeman - 2 - December 10, 1979

7. Page 25, the point is well taken that irrigation technologies

are often more readily understandable than are the new social
arrangements they entail. But could you cite some cases?

8. And, finally, could the general formulation of the first
twenty-six pages be more tightly integrated with the
examples provided in the case study. At present, the two
parts read almost like separate articles.

To assist you in making the relatively minor editorial revisions
necessary to fit your article into the format of the book, I am enclosing
a style sheet and a manual on the preparation of Bank manuscripts for
external publication. A working table of contents is also enclosed.

Also enclosed is a copy of your reflections on the discussion

of your seminar paper. The marginal comments may be useful in incorporating
some of these ideas into the body of your revised article.

If any of the issues raised above require clarification, please
let me know. Baslcally, your paper is in excellent shape. With a few
modifications it should be ready to go as a strong addition to our book.
We hope that you and Dr. Lowdermilk can have your revised manuscript ready
to send on to us by January 15.

Sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Agriculture and Rural

Development

Encs: As stated
cc: Professor Max. L. Lowdermilk
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December 10, 1979

-.r. Suttl Ortiz
2654 Exieter Road
Cleveland Teights, Ohio 44U13

)ea r Sutti.

As I believe your know, %iche Geruea and I will be editing a

nunber of the papers presented in the Bank's Sociolog ical Semiear Seris

for publication through the Johi.s flopkins TniversityhPreas. PR0JE"CTS FOR

JUQAL DEVU.OPMYNT; THE li DIfEN*SIOM is our tentative title. We look

forward to including in the book a revised version of your paper on 'The

Gonstraints on Rural )atketi&; Systans - A Colombian Case.

To assist you in making the editorial revisions necessary to fit

your paper into the format of the book, I am eaclesing a style sheet, a

suggested article format and a manual on the Preparation of Bank Yaniuscripts
for External Publication. A working Table of Contents is also enclosed.

In revising your paper it would !,e particularly helpful if your

would note and try to follow the ,Suggested Article Format." This might

help giva the paper a more explicit structure.

In the course of revising your manuscript here in the Bank, the

following issues have been identified for attention:

1) The need to make the relationship of market studies to the

succesafuly design of road and credit projects more explicit. The value

of understanding earket networks as a means of ensuring that project bene-

fits meet the needs of the poorest sector of the populace also needs to be

underscored.

2) It also would be helpful if you could make clearer the dis-
tinction betweaen the anthropologist's approach to the study of marketing
and that of the micro-economist. One of the several objectives of this

book will be to heighten the awareness of Lank staff -- and of others in

the development field -- of the special usefullness of an anthropolfginal

or sociological perspective on project work.

3) Can data from your recent mission work be usefully incorporated
in your revision?

4) Your discussion of factors affecting changes in the market sye-
tes is mst interesting. It could be used to more explicitly point up the
value of the role the anthropologist can play in the early stages of the

project cycle in spotting such trends as these and in making project design
recomondations accordingly.

. . .2
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frl. Ortiz
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5) As indicated in the enclosed Suggested Article ForUat, a
1Conclusion" vould be ueful in drawing the paper to an orderly close. Rere

the implications of deadritic markets for meetinZ the needs of the poorest

farmers should be restated with, if possible, a listing of specific operational

recomuendations to those responsible for project design.

We hope that we can have your revised paper by the end of December,

or by January 15, 1980 at the latest. If any of these points require elari-

fication, please give me a call.

'est wishes.

Siacerely.

Peter B. 1ammond
Rural Operatioas Review

and Support Unit

EnOF:
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Hr. A. 4usa Ahmad, Acting Chief, RORSU 1Deccmber 10, 1979

Peter R. Rarmond

Update to Tentative Schedule for Sociological Seminar* for the

Remainder of FY80

1. The schedule shown below is proposed for the remainder of FY80.
Note that this series allows for coverage of all topics identified in

Mr. Cernea's memo to you dated July 25, 1979.

2. The present order is designed to provide for both topical and
geographical spread--East Africa, Central America, the Middle Bast,
South America, West Africa and Asia in that order.

3. We hope that some of the papers will prove suitable for inclusion

in the book, tentatively entitled PROJECTS 70P PTELOPMET: TTE TUAN

DIMENSION, which we will be submitting for publication through the
Johns Hopkins University Press.

4. You will note that, contrary to previous practice, one seminar
has been planned per month for the 4ix month pariod beginning in January.
This appears to follow the intent of Mr. Cernea's July 25 memo, and it will

compensate for the several months during which the regular seminar schedule
has been interrupted because of Mr. Cernea'a absence. Most presentations
will have been made prior to my departure Nay 1.

5. I will, of course, advise you of any changes in the order of

presentations listed on the attached schedule. In each instance it is

planned that the authors will be invited to the Bank to confer with

relevant staff prior to the drafting of their papers in final form.

6. Plans for FY81: Dr. Neville Dysop-Hudson'a paper on "Sociological
Variables in East African Livestock Projects," originally scheduled for
March 1980, may have to be rescheduled for a later date because he will be
working in East Africa for mest of the year and does not have travel funds
for a return trip to the Bank.

7. Seminars on the status of women in development, on transmigration
in Java, on indigenous marketing strategies and on the role of the "Sacred
Cow" in Indian livestock development are still in the early planning stages.
I will advise you before arrangements become definite. Your suggestions
on this schedule will be most welcome.

Attachment

?IE1awond/jkv
cc: Messrs. LChtistoffersen, AGR; TDavis, AGROR; MCernea, AGROR; JSpears, AGR;

SMraper, AOR; ASfeir-Younis, AGR: Tolan, PMD; DRubin, AGROR
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF SOCIOLOGICAL SEMINARS FOR THE REMAINDER OF FY80

JANUARY "Irrigation, Agriculture and Pastoralism in the Sudan,"
Dr. Gunnar Srb4 University of Norway

FEBRUARY "Panamanian Fishermen--Sociocultural Variables in the
Design of Small Scale Fisheries Projects,"
Dr. Richard B. Pollnac, University of Rhode Island

MARCH "Blood Feuds, Land Tenure Disputes and the Design of

Irrigation Projects in Eastern Turkey,"
Dr. Nur Yalman, Director, Middle East Studies Center,
Harvard University

APRIL "Potatoes, Peruvian Peasants and Development Projects,"
Dr. Robert Werge, U.S. Department of Agriculture

MAY "Social Forestry in West Africa: Anthropological Pers-
pectives for Project Design,"
Marilyn Hoskins, Consultant, USAID

JUNE "Upward Mobility Among the Poorest of the Poor--Sugar
Cane Cultivators in Maharashtra,"
Donald W. Attwood, McGill University

December 10, 1979
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Assistant Directors, Agriculture DATE: December 7, 1979

FROM: M. Yudelman, AGRDR

SUBJECT: Agricultural Sector Symposia, January 7-11, 1980

1. The schedule of topics for the Symposia has now been finalized. As

you know, a leading speaker has been selected to present a paper on each

topic. This presentation will be followed by a discussion, led initially

by selected discussants, followed by participation from the floor.

2. For each topic or session we require an experienced chairman in

charge, to manage the session and guide and control the discussion. I consider

this function extremely important, so that maximum benefit is derived from the
discussions.

3. I would be grateful therefore if you would agree to serve as Chairman
for the topics on the attached list at the stated times. Would you please
confirm as soon as possible.

4. Papers will be sent to you well in advance and the appropriate CPS
advisor will contact you concerning the major points likely to arise in

discussion.

BSGray:mam
cc: NMssrs. Pickering, Christoffersen, Darnell, Fransen, Hotes, Argyle,

Spears, Sutherland, Turnham, Collins, Russell, Gray, Naseem
Ms. Kolan



SCHEDULE OF TOPICS FOR AGRICULTURAL SECTOR SYMPOSIA - 1980

JANUARY 7 - 11, 1980 - "EYE" BUILDING

SUBJECTS/TOPICS SPEAKERS PROPOSED CHAIRMAN CPS ADVISOR DATE & TIME

CROPS (Field and Tree Crops)

Technological Packages and Approaches B.A. (Bert) Krantz Roger Rowe Clive Collins Jan. 7
to Management for Rainfed Agriculture 09.15 - 10.45

in Semi-arid Tropics

Technological Packages and Approaches Pedro Sanchez John Blaxall John Russell Jan. 7

to Management for Rainfed Agriculture 11.00 - 12.30

in Sub-humid Tropics

Tree Crops Intercropping Possibilities George Watson Francis van Gigch Brian Gray Jan. 7
14.00 - 15.30

Problem of Introduction and Sustenance
of Tecmologies for HYVs Robert Herdt Donald Pickering John Collins Jan. 10

09.15 - 10.45

IRRIGATION

Irrigation Mthods and Efficiencies Mrvin Jensen Paul Goffin Frederick Hotes Jan. 8
G.S. Tibor 14.00 - 17.30

Problems of Drainage Related to Pieter Dieleman Roger Rowe Frederick Hotes Jan. 9

Irrigation Projects Ray Winger 09.00 - 13.00

Walter Ochs

Planning Flexibility in Designing Per Ljung Annon Golan Frederick Hotes Jan. 9

Irrigation Projects 
14.00 - 15.30

Lessons from Past Irrigation Projects, Fred Hotes Frederick Hotes Frederick Hotes Jan. 9

Including Their Sociological Impact (Coordinator) 15.45 17.30

./...



2.

SUBJECTS/'TPICS SPEAKERS PROPOSED CHAIRMAN CPS ADVISOR DATE _ TIME

LIVESTOCK

Lives tck Production Systems Klaus Meyn James Hendry Donald Sutherland Jan. 8

in Semi-arid Rangelands 
14.00 - 15.30

Smallholder Dairy Production Peter Brumby James Hendry Donald Sutherland Jan. .
15.45 - 17.15

FORESTS

Designing Forestry Components for John Spears Francis van Gigch John Spears Jan. 9

Inclusion in Agricultural and Rural 
14.30 - 17.00

Development Projects

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, EXTENSION & TRAINING

Adoption of New Technology by Small D. Winkelmann John Blaxall Graham Donaldson Jan. 8

Farms - Results of Field Studies 11.00 - 12.30

Agricultural Research and Extension - J.A. Lindt Donald Pickering James Fransen Jan. 10

Experience with T&V System; and Other R.P. Armour 14.00 - 17.30

Research and Extension Systems

The Handling of Training and Mnpower Bernard Woods Paul Goffin Brian Argyle Jan. 11

Development in Bank Agricultural E. Nicholson 10.00 - 12.30

Projects

RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Design of a Rural Development Peter Nottidge Leif Christoffersen David TurnhamV Jan. 8

Project - Conceptualizing a Project James Greene Alan Berg 09.15 -'10.45

and its Key Elements (taking account
of consumption)



3.

SPEAKERS PROPOSED QAIPMAN CPS ADVISOR DATE & TIME

SUBJECTS/'IOPICS.

RURAL DEVELOPNENT (cont.)

Short-cut Methods in Information Robert Chambers Leif Christoffersen David Turnham Jan. 10.

Gathering in Rural Development 11.00 - 12.32
Project Preparation

Joseh Fredmn Amon GlanFrederick Hotes Jan. 10

Appraisal of Rural Water Supply - Joseph Freedman A1mon Golan 14.3kH-sJ 6.00

Technical, Institutional and
Economic/Financial Considerations

FARM TECHNOLOGY

Appropriate Technology, covering: Lawrence Skromme David Haynes Graham Donaldson Jan. 11

(a) Development of Water Lifting
Devices;

(b) Performance of Small Tractors

Post-harvest Technology, involving: David Dichter David Haynes Graham Donaldson Jan. 11

(a) Threshing 
11.00 12.30

(b) Storage, and
(c) Processing

Agriculture in the 21st Century Sylvan Witwerr Montague Yudelman Harry Walters 14. - 6.00

140 60



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR E INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRVCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 7, 1979IceI

FROM: B. S. Gray & M. Naseem, AGR

SUBJECT: Staff Information Exchange Symposia - Checklist
For discussion with Ms. Kolan 12/10/79

tion/Deadtine

1. Location of symposia - room numbers to be finalized.

2. Chairmen - Chairmen have been selected tentatively for each topic. Mr.Yudelman

has written the Assistant Directors requesting that they serve.

- Chairmen to receive priority in receipt of papers.

- Chairmen to receive summary of biodata on speaker & discussants.

3. Speakers - which papers have been received?

- speakers to be sent a copy of the schedule of topics in

chronological order.

- have arrangements for travel & accomodation been finalized by

Travel Office?

- obtain biodata on speakers for purposes of introduction.

4. Discussants - to receive priority in receipt of papers.

- obtain biodata on discussants for purposes of introduction.

- to meet with CPS advisors to discuss papers.

5. CPS Advisors - to receive priority in receipt of papers.

- to provide Chairmen with biodata on speakers and discussants.

- to arrange a meeting between the Advisor and discussants/rapporteurs

for discussion of papers.

- to advise Chairmen of main points which should be raised during

symposia.

6. Staff attendance - PMD to request details of proposed attendance from all

statt members of agricultural divisions and also from loan

officers and DPS management.

7. Schedule of to ics - the final schedule of topics in chronological order

to e sent to each participant. Schedule will detail chairmen,

speakers, discussants, CPS advisors and location.

./..



Files - 2 - December 7, 1979

Action/Deadline

8. Symposia proceedings - rapporteurs from CPS-AGR have been nominated and
agreed with Messrs. Donaldson and Thoolen.

- rapporteurs to be advised of their duties.

- editing of proceedings by Gray/Naseem.

9. Symposia management - responsibilities to be clearly defined.

10. Papers - to be distributed as priority to Chairmen, discussants, CPS
advisors, rapporteurs.

BSGray:mam
cc: Messrs. Pickering (o/r), Donaldson



December 7, 1979

,:r. Thayer Scudder
2Avision of the Humanitiea and Social Sciences
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91125

Dear Ted,

As I believe you know, Michael Cernea and I will be editing a number
of the papers previously presented in the 3ankl Sociological Seminar Series
for publication through the Johns Hlopkins University Press. PROJ!.CTS FOR RURAL
DEVELOPXENT: THE HUHAN 1IMES ION is our working title. We look forward to
including your good paper on "Some Policy Implications of Compulsory Relocation
in Connection with River aasin Development and other Projects Impacting Upon Low
Income Populations.

We are asking that articles in the book be kept to a maximum length
of between fifteen and twenty pages. Your nineteen page manucript, thus, allows
for some additions.

In making those faitly minor revisions required to fit your article
into the format of the book, we would be grateful if you would consider the
following issues and/or queries that have come up in the course of reviewing
your manuscript here in the 3ank.

1) Could the rather general discussion of the deleterious effects of
stress" beginning on page 6ff be more tightly related to the specific problems

of relocation? How does such stress differ, for example, from the alienation
and dissatisfaction that powerless people experience, generally, when they feel
they are being pushed around?

2) Could your recoemendations on how to deal with this stress be made
more tighly operational? It would be particularly helpful if you could indicate
some of the ways you see the anthropologist or sociologist as particularly well
suited to intervene in the project design process in order to reduce such stress.

3) It has been suggested that it would be helpful if the paper had a
formal conclusion, one that would allow for the 6rief restatement of your opening
thesis and would then remind the reader of the concete proposals you have made
for coping with the critical problem. you have identified.

...2
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While we want this publication to find a wide readership here in the
,ank, we also hope that it will be useful to scholars elsewhere who . lao are
concerned with the more effective identification of socio-cultural issues
related to the achievement of developlient.objectives.

To help you to undertake the fairly minor editorial revisions necessary,
I am enclosing a style sheet and a manual on the Preparation of Bank anuscripts
for external Publication. A working Table of Contents is also enclosed. (You
will note that a slight change in the title for your article has been Suggested.
Dut it would obviously be preferable to have your own suggestions on the form
that a shorter title might take.)

If any of these points raise questions, please give me a call or drop
me a line.

Your paper deals with a critical issue. A few editorial flourishes
along the lir.Qs indicated above will turn it into a strong addition to our book.
de would liks to have a revised copy of your paper by January 15, 1980.

I look forward to hearing from you and to receiving your revised
manuscript. Jest wishes in the interim.

Sincerely,

Peter 3. Rammond
Rural Operations Review

and Support Unit

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Chiefs of Agriculture and Rural Development Divisions DATE: December 7, 1979

FROM: M. Yudelman, Director, AGR V4<

SUBJECT: Accounting and Auditing for Agricultural Projects

1. Senior management .has directed us to give more attention to,
and support for, operations in the area of accounting performance and
auditing standards as applied to projects in the agricultural sector.
In 1980 a new Financial Advisor is scheduled to join PAS, in much the
same capacity as Mr. Raizen performed prior to his promotion to Projects
Adviser, CPSVP.

2. We would like to have the benefit of the experience and insights
of Regional staff in addressing these issues. Accordingly, we would like
your cooperation in establishing a task force of agricultural project
officers who have accounting qualifications, and others who may be
interested in the topics of accounting and auditing. The task force would
be expected to meet up to half a dozen times for the purpose of drafting
and reviewing an issues paper dealing with accounting and auditing in
agricultural projects.

3. I would be grateful if you would inform members of your division,
especially those who are chartered accountants or CPAs, about this proposed
task force. Volunteers are requested, and should contact J. D. Von Pischke,
AGREP, x 73693, who will serve as task force rapporteur.

4. The first meeting of the group has been scheduled tentatively for
10 a.m. Monday, 17 December.

cc: Mr. V. Rajagopalan, CPSVP,
Mr. van der Tak, PAS
Assistant Directors (Agriculture)

JDVon Pischke:oh



WORLD BANK / IN I I RNATIONAL FINANCE C(R A I I ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Graham Donaldson, Chief, AGREP Dlf H December 6, 1979

FROM: Gordon P. Temple, AGREP

SUBJECT: USAID Conference on Rural Development
Shenandoah, Virginia November 25-29, 1979
Back-To-Office Report

1. On November 25-29, 1979, I attended a five-day conference on rural
development sponsored by USAID (Terms of Reference, dated November 20, 1979).

2. The announced purpose of the conference was (a) to capture the
recent experience of people doing rural development in order to learn how
to use proven successes to better the lot of the rural poor; (b) to estab-
lish an agenda of urgent "need to know" issues for the 1980's; (c) to develop
an action agenda for development institutions of what can and should be done
to combat poverty among rural people in the 1980's.

3. About 200 people from USAID field offices and headquarters staff,
LDC government officials (mainly from Latin America and French-speaking Africa),
academics, and a few international organizations were present. , The conference
began with a Keynote address by His Excellency Ambassador Hernan Santa Cruz,
Special Representative to the Secretary-General of FAO. He reported the con-
clusions of the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development
and made a strong plea for OECD countries to support development. But he
then equated support for LDC's to support for FAO's financing of development

projects.

4. Because the conference was so large, it was broken down into three
layers of working groups. These groups began with papers given by academics
who had little practical field experience and put off field staff with theory
and jargon. Upon the completion of these small discussion groups, most of
the remaining time was spent reporting up to the next layer working group.
Consequently, formal conference sessions spent little time discussing recent
rural development experience and differentiating between existing knowledge
and issues that require further work. Conference participants were left to
squeeze informal discussion into the 15 minute break periods and free time
planned after 10:00 P.M.

5. The following issues emerged which concern the Bank.

Consumption and Nutrition in Rural Development Projects

6. Professor Thomas Zalla from Michigan State University presented
empirical evidence from Tanzania demonstrating that as income and consumption
expenditure rose, the level of nutrition fell. The decline in nutrition
resulted from a shift in the composition in consumption as people switched
from consuming family-produced foods to consuming foods purchased at market.
This issue needs to be considered during design of projects that replace
subsistence production with cash crops such as tree-crop projects.

New Trends in USAID

7. Mr. Douglas Bennet, USAID Administrator, attended the last day of
the the conference and in a final question and answer period, suggested that
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USAID would increasingly:

(a) Delegate financial control together with responsibility

to achieve stated targets to USAID mission directors.

(b) Contract with private voluntary organizations to manage

development projects now managed by field mission staff.

(c) Take risks with projects designed to reach the rural poor

as pilot efforts for larger projects to be financed by

international financial institutions.

(d) Work with and provide assistance to national policy

decision makers because changes in national policies

(price policy, decentralized decision-making, participa-

tion), will far outweigh USAID's transfer of resources.

8. Mr. Bennet feels that we are in the midst of a historical

decline in the control of decision-making at the center and a rise in the

use of macro policy instruments. Hence, he feels that USAID cannot escape

dealing with the impact of national policies and will move USAID towards

providing more technical assistance with less emphasis on resource transfers.

Views of the Bank

9. I have never attended a conference at which criticism of the Bank's

role and performance was so near the surface or views so strongly held. Much

of the criticism derived from our sheer size and centralized style of opera-

tion. Nevertheless, I was concerned over the repeated reference by both

USAID field staff and the government officials to the arrogance and insensi-

tivity of Bank staff in their dealings with LDC officials. Conference speakers

also frequently expressed concern that to pored Banedb that scarce

national management talent be directed to projects financed by the Bank with

little concern for the opportunity cost to the client country of the mismanage-

ment that results elsewhere.

10. A special report by government officials fromAfrican countries

expressed concerns for:

(a) An increasingly narrow focus on poverty which mitigates

against national projects (planning, transportation, etc.)

that help poor people who are difficult to identify as

project beneficiaries.

(b) Project negotiation that attempts to correct macro policies.

Communication Between USAID and the Bank

11, USAID had obtained a large number of each of the Bank's policy

papers dealing with the agriculture and rural development sector. I was

pleased to see how quickly these documents were exhausted, to hear comments

of surprise from many participants that the Bank was committed to such a
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development approach (partieularly the Land Reform and Forestry Policy Papers),

and to observe a perceptible change in attitude toward the Bank as people began

to learn of what the Bank is trying to do today.

12. Efforts to increase communication between USAID 
staff and Bank staff

would improve the rural development efforts of both institutions and 
I am sure

that USAID would welcome our efforts to do so. In pursuit of this goal we might

consider inviting staff from USAID's central bureaux that deal with rural develop-

ment to apt informal Division lunches and proposing informal discussions concerning

issues about which we plan policy work.

cc: Messrs. D. Pickering, AGR (o/r)

A. Berg, PHN, (o/r)



AGENDA OVERVIEW

"THE CHALLENGE OF POVERTY: RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 1980's"

25-29 NOVEMBER, 1979

SUNDAY, NOV. 75 MONDAY, NOV. 26 TUESDAY, NOV. 27 WEDNESDAY, NOV. 28 THURSDAf, NOV. 29

7:00 Brafs Bre7:00s
Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast

8:00- 

8 :00

8:00 D PLENARY: PLANS FOR DAY PLENARY PRESENTATIONS: PLENARY REVIEW AND SYNTHESIS:
INTRODUCTION REPORTS AND SYNTHESIS RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACTION

7- AGENDA 9:00
9:00' -PLENARY PANEL: ALTERNATIVE CLUSTER PANELS: MOBILIZATION

PERSPECTIVES ON RURAL AND ORGANIZING FOR RURAL

DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT 10:00
10:00 Refreshments

Refreshments Rerements ROUNDTABLE SESSIONS: CONCLUDING SESSION: THE 11:00

11:00 RURAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIAL ISSUES IN RURAL FUTURE OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT

BUSES DEPART WASHINGTON, RURAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS: WORKSHOPS: MOBILIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT 12:00
DC, FOR SKYLAND LODGE, SUBSTANTIVE ISSUE ORGANIZATION ISSUES

12:00 - SHENANDOAH NATIONAL PARK, DISCUSSIONS Lunch Lunch
VIRGINIA Lunch 1:00

1:00 -
CHE___K-__UTA___ 1:0

Lunch RURAL DEVELOPMENT DPRUE
WOch0RKSHOES:ELONTINUED) RURAL DEVELOPMENT AGENDA DEPARTUR 2:00

2:00 GROUP SESSIONS: RURAL ARRIVE IN wASHINGTON DC
CHECK-IN AND CONFERENCE RURAL DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOPS: DEVELOPM A :0
REGISTRATION (CONTINUED) CLUSTER PRESENTATIONS:

3:00 REPORTS AND SYNTHESIS Refreshments

Refreshments Relaxation, Recreation and GROUP SESSIONS:
4:00 - SUBSTANTIVE ISSUE CLUSTER Informal Gatherings (CONTINUED)

PRESENTATIONS: REPORTS AND 5:00
5:00 * SYNTHESIS

Informal Gatherings Informal Gatherings 6:00
6:00 , OPENING RECEPTION 

4 6:--

Buffet Dinner Buffet Dinner Buffet Dinner 7:00

Buffet Dinner 8:00

8:00 ~SPECIAL SESSIONS: RURAL FORMAL ADDRESS: ROLE OF REGIONAL PROJECT

DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY INTERMEDIARIES IN RURAL PRESENTATIONS
WELCOME REMARKS AND PRESENTATIONS DEVELOPMENT 9:00

9:00 - KEYNOTE ADDRESS

10:00 

1

10:00I l



SPEECHES GIVEN AT THE "CHALLENGE OF POVERTY" CONFERENCE IN THE SHENANDOAH NATIONAL
PARK - NOVEMBER 25 -.29, 1979 (This includes Papers Submitted for Information)

"RURAL DEVELOPMENT: Today's Dilemmas, Tomorrow's Challenge" - Ambassador H. Santa Cruz

The Challenge of Rural Poverty: the Agropolitan Approach - John Friedmann

Perspectives on Rural Development - Vernon W. Ruttan

Alternative Prospectives on Rural.Development - Alain de Janvry

"THE ROLE OF INTERMEDIARIES IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT" - John G. Sommer

"The Future of Rural Development" - Harlan H. Hobgood

Developing Local Capacity for Agricultural and Economic Development in the RuralSector - Harvey Blustain

Dilemmas in Administrative Reform - David K. Leonard

Developing Local Capacity for Infrastructural, Social and Resource Developmentin the Rural Sector - Norman Uphoff

ADMINISTRIVE DECENTRALIZATION AND REGIONAL PLANNING FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENTDennis A. Rondinelli

Governmental and Non-Governmental Organizations: What is their Role in RuralDevelopment - Haven North

Land Tenure Concerns in Strategies to Improve Small Farmer Production - Marion Brown

Small Farmer and Rural Household Production Center - Position Paper - William Burrus

Small Farmer and Rural Household Production Center - Issues Paper - W.W. Shaner

Small Farmer and Rural Household Production Center - Issues Paper - Kathleen Staudt

Incorporating Nutrition and Consumption in Farming Systems -Research and RuralDevelopment Projects - Tom Zalla

A Critique of Traditional Agricultural Credit Projects and Policies Dale Adamsand Douglas Graham

MARKET ACCESS, AGRICULTURAL PRICING AND FOOD DISTRIBUTION - A Marketing ProjectRonald Curtis

The Access of Small Rural Producers and Consumers to Marketing Services - John Lewis

New Directions for Rural Marketing Programs - Rollo Ehrich

RURAL ENTERPRISES AND OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT - Issues Paper - Smauel R. Daines

RURAL ENTERPRISES AND OFF-FARM EMPLOYMENT - Issues Paper - MICHIGAN STATEOFF - FARM EMPLOYMENT PROJECT STAFF - MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

RURAL PUBLIC WORKS - Issue Paper - Mary B. Anderson

RURAL PUBLIC WORKS - Rural Infrastructure - Howard B. Helman
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RURAL PUBLIC WORKS - Issue Paper - Molly Hageboeck

The Strategic Importance of the Human Resource - Peter Dorner

Positive Aspects of Third World Poverty? - Glynn Cochrane

Paraprofessionals in the Delivery of Social Services in Rural Areas - Royal D. Colle

Providing Social Services in Rural Areas - Health Position Paper - Robert Emrey

Developing a Farm Level Focus iri Irrigation Development Schemes - William Bateson

Issues in the Design of Ecologically and Socially Viable Rural Development Projects
Peter. Dorner

Land Tenure Issues in African Development - James C. Riddell, Kenneth H. Parsons
and Don Kanel

Administrating Productive Natural Resources: A Public Goods Problem - James S. Wunsch

Program Overview - Rural Development and Development Administration - Development
Support Bureau - November 1979

DS/RAD Cooperating Agreement Profile - Access to Land, Water and Natural Resources
University of Wisgonsia

Administration and Organization of Integrated Rural Development - Development
Alternatives Incorporated

.Alternative Rural Development Strategies - Michigan State University

Area Development - University of Wisconsin

Local Revenue Administration Project (LRAP) - Syracuse University

Managing Decentralization - University of California - University of Calif. Berleby

Methodologies forRural Development Data Gathering and Analysts - Practical Concepts
Incorporated

Off-Farm Employment - Michigan State University

Rural Development Participation Project (RDPP) - Cornell University

Rural Development and Fertility - Research Triangle Institute

Rural Financial Markets - Ohio State University/Agricultural Finance Program

What is the Appropriate Unit.of Analysis in Studying Production and Consumption
Decisions by Poor Rural People - Jason W. Clay



Mr. Ted J. Davis, Chief, ROrSU December 6, 1979

Peter B. Hammond

The 73th Annual Meetij&of the American Athroological Association
Cincinruiti,_21-A

1. 1 attended the meetings from the morning of November 28 through
the early afternoon of November 30.

In a search for materials for a projected future seminar presenta-
tion on nutrition as it may relate to productive capacity, I first attended
the organizational meeting of the Committee on Nutritional Anthropology,
chaired by Dr. Christine S. Wilson of the University of California at San
Farneisco. As much of this meeting was taken up with organizational
business, it was agreed that I would contact Dr. Wilson later in order to
elicit her advice in developig background materials on sociocultural
aspects of projects designed to improve the nutritional status of peoples
whose deficient diet may adversely effect their productivity and well being.
I heard (and will obtain a copy of) a Dr. A. Fleurat's paper on "Nutritional
Implications of Staple Food Successions in Useuov-a) Tanzania".

2. At a subsequent session on "Peasants Becoming Post Peasauts" the
focus of discussio-i was on the development of more effective means of
ensuring that farmdg peoples share equitably in the benefits of their own
increased productivity. In this connection I had a useful working breakfast
with Dr. Donald Attwood of McGill University who is the author of "Why Some
of the Poor Get Richer: Economic Change and Mobility in Rural Western India".
The focus of Attwood's interest is on the development of strategies for more
accurate identification of attributes characteristic of those individuals
and groups among the "poorest of the poor" who appear most likely to be
receptive to technological innovations designed to increase theft productive
aapagity. I will be working with him to develop an outline for a paper that
might be suitable for presentation in the 3ank's Sociological Seminar series.
This plan will be the subject of a separate memo at a later date.

3. Several papers in the session on "Women in the Work Force," most
notably Dr. Jane T. Guyer's "Household Budgets and Women's Income", will
serve as background for our plans to develop a seminar topic that will
assist in more successfully contacting and oammncating with the female
sector of the work force in Bank projects.

4. At the session on 'Third World Concepts of Change and Development"
I collected abstracts of several papers that will be helpful in planning for
the more extensive use of indigenous social scientists as consultants to
Bank missions.

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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5 * On Friday the session on "The AnmWropology of Health and Human
Services Programs," provided a chance to hear, among other useful papers,
Dr. Richard Ott's analysis of "Ho Not to Build a Dispensary: the Polities
of Health Care in Xenya." These and other papers presented during the
course of the "leetings will constitute a useful addition to our reference
file of background materials on socio-cultural issues related to more
successful project planning.

6. finally, I had a productive discussion with Dr. George Dalton,
Professor of Anthropology and Economies at Northwestern University in which
he revtewed what he perceives as the shortcomings of anthropologists working
as members of interdisciplinary teams in the development field. He will
prepare a memorandum for me on this critical issue.

7. My attendance at the Meetiugs served, also as a means of identi-
fying the Rant's interest in developing ways of more effectively incorporating
anthropological method and theory in the design and implementation of
develop~ieA projects.

Plaond/cc

c: L. Christoffersen, AGR; I. Thoolen, AG
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Graham Donaldson, Chief, AGRE? December 6, 1979

Alfredo Steir-Younis, AGREP

FAQ/CP, "Sail Conservation Financing in the Humid Trqpics"

1. This FAQ/CP note is a very important piece of material, and an

AGREP member should get involved.

2. Since this note is very short, one does not get a clear under-

standing of the scope and implications of the suggested action program.
Furthermore, some of the concepts presented in the note require careful

analysis and consideration. For example, the note states that "the
meeting acknowledged the economic issues such a practice presented, and

recommended that a very liberal approach [emphasis added] would be

requited in assessing the economic and financial impact of soil conserva-
tion. In particular, the element of rural employment would be very impor-

tant, the use of a benefit stream over arbitrary but restricted periods

may not be relevant and much emphasis may be required on the associated

social costs and benefits" (page 5). These statements are ambiguous and

require careful analysis. Some suggestions follow.

3. In working out the economics of soil conservation, one should,

among other things, begin by, first, identifying the major sources of

benefits (i.e., increase in production due to higher soil productivity)

and costs (i.e., investments). One of the major complications involved

in the quantification of benefits and costs is their valuation.

4. Second, one should distinguish, as the note seems to suggest,

between soil conservation and soil restoration. In conservation, one

assumes that the present productivity of soils is adequate and the cen-

tral question here being to determine soil use rates over time. In

restoration, one explicitly recognizes that soils are of a much lower

quality than a predefined quality standard; in some cases, soil produc-

tivity may be almost depleted.

5. Third, when dealing with both soil conservation and soil resto-

ration, one has to distinguish between the role played by investment and

the role played by institutional arrangements. These institutional

arrangements are market (i.e., prices, taxes) or nonmarket (i.e., land

tenure) incentives which condition the use rates of existing soils over

time. Consequently, when dealing with the economics of conservation

projects, one should focus both on the institutioaal aspects and the

investment aspects of soil conservation. When dealing with institutional

arrangements, the emphasis should be on identifying the technical, eco-

nomic and social policy incentives that are changing the state of soil

conservation toward depletion. When dealing with investments, the same

framework applies. Benefit-cost analysis should provide an adequate
framework for addressing soil conservation problems.
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6. Finally, when analyzing issues regarding soil restoration, a
notion of "appropriate" soil quality should be addressed. Once this
"quality factor" has been set, identification of investments and institu-
tional arrangements would follow as stated in paragraph 5. The Least
Cost Method should provide an adequate framework for analyzing soil
restoration problems.

cc: F. Hotes (AGR)

O C Cau
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Mr. Frank Vibert, SVP December 6, 1979

A. Musa Ahme4, AGR

Questions from the Swiss Government

Kindly refer to the draft dated December 6, 1979 on "Arrangements with

Switzerland" circulated by you. I understand that Mr. Yudelman has spoken
to you on response to the questions raised by Mr. Jolles with you during
your recent meeting with him in Bern.

AGR is concerned with Questions 1-4, 7 and 11. I am attaching a slightly
revised version of the paper "The World Bank's Role in Rural Development"
which I had circulated as draft. On account of the overlapping nature
of the questions and the need to provide necessary background, it was
deemed more appropriate to provide the responses in the form of a paper
rather than answers to specific questions except for Questions Nos. 4 and 11.

I am attaching a copy of an article written by Mr. Yudelman on "Impact
of the Bank's Rural Development Lending" for the September, 1979 issue
of Finance and Development. It provides a comprehensive review of the
sublect and would enable the Swiss authorities to have a much wider
and deeper perspective of the Bank's role and performance in this field.

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Mesrs. Tudelman, Christoffersen, Thoolen, Donaldson, Davis (on return),
Bahl. Ms. Carcia
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OFFICE MEMOHANDUM
TO. Mr. Frank Vibert, SVP Decmb'r 6, 179

FRO A. Musa Ahmed, AGR

SUDi3iICT: Questions from the Swiss Government

Kindly refer to the draft dated December 6, 1979 on "Arrangements with

Switzerland" circulated by you. I understand that Mr. Yudelman has spoken

to you on response to the questions raised by Mr. Jolles with you during

your recent rteeting with him in Bern.

AGR is concerned with Questions 1-4, 7 and 11. I am attaching a slightly

revised version oL the paper "1he Wurld B-1k' Role in Rural DeveloFp--t"

which I had circulated as draft. On account of the overlapping nature

of the questions and the need to provide necessary background, it was

deemed more appropriate to provide the responses in the form of a paper

rather than answers to specific questions except for Questions Nos. 4 and 11.

I am attaching a copy of an article written by Mr. Yudelman on "Impact

of the Bank's Rural Development Lending" for the September, 1979 issue

of Finance and Development. it provides a comprehensive review of the

subject and would enable the Swiss authorities to have a much wider

and deeper perspective of the Bank's role and performance in this field.

Enclosure: As stated

cc: 41essrs~ Yudelan n Christoffersen~ Thoolen, Donaldson, Davis - eturn)

Bahl. Ms. Garcia



TIE WORLD BASK R POLE IN Id _DEVELF 01NiT

lntroduction -

1. The present focus on alleviation of rural poverty in the lending
operations of the Bank was initiat-ed by Mr. McNamara in his address at the

Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors at Nairobi in September 1973.
This was followed by the approval of the following three policy papers by
the Board of Executive Directors for the guidance of the Bank's operation

staff:

(a) Rural Development
(b) Land Reform
(c) Agricultural Credit

2.
A. Rural Developnent policy paper introduced the concept of poverty

target group. The poor in low income countries, eligible for IDA credit,
were defined as those whose per capita income was below what was essential
for nutritional and other requirements for subsistence. Thus under Bank
c-ncept the tem rurcI poor incorporat small fmr mr farr
landless laborers. For the middle income countries, to which Bank loans
are granted, poverty is considered in a relative context; the poor in these
countries are those whose per capita income is less than one third of the
average national per capita income. A project is classified as rural
development only if at least 50% of the direct benefits flowing from it are
-expected to accrue to the poverty target group. ldeally, rural development

---- - projects-are expected-to:-- - - -- -

1) benefit large numbers of the rural poor while ensuring
an acceptable rate of return;

2) be comprehensive in approach to small scale agriculture;
- - and

- 3) have low enough cost per beneficiary to permit replication.

B. The Land Reform policy paper, inter alia, urges:

1) priority in agricultural lending for those countries
-.-which pursue broadbased agricultural strategies and

pay special attention to the needs of the poorest
groups;

2) support for projects and programs which are necessary
concomitant of land reform;

3) foster rcadoption of tcnancy conditions and shc re cropping
arraoqemnts that are equitrbI-e.

C. The Crcdit Policy paper, inter alia, focussed attcntion on:

1) r f:ndeJ nfforts to meet the credit n.edso of small farmer;

2) empLinis on product4ive cap :ity af ma l farmor rather t na

0 k a tor ; of gin;
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4) building and sLrcugthcning financial institutions and

oricnt their eiforts towards small farmers.

D. The abov' broadly define the parameters within which concepts and

stratei es of the Bank supparted rural dc-evopment projects are developed.

3. From FY73 to FY79, a total of 269 rural development projects in 68

countries were approved by the orld Bank. These are projects in which

appraisal estima1es -ere tat direct benefits would predominantly accrue to

the poverty target groups as- idetified in accordance with Bank's methodology.
The total cost or these projects is US$15,325.8 million. Bank/IDA lending
amounts to US$6,718.9 million,

Bank projects referrce to above cover a wide variety of activities

and are undertaken in widely varied political, economic, socio-cultural and

environmental circuascances. The range also incorporates countries w hose

developmental appraach is capitalistic and oriented toward the private enter-

prise system as well as those whose approach emphasize centralized planned,
public ownership of means of production and a'Timited private enterprise sector.

The main objec tive of these projects is to increase prodiucer income a by raising

output and productivity of the farm enterprise. Many projects are designed to

assist the small farmer as a producer. Such projects may also have a major
iuipaet on the rutal puor LILough the ( reition of new eipluye&nL cppLalitiec,
often at higher levels of Productivity, both on the farm and in local business

and services relating to agricultural development. Projects also affect the

poor as consumers; some through the provision of improved services and amenities

such as drinking water,-primary schools, and local health centers, and others--

actually the great majority of projects-which generate increased supplies of

food for local consumption.

4. It is a standard practice in the Bank to prepare, in collaboration

with the borrower, a Project Coerletion Report (PCR), on the coupletion of

disbursements for projects which, inter alia, provide quantitative analysis

of performance of a project in relation to appraisal goals and estniates.

Operation and Evaluation Department of the Bank (OED) 1/, then audits a

project's performance and issues a Project P1erformance Audit Report (PPAR).

PCRs and PPARs would quantitatively analyze the extent to which the

appraisal forecasts on benefits and beneficiaries were achieved. Preparation

of PCRs and PPARs begin after final disbursements. PPAFs have not yet been

completed in respect of any of these 269 rural developmrent projects, approved

between FY73 aud FY79.

5. Though Bank's rural development policy and strategy becrue operational

in 1973, a number of zgriculturol projects approved between FY68 and FY72 wre

influenced by the plo sophy lb-I ind the Bank's policy and strategy. In FY78

twcnty-eight agri cut ~proj ects apprevad between FY68 and FY74, were andited
by OTD. The follw is n e rac t from Flft1h Annual Review of Pro-ect

P erforuance Vud1t RcIts:

* / Rep-r 0i o ' ca r)'>nd nt d rt re subtVt mi tt d to the Bu v2 o
V r~,Z iPr'': s ,ud t ,iPr01' : o O the Ink



In agriculture, alout three pillion rural poor were

expected to benefit from the projects reviewed in this

group; probably i- ,mber was reached. Fif-

teen of tihe agricuL1,L.rai piojvats are also seen to have

generated additionial employment. Information on income

effects is available for seventeen agricultural projects

and in all of them income of benelficiaries were higher at

audit than before th2 projects were undertaken. For

thirteen projects where a cosparison was made with

appraisal, income expectations were reached or exceeded

in nine, while estiiated incomes were below appraisal

expectations in four. in one case net farmer incmses

tripled; they doubled in another project; and were

expected to reach three times above the poverty line in

a third. In four other projects, farmers' incomes could

not be compared with appraisal expectations.

6. It would be appropriate to refer to Northwest Deep Tubewell Project

in Bangladesh--an on-going pre-1973 project which has been criticized by

some on the score of large landouners having cornered the benefits at the

expense of small farmers and the landless. The raison d'etre of the project

was that it would increase food production--the overwhelming consideration

of the day--There wa no exieit or implad conccrn for distributicn of

benefits. However, surveys conducted by Bank supervision missions, Bangladesh

Insti.ute for Development Studies, University of Dacca and investigation by

an official of the U.S. Treasury Department in response to concerns of the

U.S. House of Representatives did not find any pattern of domiration-by large

farmers as claimed by the' critics of the project and that v.ery small farmers

had benefited from the project in a large measure.

7. As mentioned earlier, rural development projects approved by the

Bank since 1973 are still under i.plementation but these are under close super-

vision. At the time Rural Development Policy paper was approved it was

recognized that for the success of rural development projects it was important

to have project specific monitoring and evaluation systems in addition to noa

supervision of on-going projects.- Between 75 and 92% of the rural develoTpment

projects each year have on-going monitoring and evaluation systems. Eorrowers

perception and capacity to effectively utilize monitoring and evaluation system

principally as a management tool for achieving desired objectives. of a project

has varied from country to country and from project to project. Continuous

efforts have been made to improv the perforanne of project specific monitoring

and evaluation systems with encouraging results.

8. One hundred seventy-five development projects approved between FY73

and FY77 ware reviewd in depth in the Fall of 1973. Only 13 or about 10" of

these prlojcts wire cosiderod t: have major problems; the bulk of the problens

related to isuna ri1 .iues- Pecsentage of rprojects with major prolbl.eus pro-

vide a ver, brcad very tcntative indLcat ia.o of projects which could in th.

end fe l to achieve 1e. ppre isal goals. 11owever, these perccntages regularlyf

t reduc- it" 'f f to Cg'rco Je the id a if ied problems. m lad n

of ailurt a of a proj't - s providad by canc:lc'ation of ank credit/loan. The

Bank has t far had io ra'~n' to cauce any crodit/loan for a rural deve;opmen

pr(oeti f 0 aI iOy pojct w riih so far' appt-irs to be he adin. ow:

Ccof" n is provJid by 'Paalopan hIa project In "i: .

'lilt' S . I 0>)' I( nU 1 , JQ e s' a l tlet11isa isbc; i o
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three times and creA:t' 13,Q0 poes. Major InvestUents were to be for irri-

gation, rainfed a:riculture, feeder road, and wacer supply. So far only 43%

of the hectarage for rri-a; -oa has been reached. Only 9% of feeder road and

ten percent of water Supply targts havce been accomplished. The project is

three years behind schedule with 0ly IbT of the loar disbursed. Consequently,

there was very little irpact on the proposed beneficiaries of the project.

Local budgetary and uanage2n: probl s were behind the poor performance under

the project. Lack' of progress under the project is not country specific. A

much larger and. -ach more conPlex rural evelopment project - PIDER - is being

successfully implmiented in T-2ic. The project is expected to benefit 708,000

people by doubling thcIr incoe; 30,(00 jobs would be created; 750,000 persons

would have access to health servic-.s; 60,000 children would have improved

primary educatien. In physical terns appraisal targets in several respects are

already either nearing achievements or being exceeded. In irrigated areas,

production benefits are-beginning to accrue. In line with expcrience elsewhere

it will take longer to achieve product.on goals in rainfed areas.

9. Diversity of successful rural development project concepts and

implementation experience in varied socio-political situations in different

parts of the world can be seen from following exrmples:

1) Rajasthan Dairy Developmont (India) FY75

2) Nepal Rural Development Projecc .(Nepal) TiY5

3) Southern Upland Rural Development Project (North Yemen) FY75

4) Rio Crande Do Norte (Brazil)
5) Northern Sumatra Small Holder Development Project (Indonesia) FY73

6) Agricultural Minimum Package (Ethiopia) FY73

7) Funtua (Nigeria) FY75

10. Ra asthian Dairy evelepnt Project started in 1975 is expected to

achieve full developnenc in 1935 and increase income and nutrition of 240,000

families, majority of whom are in poverty target group. In three years, 40,000

families were. reaceed whose income increascd by 560%. Nepal P DveloT ent

Project started in 1976 is e::pocted to reach full development in 1983 and

benefit 25,000 families (804 in poverty target group) with increased agricul-

tural and livestock oroduction and better health and sanitation. In two years

more than 50% of the faracra are using improved seeds for wheat, maize and

potatoes. About 10,000 farmers were reached by extension. Hillside terrace

irrigation is already bcnfittirg 2,530 farmers. Tenty-five of 44 water supply

schemes designed to bencfit 49,000 rural individuals were copleted. Under the

Southern Uland oo: cot in Nor-h Yemen, started in 1976, significant impact ona

farming practices has been achieved wjhich has inducfd local demand for a second

project of this type. Increase.{ farn production is apparently contributing to

increased farra incCrer, lort hc a>trg 111oallholar_ Develoent Proj oct

started in 1973 'ith an tici" td no ye-rs for lull developmnt was expected

to ' irect lx' bPnit s0er 4 -1 o lee r ma rginal i f famiie ("s and increa se
their ann 1 iec:. fro U'>102 C o US$370 un irctly bonefit anntler 6,000

smalltwW r failie Tc praiect has ao Ach'ib Cd the appraisal objestive
JTJ ~C' c".01

incone Cu , *--..s> a aist e pr.isac csti-Atc of 00,(C0. 'IThi
Sda, tci di tion C Iin gjc ( -p l a on

ix~~~~~~~ -In T9M) :AS ~Y( oU~
~~~~~~I 6ecn i- a c-- 3001~ fill. ieIth ' 'yiegL' ei,



Though no estimitL of n'abcr of families reached by the project is available,

signilicant productin ir oa variety of crops have been achieved.

Rio Grande Do NorAte m :21 trd in FY76) was essentially expri-
entai tor evelp c, reaching small farmers with

credit. Its obiectiviis were, -inLer alie, increasing family income of poverty

target group farmers from US$210 to US$430. Total number of farmers reached

by extension and inreased protucton was higher than appraisal expectations.

Health benefits reaahAd a surprisingly large number of persons with maternal

and child health check-ups and vaccinations.

11. Flexibility during imqplemrentationr characterizes a number of rural

developme. projects. Appraisal targ::ts arm m''irfd to respond tr field

conditions and e:nerience gained during implementation. Kicoma Rral Develop-

ment Pron75 (' a Tanzania and Rural Deve1 oument Project (PY74) in

Mauriti:s: provide illustratLons or such flexibility. Targets set out at

appralsal of the Kigona project turned-out to be too optimistic due to:

1) staffing problems;

2) problems over decentralization of decision-making authority;

and

3) inadcquat fforts todevelop and test locally adapted
technology

A mid- term evaluation was carried out late in 1978 on the basis of

which the project copletion date was extended by three years and modified

physical targets detemined. The implementation of the project, however,

enabled 165,000 people in-55 villages-to experience rapid developmenit of crop

marketing activity, schoul construction and road and water supply improvement

accompanied by an impresseive degree of community mobilization. Based on

the experience of tha Kigoma project, the Government of Tanzania has requested

the Bank to prepare and finance rural development projects in seven other

regions. Creation of nroductive employment was the major objective of Mauritius

rural development project (FY74). Unforseen sharp increases in sugar prices

considerably incrermad employment on sugnar estates and alleviated the critical

SndnobTn \cM.a-thTI-lal l-.signed project sought- to meet. The

project, however, -ucc cded in improving the quality of life for the benefi-

ciaries as well as significant project-induced increases in income and

opportunities for additional unskilled and skilled employment. There is a

strong demand in nighbcuring nonoprojcct areas for similar development invest-

menc.

12. In large measure, the Bank's project portfolio reflects the policy

and progran priorities that emerge from the strategic presumptions, philoso-

phies, analyses and em.pectations about doveloprsent of the mrhber governments.

Politically the 68 countr i es in xchich the Bonk has supported rural develop-

mont pr ejcts durin F"7a3-7( reprsent the entire spectrum from military
dictatershhps, reciiis t economiw; to capita]ist/democratIc systeas, To a

dgr C Inac - t a ca-i talisc/so" Iia is C orientation are differing

trcphasis cu duco ae tl ap.OOZ h 0 s , strarcgies, short and medium tcrin goals.

T10 ig. im ostan c<Gtraslt - sme counr es lean conId rabl

V L . I n s and inccacud pr-ducin hile .t6,L

focuIs mr in t bLr.c nrid2 jne.r K. trlbutinus and povery illeviitio!
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Within this fra-ae ;ork the role of the Bank is a twofold one. On.
one side, the projects we support are exam-ind froin the pcrspective of
reasonabLe work, cost eff2ctiveness in relation to objectives and positive
contribution toward the ongoing institutional, policy, and program goals of
the country in question. On another side, they also reflect the broader
concern of the international community, including the donor community, as
these are expressed in Bank policy statements and policy goals in the Rural
Development, Land Reform and Agricultural Credit policy papers.

13. Efforts to achieve the Bank's objectives in rural development has
resulted in the dcvelopnent of projects in areas predominantly inhabited by
the poor, for example in four regions of North East - Brazil, and of land
settletit piLojects in countries like the Philippines, Indonesia, Paraguay
under which most if not all the beneficiaries are either landless or aargnial
farmers. Smallholdor Trefefruninq ad Forestry Project in the PhiliPiaes
was designed to develop economically attractive alternative for shif ting
cultivators who form the poorest segment of the population. Increasing
numbers of agricultural credit projects are making special provisions for
the beneficiaries in the poverty target group. In Latin America differential
rates of interest and reservation of specified percentage of credits in favor
of the target group beneficiaries are two of the techniques being followed.
For example, under Parapj-zy Small Ferer Credit Droject the loan funds would
be exclusively used to assist smail farmers. Special attention is also being
paid to tenancy tarmas and. access of tenant farmers to credit for example in
Southern Upland Rural Develonment project in Northern Yemen. Bangladesh
Shallow_uba;.:ci_ Projecr requires that 50 of the command area of a tubewell
must belong to poverty target group farmers. In Yugoslavia the private sector
in agriculture comprise 96% of t.,e-poeulatoi n and S5% of the cultivated land.
This sector was virtually neglected as the gbvernment's efforts were concen-
trated on the social sector of agriculture. Yugoslavia Agricultural Credit
Project would benefit 380 social -sector entorprises and 10,200 private sector
farmers; annual family incoza of private sector farmers is expected no rise
from US$600 to US$1,600. In order to better service the poor farmers grouping
them in cooperatives or farmors? associations is most frequently required.
Development of such roups into viable institutions is e:pectad to provide
the poverty target group famers nov only an institurion for channelling
assistance and guidance to them but also a forum for articulating their needs.

14. In addition to the types of interventions mentioned above which are
likely to have long-term beneficial- socio-political impact, the Bank has been
supporting agrarian reform measures undertaken by member governments. The
folloing are three examples:

1) Philippines - Fourth Rural Credit Project - one of the
objectives of the project is to support implementation
of Agrorian Reform . c rogrm;

2) lforocoo - M2knas AgrIultur a I lopm-nt Projec - the
proje-t would sup1orti dSt r btie of exm:opridtd land
to anmll frechold farms to mako caase viable units;

3) PFara'. - mai farmer Credit rAn Rural Davel
Peeler t - the yrver,''nt's A ~ari -tauna prev>6 ",s
inter lia, r colniatie'a of -ah ptL ) in IIA, priLe
land in ord 7 to Apr awl11. enure 111ruCt(i. Th>2
p oj.t is In oport 0 this ob jct iv



01qUETTC0N 4 Is this statement true? -"The World Bank's first priority is

inte ration of the LDCs into the world economy. Cash crops and meat pr-

-- dict.ia C n7rtaSd to satisfy m-- ktets in the ,est at the expense of food

product ian ani lorin standeards of liv:ing. Macro and micro analysis-of

the issue. lHow door IDA act on it? What doea IDA do in controversial

proj cts involvint cotton, peanuts (Senegal case), meat ranching, (Central

America; Honduras case), flower growing in Colombia.

The statcment that "the World Bank' s first priority is inte-

gration of the LDCs into the world economy" is not correct. The Bank's

first :riority is to streagthen t e, doma-tic economics of borrowing member

countr.es through tho prcvisicn of finanaial resources in soundly designed

and implesented development projects. The achievement or this objective,-

particularly as it relates to primary production sectors such as agriculture,

is liekly to result in increased commercialization of that sector and conse-

quently to greater flows of output for the domestic or international market.

Increased economic integration, while frequently a concomitant of balanced

economic growth, is not an end in itself.

The Bank's lending record in agriculture and rural- development

clearly contradict-, the allegation that cash crops and meat production for

export are emphasized in Bank projects 't the expense of food productionr and

rural living standards.' Over the five-year period FYi5-FY79, World Bank

cocmittments for agriculture and rural development came to US$11.6 million,

or 31% of total Dank lending. Total project costs for agriculture and rural,

developmant over this five-year period, wre US29.S billion. Itis estimated

that about 75% of this amount is oriented toward increasing food (largely

grains) production. At full -development, these Bank-supported projects may

contribute as much as a third of the annual increase in food production in

developing countries.

The results of the lending program in FY79 further illustrates

these pointsK P ank-supported agriculturc n.nd rural-development projects- this

ycara-re-cxp ectcd-to -genrerate-3.e mlie- _s-c-f-cereclh-annually- at full -

developaent (with incremental rice production of l1 million tons) and over

three million tons of other food crops, including fruits, vegetables and oil

crops. At full development, some 3.5 million rural families arc expected to

benefit directly from these projects. More than 2 million of these families

now earn inc6mns below the poverty level for their ro pective counti tes. Most

of the rural families benefittcd by Bank lending for agriculture and rural

development operate farms from wheih at least a ortin of output is narkete-J

The Bank has been le-ss successful in reaching rural landless laborers or sub-

sistence faxners.

The same rtaidards of soundncss bnd vlibflity are ued in 'DA
financed projcts as in the c;' -.e of projects cupjotea by Back loans. Al

proj cts ;pprav by I t Worl : k must be ,.;cd to bj eannoically viable,
teahuni y an mane ad;'miis triveJy f ecas:le . Notwilithst andin h h aPk'

incr atca C:L 2 _7oS c c- prduc , cn r 'Y,-t y n1i)aolic

aluo or ah tdction 0f C C r croc eCa 0 r 71im an'
lorte a' 7 opcrationse. The nfc'f'k dccnt supl'ort prtjl-t ahere

land r ucL hea teat ic of the bt n'i ' :cruc to h kin C

cqT ,-I u I -(n' eas In aaa;' tp and Impe ents in tic balance p n

Oc~ 'r~'V L - s;; A,: l. ] ul AT. -Ink w i 11 on C' rni:. n
'i , * - , ' Li ,* a a t 1) 'J- -1 z511;11- _C,



QUES!0 1: Why FiY79 lendin in agriculture declined?

Bank Lfn or lond Pnd P<u Dvelo. en

The WorJd lank and its affiliate tha International Development
Association have given food production and rural development high priority.
The Bank is now by far and away the largoct single source of external fund-
ing for this pur-.osz; accordin to FAO we now provide over 40% of all
official co7:mittmants to agriculture. In the quinquenium ending with the
World Food Conference in 1974, Bank committments to agriculture totaled US$3.2
billion. Tn r1ah enqe 1il end7 -. ttotl lcnding committmaats had ri
to US$11.6 billion Censite a decline in FY79 compared to FY73, resulting from
Board schcdulings of project approvals. In terms of actual resource transfer,
steady growth was confirmed by the substantial increase in FY79 disbursements;
rising from USS916 rillion in FY78 to US$1,300 million in FY79. Assuming that
IDA and IU-D resources are replenished according to plan, food and rural develop-
ment lending will continue to grow with FY80-84 lending at a level of US$24.3
billion. As a percentage of total lending agriculture's silre has increased
from 21% of Bank lending in FY70-74 to 33% in FY75-79 and is expected to rise
to 35% in FY80-84. Since each dollar invested by the Bank is suppleented by
local invescnnt, tha total alue of Bano projects in the last five years
exceeds US$26 billion, a figu-e which represents around 15-207 of tntil publi?
investment in agriculture in. the developing world.



The Vold Dank . nd the Vorld's poorest: VII

Mr. Robert S. MlcNamara, President of the World Rank, spoke of "absolute

rOverty" durinq his addres'; to the AnI inuaL Mfeeting. of the [3a nk and tile

Funid in Noirobi in 173, as "a condition of life so og raded by di)Lease.

Illiteracy, nMalnutrition, and squalor as to deny its victims basic human

tv " Absolute poverty, he said, was the lot of 40 per cent of the

peoples of the develop nr countries. Following tMlr. [McNamara'; speech in

ITairobi there was a marked shift in emphasis in the Dank's approich to

evelopmnent. This series of irlicles cxplzains trow ih- Dank is mneeting Uhe

ch of poverty in its-member countries.

r

rura Jd' topm nt ind-n

Since the global food c isis of the early 1970s, the World Bank has of the farm enterprise. NIany pronects are

- celerated its lending for agriculture and rural development. and designed to assist the small farrer as a

_]s substantially reoriented it toward raising the productivity of the producer. Such projects may alsou have a

low-income groups. Th's article provides an interim assessment of major impact on the rural poor throurh the

this strategy, 
creation of newv emnploymient oppot toi-
ties, often at higher levels of productivity,
both on the farm and in local business and

Montague Yudclman serviCeS relating to agricultural develop-
ment. Projects also affect the poor as con-
surers; some through the provision of im-

Since 1973, the Bank's direct lending for in agiiculture in the developing world. pioved servicms and amenitics s ch a

agricultural developmxent in the develop- Thcse am ns represent direct invest- drilking wter imar schools, and local

ing world has grown t 7i- 1.4 billion a ment in agriculture; they exct Ude the imldi- health Centers, a00d others-- t 1,111V the

year to S.13 billiOn in I 'PS and totaled rect ctfects on the sector from lending to g maior v ol p ojocts-vlich generate

more than $10 bilion over this five-year other sectors, which are alto appreciable.) increased supplies of tood for local con-

poriod. The figure for 11 ,S reoresents 3') This asses-.men i is on the impact of the so umpiioln.

per cent of all IMAxk lCndin In that yent, Par's lding tor agncuu al dcvclop- flvoject work

and over 40 per cent oi Il stilo comn- klent .ei lv on the riurl poor. l,t w'.ill .

itment' to 1 ti1; c. :Ach dollar tiho be bas''d on the ns ep c with aisig io mef fr mall r in-
Iwimlox t plo,0 Io- -rmc ciue \s ich haxe ben Coin- ve in r ht d 01omt o

vCstmni't, t' totl a t ple d and oxer Zth) others wInh ate still tee inrit piolect-l h 'ilo

wv h i -i th e 
1k 

'

nlolE tw oxIl o'o t~t ~tt.i e - i' scilixe vatin;lnis of ce(o- Itxc' hve no iv xoit lit to

11als VCx III~d pc!; ~ ' II, ') I)uch the 11. ol t I l iv' Is to ill, a'cprotiii ' p itt t 'ltititn' cnl oCtp"~l~~e i 'lip I

I')0 to 70 pi l i ' 01 1 i .t t xt ht by .tiniix' t'Ittpit a1d piOductl', ty from the nOf e ite' tivc ii i ito !i
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su"ds, fertilizer, and wat'r--in systems mented) holdings and sollu tlrger hold-
which hav helped over 10 million farncrs ings and somletimi's incorpo ate arragc-
throuiglhu the d'velopin; world iucreasc' nients for off farm activifi's. In such
their output t4f tit e, wiheat, corn, and cas- situiation, belnefits to fith' poor tr11 thcs'
savaand thoi, incom. (tlnhr projectsave projects ar' sygmtficant, Noth tom the in-

nvolld hNiing tWki' pr dt mix. The crased incomes of the produTcrs and Irain
hifts in th' (lops snwil hive resulted in enhanced employment oppor tuitics on

,han 1i0 from usiqt prn- and off the f m n f
dWEont the production (it high1-valUC A comprchi-ntive anaflysi- of incomet.
crop;. The crops, grown on smaillhAddr and investmeunti that fllowed a Bank
stc.hern.S in countries a,, diverse as Brazil, financed rice irrigation proj;ct in Nlalayv'ia
Indonesia, K-nya, Senegal, Tanzania, and indicated that all classes, incud ing the
Tunisia, have involved the production of landless, benefited proportionat'ly from
sugar, tea, fruit, vegetables, si 'al, and cot- the investment. In terms of ahsoluate in-
ton. The smalholder tea project in Kenya, crease, the impact was obvious),'y greatest
one of the oldest projects of this kind, for for the farmers who started at the highest
instance, increased the incomes of the income level. Ilowever, in terms of living
farmers from around $50 " year to three standards, the greaest iml'' 'as un-
times That amount, questionably on the lower-income small

Projects intended to raise the incomes of farmers and landless who were able for the

the rural poor call, first, for a clear identi- first time to afford the necessities for a de-
fication of the proposed beneficiaries, and cent and productive life. The study also in-

\ then for the design of projects so that this dicated that the "secondarv" benefits

A /group will indeed directly benefit from generated in nonfarming activities ere, in
A. , them. In practice, each project design is aggregate, about as large as the project's

unique to specific local circurnstances. direct farn impact. For every dollar of di-

1lHowever, it is possible to summarize the -rect investment in rice production, there
\ main activities emphasized by Bank proj- was about 75 cents of investment by black-

ects aimed at the rural poor, and their im- smiths, small merchants, and local small-
pact. scale marrfacturers. Careful post mortem s

Irrigation. The effects of irigation on the of projects in India and Mexico indicate
production and output of such croops as rice that as a result of the projects wage rates

J have been videly recognized. Irrigation increase, benefiting the poor, and that the
permits the expansion of intensive cultiva- level of migration out of the rural areas de-
tion--often making double cropping pos- clines while other indicators of social well-
sible-ii areas that are otherwise too dry being-such as school attendance, infant

-lost .A or too subject to climatic variation to be mortality, and the number of bicycles sold--
productive. Ia the rice economy countries improve.
of Asia, those where less than 35 per cent A recently completed project in the Phil-
of the farmland is irrigated have average ippines illustrates the extent of impact when

yields of two metric tons per hectare; those irrigation is associated with a program of
Where 75 per cent of the farmland is irri- land reform. Before the project staz-ted,
gated have average yields of over four met- some 24,000 farm families were accommo-
r ic tons per hectare. Perhaps 40 per cent of dated on roughly 80,0100 hectaies. Wi th ir-

e all increases in rice yields over the last de- rigation, over 90 per cent of the area is now
cade can be attributed to an expansion of dole cropped and viekls have aou
irrigation-and this is the laringest single doubled in the former diyiand are-s. In to-

Previous criicles in the serdes component of Bank lending in agricUltur re. tal, 1979 production is -pected ti show a
The World Bank and te world's poorest As far as can be estimated, the Bank is more than threefold increase c due to the

L Changing emptasis 0) the Bank's now responsibe for 25 pcr cent of all ad- project. At the same time. w, h land rc-

lending policies by 'aNIu; 0/ H. ditionl public investment in irrigation. form, the area in 1978 aceumodcted
June 17 Bank-finnced if ration is now rc'sponsi- 45,5(X) farm tamil ic'e the r4ducd a'.'ge

I. The Bank and tan povery by Ed- he to' inceOaii'', an1ual grain prcal '- holding siue b'ing' mor than 4 m plnsited
ward Jaycox, Semoi r , 1 "e tion'p'iniuiY ric.--by about 7WdN to by innicasrd pioductivity. e-iaths in Igyvpt,

Il. Th( [ank and rual pwoerty by Le. E N1 ' ton n' pcu Vat, the coil- hidoin'.ia, and many pairt'. o1 Ami i call
C 'e' *Strctic n and 01Crah tm 'tmn s istab- attc, t that this is not an iLolo'd 1ten-

IV. The prownen ot y,;r s cpy nr d c

I P 119'occept4d by Om14c'' il 1,;ith it tie, w% itlh x' v 'eitilijer. A, v'id nce shr ws that
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idal and titl nicail assi',tanc' for the con- Iesits a small propoition of the tout places cent Moreover, ft( diffiiif of the twa

struction of fIrtilizer plants ill dcvi'l- lhlt will cventnaily be created whliin the ter licy from t(- contoct fat fi to

ing coutritrio. Miot of the' plants are li10 ongoing cdu'ational projects are in- othcrs is pri errle riotoily. wih the

goV eri rn ntt-OW nd and are a rmed ' at pl ln t d . . Il c l c ini

cricourai8ing import suh 6titltionl. Bn AtriculturA extenion. In many states grcssiveIy nmriownw (mm o -

supported proyect'; accuit for o ighi 2- in Idia, the lboik hs bern fi mei ni a Pro gr amr ' in ndia alone are at p'cnt

per cent of thet inccnint ii roghn fortit 'tr at a rig and vi'it' extensoan to helping an estimated 9 miillion lain :rnsi-

izcr, 35 per c ent of the r th and 10 imnprove the caiilities of wvor king farmtO- lic's, m1ny of whoum ae la n

per cent of the potash that It>. been pro im. "r his s' 'scem. which the Bank helped to nino Inliin states. Another 13 milton -Ii

percen ofthepot s. 'Ia iaddibeen ole.iis5 ta l at keep in *famllics w'.ill eventu'llyv1 beo hd; inclc

duced since the early 19/os. 1 add 1ion pion er, ensure ti a f abl gent a l rodu tion ro the eahat itore- C

fertilizer--abut 7SUt)& inetiic tons an- close contact with a imgac llu'numbe of mental piiduiitn from the total oftori k
t''f rewh tendiseinteexpected, by the Id~nGv

nually--can genera IC rorih ily 6 rnillitin tonis ' ocit ict'' fa rrnris ho then ditssent nate oxpetn1 b heIdin oer ilt. to

of additionl cereal, or about half the in- impns oved techtrlm es to their neighbors. At exceed 15 million tons of giain ad ig a

crease in the output of developing coun- tihe anve time, tie a1ottt is kept abreast of senior agricultural offictal to call the pro-

tries during the same period, the advice he should give through fort- grams, "the most special thing that has

An example of a major effort based on nirhtly in-service training progras. The ever Ihcappcned to idi~ani a gricurtiie.'

increased use of fertilizer with a direct im- extension agent concentrates initially on Agricultural credit. Bank-inanced pro-

pat roduction ais the cur- basic details-such as timely pl-. cing. giarns far rural creditc b-U r

rent bank-supported program in northein proper row spacing of seed or plants- atelv reoriented to make sure that ,n in-

Nigeria. Only a hort while ag, Nigeria whnch require no ne.w cash inputs. The ceasing proportion of these credits accrue

was a net exporter of food. 'But rising in- progrms are cheap, averaging about UoI todiadvantag''d groups who forncrlv had

comes brought a greatly increaed dmtand per hctare. In India,, the observed impact to access to institutiont c Credit. In this way

grains while production declined. The as refdlectad in output figures has been im- many credit institutions in develoning

arld Bank has made plans to commit pressive (see table). countries have "eased" into pmroviding

over S1 billion for area dcevelogment prop- - ----- loans for the poor; as they have gained c".-

ects that will encompass the entire coon peience so the volantm iloans tird Sunal-

try. Interim results are imprcssive. The use Eects of extcnsicn on Chambal Prosect holders and tenant, has increased. Such i

of chemical fertilzers in the first three prol- (Ralasthan, India) shift has resulted in considerable mo di-

ect areas increased from 2,000 to 50,000 cations in organization and crieri tof d-

tons in oniy three 'ears. Since 1976, pto- 'elds termining the creditworthiness of small

ducticn has more than doubled and sales 6 (in farmers.

of improved plow, tne seeds. and other Cw prtect 1975[76 197677 197778 A study undertaken by the Governent

inputs have increased at a remarkable rate, of India is one of the few evaluation, oF the

p Paddy 2.00 3.35 3.60 4.36

The projects are at present reaching 20,00 Sghum 0A4 0.40 0.66 0.83 impact of rural credit prorams on o

farm families, more than a million people, w 1.17 226 2.11 . 2.3 theincoes of the poor. More tha e 7.

and in due course will be expanded to Suaarcane 40.90 n.a. 59.40 60.60 Indian farmiers have taken acvantge HL

reach most of Niaeria's 18 million farmnig -thse rural credits financed by i the Bank.Im

households. Flsewhere, in areas as difier- After 0n1y three years. 90 per cent of the of these funds have helped to rafe the in-

ent as Tanzania, Thailand, and Turkey, farmers were folowing the extension coeis of 'eri small fariers, much f the

Bank-sponsored projects ate enabling large agent's advice. Wile the amount of er- credit being used to pto'id suppleirin-

imbers of low-income tarmnrs to use fer- tilizer used hardly increased at all, it was tairv irrigation, permittin dcoube cr-

tilizers to increase their output and in- applied much more eiciently and there and increased production. The Gov-

come. was a tenfold increase in the number of crments opwn ovalut on COleleec 0,itat

Other infrastructure. The Ick of rudi- farrIners using improved varieties of s(,d. the credit promom, and more ead a:In
Otherth small-farmure cTopitnt hatk hof aui con-u

mentary road systems has been a crucial Incomes per hectare grew by at least 50 per siale i on ii ncm ha tak

bottleneck to rich and poor in redocing the siderabte iniact kitn the

-fficiency of the marketing ofhor inp u - --. ..--- rum al poor.

Or additiona prodUctiOn. Rocof: fcii g tthe 0. a YmiCogman in northeast Bra/il, under the Bank-

ti te W dt I1 1 r1 itin.'et Rent e n hgram nvet Y msupported Polonordr',to priogra m s pCi C

the L ior e l t has hrt ly d to fiit ne r credit miechoni ss for helpinig s harh ciop0

the .attreyashsbhe ot e pirs and th-' to dlos' htxi' Ooen dI cxeli ped.-
the consiuction and r'hobdotAio0n of over m hnm ar V ndo d(' (

80, WQ 1 kitror 1) iI L tI l i ol d, a I tw' % V 0 rk The rwL xnisins are LIL'stnL'd to srit it rO

long) er than fitt etir inrurlet ta nt high needs of these prope x hitch ci not e itl-
logr hn h ni nti [1.. citioni, is Vito tar filed Iltrot; convoitiono I iht!m Tr.

system of thre Ui n :d S.es. fArle 1xperitnc1 has demontrtdhsh

The Bank murlkcs iixrsicict in -l ru t ~ ~~of flt, Ai0clet;ri' amii diu dc' oe' ~sci uc't ot'llt ~h

facets of tu.1 or t c%*v'lc0Pnrr'. t 0. a 're ".., ,L ~ :e \,! iit!'Itivc ,irk. tr"th I~ 'iluir ii'i

iL'c~tjllc 5iii'i'i' OiL ciiO '\.i '. I '' Bit h. Pi~i -I! ;,!. ai th' L l~tit I r t t I ld literC10 t ,el t il k.r',

whtiktt thli l l. iii' holcld to ii111.1ii0 0 A L, . 5 .rf'','c r. pi-outir ci, tin M i c i'

UcrOU01, it ' XC' icct ) i'' i i ti~icc '.t~ '';i /r.'cu a ! ! '. 1 cr at 'I hto i.!ii',iti cto ce ri t- o ru. One t

nxati'N' of icmit %' V~ 
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trates the impact of such projects. Tiii first g;eneration or pioneer project forins poorly. In particular, prOjects inivin
proI c ronccs carefully si'l'ctd low- the basis for subsequent projects. Trans- rain-ft'd field crops (as distinct fiown icr-income coinrn initi(, scatter'd aciro',. M 'x- nigpration in Indonr'si'l is a (ae in point. gited arias or tIe crops) w rit' not veINyico in Some 30 rnicror'gons." About four Such exprience may ako fon the basis successful. In many cases, given the pryears after project inccphon, some 7',ft for an (x pa nded ntiourt prigrrm that goes vailin); cost and prier strctuires, the rilOW-incorme families have benefited under forward vithout (0 in in)Fg Itank )r 'ther inv(strmints supported by the ise projec sthe project through investments ranging external support. For example, the Mixi- were not sufficiently attra tive to farners;from irrigatiin, soil Conserva!ion, bee- can program refeiried to eaiher nov.' em- they were also (ftin too rieky given thekeeping, electrification, roads and market- biaces over 100 microregions. Total vx- hazards of the en vironnict and markets.jig services, schools, hedth care, and .l.ater penditures are more than $300 million per Some similar pioblenms are also reportedsupplies. Thus far, about 30,0r) families annum, 1il, the Bank's support the he for mre recent prijects stil being inple-have experienced an income increase of at program throug h project finance now mented.

least 15 per cent since the comrnencen-writ amounts to less than 15 per cent of the an- The experience with smallholder proj-of the project, largely through small-scale nual flow. ects illustrates ne of the several con-
irngation and fruit production. An inter- Through direct involvement at the proj- straints on the expansion of Bank opera-esting feature of this type of project is the ect level and more general dialogue and in- tions to address the problems of ruralwidespread and "quickly" obtained ben- terchange, the Bank has exercised a marked poverty. Tens of millions of small farnersefits through social infrastructure and elec- influence on national policies and pro- produce very little in prec'fy tho,so-a-trifica ti(~. grarns for rural development in many de- vorable cond itions which currently availa-A special class of poverty-oriented mul- veloping countries. There is now wide- ble technoloios cannot adequatelv (ier-tipurpose projects financed by' the ank in- spread acceptance that the rural sector is come. Similarly, there are manV hundri'dsvolves land settlement and development. generally grossly undercapitalized and that of millions of people in the rural areas wioOne of the most ambitious currentiv under greater emphasis on agricultural and food either do not have access to-land, or whoseway is, the transmigralion proejct- . Indo- production is' essential for balanced eco- holdings are too small to sustain them-ne This project will move ver ' large nomic grov.'th. Perhaps more significantly selves and their families. These people cannune. rs of the most impovtrished fani- there has also been a growing adoption of be reached through, for example, the cre-lies from densely settled Java to the outer the view that growth and equity in the ru- ation of employment opportunities, bothislands of Indonesia, where they will b2 re- ral areas can be served by raising the pro- permanent and temporary. The Bank hassettled oi partially cleared land. The ini- ductivitv of hitherto neglected small farm- financed more than one million temporarytial--hitherto small-scale--effort financed ers and other low-income groups in the jobs through investment in raisirg prodin part by the Bn7,r- f a rsm ltcd in th rural areas. This is best done by programs tion, land clearing projects, and public
nual incomes of some 2000 farm families specifically designed for this purpose. Such works programs. Nevertheless, experiencerising from about 5300 to over $500. programs are now in effect in more than serves to re-ernphasize an important gen-&ome lessons .100 countries, ranging frorn the largest in eral lesson that the contribution to emplo-

Asia to the smallest countrv in Africa. ment creation, either of the Bank specifi-The experiences gained through imple- In the last-few years it has become clearer cally or of viable agricultural projects inrnenting the approximatelv 500 projects which factors contribute most to the impact general, is necessarily a limited one
now under way are both positive and n-- of specific projects. First and foremost, there One other lesson of recent experience--Eive. Many were "'pioneer" protects either is no substitute for government polcies perhaps the most important-of all-is thatmnvolvingactivities new to the Bank or work which combine (1) adcquate incentives to povertv-oriented projects often need more

with new agencies. Experience shows that farmers to produce, and (21 increases in the time to be effective than conventional pro)-?ner" often a need for considerable flexi- capabilities of rural operating agencies. ects. In retrospect, this is not altog~ethecr.ln t circumStances change and as im- Most protects are intended to prnvide a surprising. Protects intended to hi'p theAIerentatiori reveals new possibilities or large number of individual producers with poor may' require everal Concurrent ,ctiv-aernonstrates the likelihood of failure. For an opportunitv to raise their output. ities, often ir cudinv (It develnpinu tech-
2xample, in Mauritius a project designed to Whether farmers take advantage of this nology to Suit Small fai mer C pbi ties and
ve temporary and pci manent emplov- opportunity has often been determined by crcurmstance's; (2) traimnin and motivating

nent for landless vorkers had provided e\ternal factors, such as the weather, inter- extension staff; (3) training farmer, and
rsomeland de velopie it but tire lanrid - national and national market price changes, wider communities for fult patticipitionor various reasois which had nothm to or politica! ch.nge a nrd self- m iat'eonen of Fition' such

-o with the project -w-a not availale.'A Weather is imporltant. In tile hahelarn as cooperativeo; and (14) pieventing di_Iew agreemiii'Int WIs made Wit the CoV- zone in Afi ca. for iistanrice, ount n fll n eliinmaion nai-t lb' poor ard the pr -'rnmenit, and the financi og was switched Bank tinoiced pietects in the ear- IQ7tN empioii of bentit (w ji Itr i local eir-nto what has become a successful initia- bcause of the drorrlut in South -Via, r o ers, who air'hiefitir'irt, rioea eoiace to plo-ide iunproved tiing to de- the other hand. produciton in Bank elltrepi 'r rvne I, t ',elop trade skill xnirng the voinigr suppOrted pedict' inng this ' iod in- titil iiav riictiid, trl ex~ric, Itino r k e r . T h e r e a e m1 a n y1 ' o th c i r r ij x Is C r'a - id mrs -p u d . i l ir rmg, n o t wt l -, i n g t h e li x -, th it g r i 'i t ii t t i irl rii n ,
--here aFdjistimr l'n s h iv ' had to bk' m ade i a od i' i i u igtr n m n ltlilt h
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cUlity of tenure- - Oy have b}i'n displ.1o'd
by landlor(S, or the Lindowner, have cap-
tore] Imuch (If lhte inceeast in plu.

In suni, rural development oftril dr-
&cribes a proces involving chaiygngitti-
tules (illciuditng tltrc Of burtjliucrak In-
Sfititlionts, and old Vays of doing tlius.
Expesience shows this is oftorI a toud (-del
harder and morne lenigtthy a procesS than,
say, constructin; a new power station or
poanling a new forest. Ofteii, too, results
sCeem to acComl UIJt'. 5'OWly---a inost imper-
ceptibly to the day-to-day observer or par-
ticipant. Experience also sometimes shows,
though, as in the extension projects in In-
dia, that once the breakthrough is made,
the results can be spectacular.

Prospects

We ari as yet far from the point at wich
the impact of the overall lending effort can
be fully and reliably assessed. The major,
recent part of the Bank's program to reach
the rural poor is still being implemented;
many of these pioneer pro jel's will need to

ollowed up through successive stages
involving perhaps an overall 15- to 20- year
horizon; a number of critical supporting
elements and institutional changes will also
take time to come to fruition.

Ultimately, success in this fie2d is to be
rnea !ired ac -ch Iy the crcation Of a local
capacity for long-term development-a ca-
pacity for sustained change-as by any im-
mediate benefits, important though the
latter may be. Most important of all is the
requirement for sound domestic policies to
ensure that increases in agricultural pro-
duction are sustained and that low-income
producers are given every opportunity to
increase their output. Increasing irnvet-
ment and the suppy of external capital to
- ?ulture are impor tant, but in our view

ng better use ol e\isting investments,
with comparatively rnooiest incremental
outlays to improve efticiencY, can yield
very high returns. Ntional policies on
pricing, land reform, to. Vion, ccial facil-
ities for low-income prodiucers, and so forth
are at least as important in inluenin ro-
duction as the total Cow of resou-rces to a
particular country.

A nunibe. of reccut Banok-financed prj-
ects are associated with such Ipolicy and in-
stitutional reforms. The costs of continin-
and e\panidting Bank effo ts are iieasm

particuillly as przoi t too mo into progt1;O-
sively ios' develbnud o giono; and attempt
to deal ow2 tOrt ti itit p olem Btt i

the aiconItil rv n aIl gOtemmenit t,
Conunitameni .r to' h emin' ad ite
pectltI t 0. a"1 t t! ihe lI i i,, i:tL per -
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Mr. Charles Weiss Jr., PAS December 5, 1979

Ted J. DaVia

Apprepriatc Taee.loy

1. In response to your memorandum dated Novenber14, 1979 to
r. Tudelmen on Appropriate Technology, I am attaching a list of Rural

Development Projects approved in FY79. We do not have a separate cate-
gory of projects under Social Forestry". You will, however, notice
that project 3INDATO6 is entitled: "UP Social Forestry"'.

2. As regards FY79 rural development projects which merit special
mention as particularly suited to local conditions, I would suggest that
you consult the ;.agions. It would appear that in most of the Regions,
initial successful experience with concept and strategy for rural develop-
meat projects has generated repeater projects. In Brazil, the Sergipe
project (FY79) is the sixth project based on the experience gained in Rio
Grande Do \rte -roject (FY761. PIDERk Pro ect in Mexico (P737) has
generated two more similar projects. The success of the design and imple-
mentation of Nepat Rural Development Project (FY76) in very difficult
terrain with acute poverty, has enabled the launching of a sesond project
in the mountainous areas of Nepal. Transmigration II (FY79) project in
Indonesia which is specifically focussed on the landless and marginal
farmers, will most probably have many more future phases. These are already
several Indian )airy Dovelopsent Projecta supported by the Bank. Such
projects are most likely to continue to be supported by the Bank though
there was none in FY79. gatension and Training Projects which were launched
in one province in India a few years ago now cover, not only several provinces
in India, but are also being replicated in Sangladesh, Thailand, Somalia and
other countries. It thns may not be very meaningful to consider any project
of a particular year as being specially suited to the local conditions. On
the contrary, a pilot program which subsequently leads to large scale repli-
cation may appear to be of no special significance in the first years of its
approval; the first phase of Rio Grawde Do Xrte is an example. Let me
emphasize that, in our view, the Regions are in the best position to deter-
mine which of their rural development projects deserve special mention on
the score of being appropriate for achieving rural develoMent objectives
in bincerned countries.

AMAhsmad/c

cc: 1essrs. Miudelman, ACR; L.Christofferson, ACX; B.Theolen, AGX;
J. TurahA, AG5
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UORLD DANK LENDING FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT
FY I177-

TOTAL
FISCAL PROJECT PROJECT IBRD IDA COST
YEAR CODE COUNTRY TITLE US$H USAN US13

79 2BUIATO1 DURUNDI FORESTRY .0 4.3 8.8
2KENANO KENYA SMALLHOLDER COFFEE IMP .0 27.0 62.2
2MA(AID5 MADAGASCAR mAos0XY topIC DEVT .0 12.0 29.4
2MALAD06 MALAUI NATIONAL RURAL DEYT. .0 22.0 66.0
2RUAAP04 RUANDA RURAL DEVT. NUTARA-II .0 8.8 11.3
2SOfALO2 SONALIA CENTRAL RANGELAIDS DEVT .0 8.0 46.3
2SO6AR01 SOMALIA EXTENSION & TRAINING .0 10.5 32.4
2SUDAD06 SUDAN CROP AND LIVESTOCK-SOUTH .0 15.0 55.9

3CAEAL01 CENTRAL AFRICAN EMPIRE LIVESTOCK .0 2.5 13.0
3NIG0101 NIGER IRRIGATION I .0 15.0 21.0
3NICALOI NICER LIVESTOIK I .0 12.0 15.0
3HIRA0Y3 NIGERIA ACRIC DEVT - ILORIN 27.0 .0 64.4
3NIHADO9 NIGERIA BIDA AGRICULTURE DEVT. 23.0 .0 64.4
3TOGAP02 TOGO COCOA/COFFEE II .0 14.0 34.2

5AFEAD01 AFONANISTAN RURAL DEVT. 1 .0 16.5 39.0
5SYRA103 SYRIA EUPHRATES DRAINAGE I 30.0 .0 52.5
5TUNAF02 TUNISIA FISHERIES II 28.5 .0 67.5
SYARAI04 YEHEN ARAB REPUBLIC TIHANA III (WADI MAUR) .0 15.0 87.6
5YDRAF03 YENEN, PEOPLES DENOCRATIC REP FISHERIES II .0 10.0 32.0
5YUIAD03 YUGOSLAVIA AGROIND DOSANSKA-KRAJINA 55.0 .0 203R
5iuiiijS JdUGsLAViH MACEDONIA IRRIGATION 82.0 .0 180.9

6DOLAD03 DOLIVIA OHASUYOS-LOS ANDES R/D .0 3.0 9.3
6DRAAOD09 BRAZIL SAO FRN II - RURAL DEVT. 28.0 .0 74.7
6ERAAD12 DRAZIL RURAL DEVT V-PERNANDUCO 40.0 .0 116.7
6DPAADI6 DRAZIL INTEC. RURAL DEVT. VI-SERGIPE 26.0 .0 76.0
6D00102 DONIHICAN REPUDLIC NIZAD IRRIG PROJ. 27.0 .0 50.6
6ECUAD01 ECUADOR RURAL DEVT I-TUNG 18.0 .0 30.0
6NXCAI11 NEXICO SMALL SCALE AORIC. INFRA. 60.0 .0 143.7
6NXCAI15 MEXICO RIO SIALOA/FUERTE IRRIGATION 92.0 .0 249.7
6PANAC01 PANAMA TROPICAL TREE CROP DEVT. 19.0 .0 39.0

7INSAD05 INDONESIA TRANSMIGRATION II 90.0 67.0 242,0
7IUSAI11 INDOZESIA IRRICATION XII 77.0 .0 118.5
71NSA116 INDONESIA CIMANUK LOlER DASIN FLOOD CTL. 50.0 .0 77.0
7NAYAI09 HALAYSIA KRIAN/05EI NANIK IRRIO 26.5 .0 60.2
7MAYA110 MALAYSIA RUDA IRRIGATION II 31.0 .0 69.0
7NAYAP2 HALAYSIA SHLLLIS COCONUT LEYT. 19.5 .0 44.2
7PAPADDS PAPUA NEU GUINEA RURAL DEVELOPHENT I .0 20.0 32.2
7PHLAC06 PHILIPPINES SNALL FARNER DEVT. 16.5 .0 37.0
7PHLAIi6 PlILIPPINES NAGAT RIVIR IRRIGATION 21.0 .0 62.0
7THLADOI THAILAND NORTHERN RURAL DEVT .0 25.0 47.5
71ELAIO9 THAILAND NE IRRIGATION II 17.5 .0 80.0

8BANAF01 DANGLADESH OXDOU LAKE FISHERIES. .0 6.0 7.5
DINDAT06 INDIA UP SOCIAL FORESTRY .0 23.0 46.5
CHEPAD02 NEPAL RURAL hiV II .0 11.0 13.5
CSRIAD03 SRI LANKA KURUHECALA RURAL DEVI. .0 20.0 30.0

*TOTAL LENDINGFY 79 904.5 367.6 251.8
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5th December, 1979.
Dr. R rby,
Of fi6of Environmental Health,

World Bank,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

U.S.A.

Dear Dr/Overby,

I write to enquire whether the World Bank or any related organisation

may be prepared to finance research work on the development of salt

tolerance in important agricultural crop plants and closely related

topics. While at a recent conference at Brookhaven on "Genetic
Engineering of Osmoregulation. Impact on Plant Productivity for Food
Chemicals and Energy", I was given to understand by Dr. A. Hollaender

that funds might be available from your organisation.

We have been working intensively in this field for a number of years
(a list of publications is included in my curriculum vitae) and, as a
result of our own work and that of colleagues in various countries,

very substantial advances have been made in our understanding of the

salt tolerance. We are anxious to pursue this work with renewed vigour
and to co-operate with colleagues in Pakistan on practical aspects of

the problem.

We have had an application pending for several months with the overseas
Development Agency of the U.K. Government. The application has been

approved in principal but I am becoming increasingly concerned that
because of the stringent financial cuts being made by the present
administration money will not be available to finance our project.

I encloselhe project application in order to indicate to you the type

of work we contemplate. I also enclose the report of the IUPAB group

of which I was a member which visited Pakistan and reported on the
development of physiological plant sciences in that country with
special reference to the problems of salinity and alkalinity.

If you require further information about our work, I would be happy
to furnish it. It might also be possible for you to obtain some direct

information of our work here from John Spears whom I have known for some
years and is I believe on the World Bank staff.

Yours faithfully,

R.G.7 Jones.



December 5, 1979

Mr. Keith 11. Harris-Watson
Managing Director
APIM Agro-Industrial Planning

Implementation & Management Co. Ltd.
Ludwell House, Byfield, Daventry
Northamptonshire NN11 6YJ
England

Dear Mr. Harris-Watson:

I am sorry indeed that I have been so slow in responding to
your letter of September 20, but I have been doing a lot of

travelling in recent months and so have the people that I wanted

to talk to in the World Bank Group about your proposal.

First of all, I have talked to Montague Yudelman, the Director

of the Bank's Agriculture and Rural Development Department, together

with his associate, Donald Pickering. They have expressed much

interest in your organization and would be glad to talk with you or

your people at any time about the opportunities they might see for
your providing management services on a Bank- or IDA-financed
project. They emphasize, however, that when it comes to "selling"

these services you will have to direct yourselves to the borrowers

in the field rather than to us.

I have also talked to Mr. Richard Richardson, Director of the
IFC's Development Department, who also exhibited much interest in

your proposal. (As you may know the IFC sometimes takes a good
deal more initiative than the Bank in seeking management services

for projects in which they are partners, and the IFC is definitely
thinking of expanding its activities in the field of agri-business.)

Mr. Richardson said that he would be glad to see you at any time
here in Washington, or to arrange for a visit to you in London by
IFC staff who might be passing through there.

I would suggest that you respond to Mr. Richardson as soon as
you may find it convenient.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

J. Burke Knapp

JBK ap :isk

cc: Messrs. Yudelman and Richard Richardson



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION),

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G.J. Tibor (Chief, ASPAC) DATE: December 5, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Irrigation Advi , AGR/CPS)

SUBJECT: Safety of Dams

1. This is an interim response to your memoranda 
of November 9

and December 4, 1979.

2. The interpretation set forth in para 14 
of your memorandum

of November 9 cannot be considered correct since the "standards

accepted by India" are unknown to me 
in their specifics. The Bank

does not accept prima facie the standards of any country, 
developed

or developing. Bank staff have the responsibility of making 
a judgement

on whether the standards of engineering are 
sound and appropriate to the

circumstances of the enterprise and of the 
country in question.

3. Where the failure of a dam could cause significant 
loss of

lives or property (including the cost of the dam and loss of benefits)

the provisions of OMS 3.80 should be followed completely. 
A dam is a

very special type of structure insofar 
as Bank procedures is concerned.

Important bridges and tall buildings 
would require similar special review

procedures. In financing such structures the 
Bank projects a public

image of a worldwide authority and, 
should a failure of such a structure

occur, one can be certain that questions 
would be asked as to whether the

standards and procedures used are appropriate. 
.'doubt that any answer

would suffice except that such a structure 
had been designed and built

by competent engineers and constructors 
with considerable prior experience

with such structures, and using internationally 
known and recognized stand-

ards and procedures. And, further, that the designs, standards and pro-

cedures had been reviewed by an independent panel representing an 
even

greater spectrum of experience with such structures than 
provided by the

design engineers, and who are current 
on the international state-of-the-art

with regard to such structures.

4. You have a realistic concern as to the responsibility of your

staff and Bank management. Para 3 6f OMS 3.80 gives important guidance

in this regard:

"...Staff should seek specialized assistance in

important or critical areas where 
they have in-

sufficient expertise themselves, either in a

general review of the design concept 
or in more

specific areas, such as rainfall 
and runoff

analysis, soils investigations, spillway 
design,

etc. Staff are encouraged to consult with CPS

engineering advisers on these matters.
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Frommong Bankstaff there are several with varying degrees of

specialized experience in dam design and constrtction whose

advice can, and should be, sought. Mr. Sheehan and myself

have lists of competent independent dam consultants, imny of

whom have been used by the Bank previously. Informal or formal

committees within the Bank can be utilized to provide advice

when appropriate.

5. Your November 9 memorandum specifically refers to the

problem of design floods and spillway capacities according to

Indian standards---a problem long recognized in your Region but

brought into prominence by the loss of 3,000 lives resulting from

the failure of Machhu II Dam in Gujarat State on August 11, 1979.

The failure apparently was at least partially due to insufficient

spillway capacity. It is my understanding that Indian spillway

design- procedures do not include a check against a flood resulting

from a Probable Maximum Precipitation (PMP), as defined by the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO). The PMP approach was developed

more than 30 years ago and is considered in all spillway designs for

federal structures in the USA. WMO has a bulletin on it. It has

been written about or referenced frequently in publications of the

International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD). There are Indians

who are familiar with it. The PMP approach is, in fact, internationally

known. In view of this fact, it is my opinion that the Bank should not

finance projects involving dams where failure could mean significant

loss of lives, property or benefits unless estimates of PMP are at least

made and considered in the spillway and dam design.

6. While your memorandum focussed on the issue of spillway design

standards, structural and other hydraulic aspects of design are also

important. Are recent methods of seismic design being used in India?
Through their participation in ICOLD the Indian dam specialists undoubtedly

are aware of these methods. Perhaps consideration should be given to

having a Bank panel of dam experts review Indian design and construction

standards and procedures and give the Bank (and India) its approval and/or

recommendations.

7. If I can be of further assistance in this matter please let me

know.

FLHotes:rm

cc: Messrs. Baum (VPCPS); Rajagopalan, lIorse (PAS); Sheehan (EGY);

Hopper (ASNVP); Picciotto, Rowe, Pranich (ASP); Yudelman, Pickering (AGR/CPS)



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
-C Mr. D.C. Pickering DATE November 27, 979

John S. Spear--,

SUBJECT FAO Meeting on Potential Role of Wood Fuels for Domestic Use

in Developing Countries

1. On October 24-26, 1979, Lennart Ljungman and I attended a two-day

meeting on the above subject organized by FAO's Forestry Department.

2. The purpose of the meeting which was deliberately kept small (see

attached list of participants in Annex 1), was to review current issues in

this area in order to provide a sharper focus for future work programs.

3. The background paper circulated as a basis for the meeting dis-

cussions (Annex 2) summarizes the present state of knowledge in key areas

such as consumption patterns, supply constraints and alternative energy

options. From the Bank's point of view, the FAO paper does not significantly

add to our appreciation of the subject; the main value of the meeting emerged

from the contributions made by the various individual speakers dealing with

practical experiences and alternative approaches to resolution of current wood-

based energy issues. Those most pertinent to the Bank's own work program are

briefly summarized below.

4. Steven Joseph of the Intermediate Technology Development Group from

London gave an outstanding presentation of the ITDG's work in development

of more efficient stoves suitable for use in developing countries. His des-

criptionsof alternative institutional approaches to encouraging wider use 
of

such stoves were relevant to projects such as those being financed by the Bank

in India (Uttar Pradesh and Gujarat), Burundi, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger and

Malawi. ITDG have been working with a variety of agencies and institutions,

including community development groups, university research teams and artisan

training institutions. A key factor in ensuring rapid adoption of new tech-

nologies has been mobilization of entrepreneural talent and artisanal skills

at the village level for initial construction bf trial stoves and promotion

of their wider use. ITDG's experience in this field has been encouraging.

The theme which ran through the discussions of this topic was the importance

of identifying, at an early stage of project development, individuals around

whom to build promotion campaigns for wider adoption of new stove technologies

and secondly, the rapid progress which has been made in some situations where

local village level artisans have set up small business enterprises to mass

produce and promote sale and distribution of improved chimneys or other stove

components. I would recommend that we try to involve ITDG in further develop-

ment of Bank financed wood stove projects.

5. Mike Benge of USAID gave an account of his first hand experiences in

trying to initiate village level forestry programs in Viet Nam, Philippines and

Haiti. He is an authority on Leucaena species. His comments on alternative

approaches to extension work in this field were particularly useful. He des-
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cribed the success which he had achieved through involvement of school teachers
and children in tree planting campaigns. AID are intensifying their involve-
ment in community woodlot programs and I recommend that we continue to work
closely with AID in this area. Our principal contacts in Washington are
Messrs. Benge, Poole, Taylor and Kunkel (the latter is located in the Peace Corps
Office).

6. Gordon Goodman of the Stockholm Beijer Institute spoke of the work of
the Institute in the field of rural energy sector surveys. The institute is
about to embark on a major systems study of the rural energy sector in Kenya,
the findings of which could be pertinent to Bank involvement in the Kenya III
Forestry Project. We have arranged for Mikel Grut (a Forest Economist from
FAO/CP who will be involved in preparation of the Kenya III Project) to visit

Stockholm and to participate in discussions concerning further development of
the Beijer Institute Study Work program.

7. Bill Morgan of Kings College University of London (an Adviser to the UN
on Rural Energy Problems) made some useful observations on the question of the
extent to which agricultural residues such as maize and sorghum stover can be
used in lieu of wood fuels. As noted in David Hughart's paper (Non-Commercial
and Non-Conventional Energy Sources), about 1 billion people in the developing
world rely almost entirely on agricultural crop wastes or animal dung for their
basic cooking and heating needs. Since the burning of such-residues and dung
adversely affects agricultural productivity, the Bank, over the last 12 months
has been trying to develop more precise data on the extent to which making wood
readily available at the homestead or village level might be expected indirectly
to have a beneficial impact on agricultural and livestock output (see for example,
para 6.02 of the Nepal Community Forestry Development Project SAR). Morgan will
be involved in organization of the forthcoming 1981 UN Conference on "New and
Renewable Sources of Energy" and could be a useful contact for obtaining back-
ground conference papers and an overview of trends in alternative energy techno-
logies development.

8. G. Ojo of the University of Ife in Nigeria contributed a paper on Rural

Energy Systems which summarizes the results of a study being undertaken by the
University in Southern Nigeria (around Ife, Ogbomosho and Ibadan). These three
urban centers have a combined population of about 1.5 million people; The findings

of the study confirm the well established fact that as per capita incomes rise,
there is usually a shift away from the use of wood to alternative, more convenient
fuels, such as kerosene or- electricity. Perception of this fact and adequate
sampling of the energy consumption patterns in any particular community, and of
likely future changes in per capita income levels over a 10-20 year time horizon

(the time needed for fuelwood plantations to mature), are critical issues when
designing woodbased energy programs (see for example, the Malawi Woodbased Energy

and Yemen SURDP II Project Forestry component which will include household con-
sumption surveys aimed at obtaining more precise information on these issues).

9. This part of the discussion also focussed on the extent to which biomass
based fuels (agricultural residues or wood wastes) might, in the future, become
a significant source of raw material for wood-based electrical energy power plants.
Several plants are currently under construction (e.g. in Vermont and Maine in thE

North East USA).
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10. FAO's own role in the wood-based energy field was outlined by
Michael Arnold. FAO has, to date, been the main focal point for collecting
together knowledge of the present state of the art and for disseminating lite-
rature relating to wood-based energy programs and the role of forestry in
community development. Under the FAO/SIDA Program, FAO has US$3 million
available for implementation of training courses, research studies and pilot
community development forestry programs in this area. The Bank has been work-
ing closely with this FAO/SIDA program in setting up monitoring and evaluation
studies, wood consumption surveys, and basic research programs as an integral
part of Bank financed wood-based energy projects (see for example, FAO/CP's
Report in the Region's project working file of the Malawi Woodbased Energy
Project which includes detailed TORs for a research study program). I recommend
that through FAO/CP, we should continue to develop this link and to capitalize
on the experience which FAO over the last 10-15 years has already gained in
this field.

The Bank's Role

Project Design

13. To date, the Bank has financed about eight forestry and 14 rural deve-
lopment or agriculture projects including significant fuelwood components
Tse Annex FT~t~a~ched valued at about US$120 millio4i, some of which include
introduction of more efficient wodBibrtig ovets. Judging by response of the

C FAO meeting, one particular area in which the Bankls experience could be of
interest to other agencies is that of woodbased energy project design. Within
the Bank, rural forestry including woodbased energy project formulation is a
multi-disciplinary activity, involving economists, foresters, agronomists,
livestock experts and specialists on alternative energy options. A deliberate
attempt is being made in project design to address the inter-related problems
of fodder/fuel agriculture and livestock crop production programs in an integrated
manner within the framework of rural development programs. The Regional Organi-
zational structure of the Bank and project oriented approach to development have
been decisive factors in bringing about this approach to project design and there
was discussion about the scope within FAO, for example, to encourage similar
working relationships between the various technical divisions concerned with
forestry, agriculture, livestock, land and water resource development. I would
recommend that the Bank shares its experiences in rural forestry project design
by periodically convening informal inter-agency seminars during which, issues of
project design, constraints tol evelopment and lessons emerging from supervision
missions are freely discussed.'

Sector Work

14. A second area in which the Bank could make a positive contribution to
further development in this field (although we have not yet done so), would

1/ In October 1979, for example, CPS convened an informal meeting on fuelwood
programs which was attended by USAID, Peace Corps, the International Institute
for Environment & Development, Inter-American Development Bank, National
Academy of Sciences and FAQ staff, at which these issues were discussed. Most
of the agencies involved in that meeting have followed up by corresponding
with or visiting the Bank to discuss their own experiences and problem areas
indicating that they would welcome the possibility of continued informal con-
tact with the Bank in trying to resolve common problems.
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be by supporting more systematic overall energy sector strategy studies to
provide a framework for financing of project oriented alternative energy
programs. EWT under Dick Dosik's leadership will be moving into this area
in the future. Judging by what we learned from the FAO meeting, there are
many other agencies already actively working on sector strategy problems
including FAO, the Beijer Institute, USAID, the University of Ife in Nigeria,
Tribhuvan University in Nepal, etc., etc. There could be a role here for the
Bank in trying to pool the present state of knowledge on sectoral study design,
preparation of sector guidelines and provision of funds for further expansion
of this type of activity. One of the obvious reasons why the Bank should con-
tinue to expand its support of such sector reviews is the role and influence
which these sector studies can play in changing Government thinking in relation
to energy program development priorities. It is acknowledged in Nepal, for
example, that the Bank's forestry sector review in that country, the main focus
of which was on rural energy demands, had a significant influence on the thinking
of the Economic Planning and Finance Ministries' decision to support an expanded
program of fuelwood plantation development in the Hills.

Economic Justification for Wood Based Energy Projects

15. The Bank's experiences in trying to resolve issues related to the
economic justification for investment in woodbased energy projects were of general
interest. We concluded that there is a real and urgent need to develop better
physical data in this area. Through inclusion of monitoring and research studies
as part of Bank financed projects, we are gradually improving the Bank's knowledge
of this subject. CPS recently financed a 6-week research assistant assignment
concerned with development of more precise data on the inter-relationships between
tree shelter belts and agricultural crop and livestock yields. This is also a
field in which I recommend that we continue to share our experiences with other
agencies.

JSpears:hrv

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, Darnell, Donaldson, Temple, Sfeir-Younis,
lDraerj Ljungman, Baykal, Gorse, Fishwick, Brouard,
Wagner, Keil Goodland, Dosik, Hughart,
Zurbrugg, Grut, Cooling (FAO/CP Rome)
Mrs. Boskey

Attachment
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CONSULTANCY ON TTE POTENTIAL ROLE OF WOOD FUELS

FOR DTOIC1STIC USE IN TiELCPING COUNTRIES

FAO, Forestry Department

Rome, 24 - 26 October 1979

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

N. BENGE USAID, Washington

J. B.7THEL College of Forest Resources,
University of Washington, Seattle

G. GOODkAN Beijer Institute, Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences, Stockholm

S. JOSEPH 4 Intermediate Technology Development
Group, London

L. LJUNG1AN IBRD, Washington

W. MO.1GAN Kings College, University of London

G. OJO University of IFE, Nigeria

F.S. POLLISCO Forest Research Institute, Laguna,
Philippines

J. SPEARS IBRD, Washington

Y.A. FLORES RODAS Assistant Director-General, Forestry
Department

J.E.M. ARNOLD Forestry Department
M.R. DZI YONTALE1BERT F s tn
E. PLELIINCK it It

G. SEGERSTROM " " (part time)
J.P. LANLY I f I t
B. BEN SALEM .f I f t
T. CATTERSON " t t t

P. WARDLE f I t it

H. VON HULST, AGO Agriculture Department
N. BUSTRILLOS, ESH Economic and Social Policy Department
F. ZURBRUGG, DDC Investment Centre
J.P. HRABOVSZKY, AGD Agriculture Department
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CONSULTANCY ON THE POTENTIAL ROLE OF WOOD FUELS

FOR DOKESTIC USE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

FAO, Forestry Department

Rome, 24-26 October, 1979

(Cuba Room, B-224)

AGENDA

1. Introduction

2. Wood fuels for domestic use

domestic energy requirements
wood fuels in domestic energy consumption
growing supply demand imbalances

3. Technologies for Droduction and use

harvesting and transport of fuelwood
charcoal production
improved efficiency in use

4. Fuelwood resource

resource assessment
managing existing resources
creating additional resources
organizing the supply of wood fuels

5. Alternatives to fuelwood and charcoal

6. Issues in the potential role of wood fuels

economic considerations
social aspects
environmental impact
institutional framework

7. On-going and vrospective programmes

main orientations and approaches
exchange of information, coordination

8. Suggestions for future orientations of FAO's work
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DOESTIC USE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Rome, 24 - 26 October 1979

Background Paper

WOOD FUELS FOR DOMESTIC USE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The 'other energy crisis', affecting more than a third of the
world's population, is becoming of major concern to all those concerned
with development in the Third World. The growing energy needs of
developing countries will be facing the general energy situation, with
consequent dependency on fuels imports competing with those of the
industrialized countries and with implications for their economy of
the use of expensive imported fuels. At the same time, wood fuels
constitute a basic energy source for hundreds of millions of people;
they are 'the poor man's oil', with very limited possibilities of
substitution by other fuels expensive and available in limited quantities.
However, in large and ever-increasing areas the combined effects of
population growth and concentration and of limited resources are
generating situations where scarcity of wood fuels is developing its
harmful effects, mainly on poor people. These considerations, together
with the basic importance of energy requirements for subsistence and
development, call for a new look at the more traditional use of wood
by man as fuel: active policies should replace the 'laissez-faire'
attitudes which have prevailed in the past.

The purpose of this paper is not to present a comprehensive
review of the supply and demand situation of wood fuels in the
developing countries, but to serve as a background to the discussion.
It is mainly intended to-assist in raising a number of questions and
in identifying areas where information is insufficient and/or action
is needed. At this stage, the main purpose of deeper consideration
should be to review the present role of wood in meeting energy
requirements in developing countries, to assess its viability and its
potential role and at the same time to identify what could or should
be done to alleviate the pressures in situations where the scarcity
of wood has or might become a major constraint.
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WOOD FUELS FOR DOMESTIC USE

Energy for cooking and heating is an essential requirement at the
basic needs level. Fuelwood and charcoal are the more traditional fuels
used to meet basic energy needs for domestic use in millions of households
in the developing world. An estimated order of magnitude of half the
wood harvested annually in the world is for energy supply in developing
countries and that many families in rural areas do not have any access
to alternative sources of energy. This broad evidence points to the need
for renewed attention to be given to the role of fuelwood for domestic
use, but major gaps still exist in the knowledge of present situations
and of their possible evolution. A good understanding of the present
situation of energy consumption for domestic use is essential in order
to be able to assess the exact role of fuelwood, the degree of dependence,
the effects of scarcity, the changes in needs together with evolving
situations, and particularly along with development and economic growth.
Such an understanding is basic for identifying suitable solutions which
meet people's needs.

Current situation of domestic energy consumption

Most households in the rural - and also urban - areas of the
developing countries are still in traditional energy situations where
basic energy requirements are met by traditional fuels in the framework
of subsistence. Modernization and development usually introduce additional
energy requirements with more sophisticated technologies which make use of
more complex energy sources. Energy has become an essential component of
any comprehensive development programme, not only as an important elemer+
for raising living standards through growth but as a basic requirement :.
ensuring the daily subsistence level at which development can take place.
A more precise knowledge of the basic energy requirements of standard
households or communities in developing countries is needed for the
necessary planning and organization of their supply. Most rural
communities are organized as almost closed energy systems with a very
limited amount of energy provided on a commercial basis from outside the
community. But few attempts have been made to assess-the energy budget
of such communities, taking into account the various activities such as
domestic use, agriculture, handicrafts, transportation and identifying
the share of the various energy sources in meeting these specific requirements
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Many traditional rural systems integrate their energy needs into the
complex framework of their productive activities and socio-economic

organization. Little has apparently been done to analyse the main
existing situations and to describe typical situations which could
be used as a basis for reference and for planning future supplies.
Existing information is limited and little reliable quantitative
data are available. Furthermore, there is a lack of information and
analysis on the implications of development and evolving situations
on the energy budget of rural communities and relative possible major

influencing factors. There is, therefore, a need for study and research

activities to provide reliable information on the rural community and
household energy consumption situations and on factors and ways of
changes.

Wood fuels in domestic enerfy consumption

Among traditional energy sources, fuelwood plays a major role and
there is evidence of a widespread dependence on fuelwood in rural areas
and many urban areas of most developing countries; wood fuels are used

and preferred for most domestic energy requirements which in turn dominate
total energy use. As a result even in countries where a well-developed

commercial energy sector does exist, wood fuels account for a substantial
share of total energy consumption. They provide for the largest amounts
of traditional energy demands in developing countries through an estimated
at 85 % of non commercial energy consumption: in some cases dependence on
wood fuels for domestic energy requirements is almost total. This dependence,

together with the implied basic concern of maintaining and increasing food
production in line with demographic growth, are the major aspects of the
role of wood fuels in meeting household energy needs. However, much still
needs to be known about levels and pattern of use of wood fuels at the
household level and about differences between urban and rural areas. A
number of surveys have studied a variety of situations but too often this
has been done on a limited basis, without an appropriate design and an
adequate statistical approach; measurements problems have seldom been
properly solved. The relationships between wood fuels consumption at the
household level and socio-economio or cultural parameters, the seasonal

variations, the side effects of using wood or other fuels, the implications
of development and of changing living standards are not easy to assess.
Most of the available information is partial and hardly provides significant
indications as many surveys have proceeded only through visual estimates of
quantities. Therefore, there is an explicit need for a definition of
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appropriate methodological approaches to wood fuel consumption surveys,

for more systematic field surveys to obtain more accurate and detailed

information on the use of wood fuels by different groups of population
in different situations in different countries.

Rising fuelwood scarcities

In some areas the heavy dependence on wood fuels together with

growing populations and increased urbanization have led to a marked

unbalance with the available supply and to subsequent scarcities. The
effects of such scarcities are numerous and self-reinforcing: they

affect primarily the poorest who have to spend more for fuelwood
collection and purchase in time and money from their limited resources:

the depletion of the natural vegetation increases ecological fragility

and contributes to the degradation of the resource base on which
agriculture is dependent; the scarcity of fuelwood also means the use
of agricultural residues and dung to meet basic energy needs. Areas of

fuelwood scarcity may even occur in wood-rich countries, for example around
major cities, but they are usually characteristic of the more arid regions

with fragile ecological conditions, regions with hard climatic conditions
or with relatively high population density. There is a clear need for

concentrating more attention and efforts on those areas where a critica"

situation has already developed with harmful implications on the basic

energy requirements of their populations. A systematic identification of

such critical areas is required, independent of political or geographic

boundaries, to provide the list of first priority areas where action is
needed to improve and ensure the basic energy supply. It would also be
-useful to investigate the general ramifications of fuelwood scarcity and
to measure its effects, such as the loss of agricultural production thr ;h
the diverted use of wastes and dung as fuel, the decrease in soil produo-
tivity, the environmental damage; the assessment of these environmental
costs is of particular importance and would require continuous and repeated

measurements through specially designed surveys adapted to the variety of
situations encountered.

Dependence on wood fuels in developing countries is therefore widely
evident, especially for meeting the basic energy requirements at the
household level such as cooking, heating and also for scme processing

activities, in both the rural and urban areas. However, much still needs
to be known about the basic energy budgets, the exact levels and pattern
of wood fuels consumption, the factors affecting such consumption and the
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changes related to development, and the effects of scarcity and of
substitution by agriculture wastes. Particular attention should be

given to reaching a better understanding of some of the typical

situations and to the systematic identification of the more critical
areas where the scarcity of wood fuels is affecting man and his

environment. Under the prevailing energy situation the dependence
on wood fuels is not likely to be substantially modified in the
foreseeable future: a better understanding of its nature is, therefore,

indispensable in order to find out what solutions are appropriate.

TECHNOLOGIES FOR PRODUCTION AND USE

Most of the energy derived from wood and used in the households

of developing countries is used through direct combustion of fuelwood

or through charcoal for high temperature heat, mainly for cooking

requirements. Growing more wood for such energy purposes is subject
to a time lag: there is scope for more immediate action for improving

the technologies for production and use of fuelwood and charcoal.

Traditionally fuelwood was considered as a free access good, often
protected by usage rights and closely integrated into the traditional
social structures; at the same time, the activities related to its
collection and use were mostly scattered at the household level. As a

result, there has been almost no evolution in the techniques involved,
with the result that wood fuels are still collected and used in the same
way as when they were abundant. In addition, much of the knowledge which
was available when wood was still generally considered as an important
fuel is not any more being used. There seems to be a general scope for

substantial-improvements of the present conditions of harvesting and
transport of fuelwood, in the production of charcoal and in the efficiency
of use, particularly through improved stoves. Most of these efforts should
go along the lines of appropriate technology approaches to make sure that
the solutions meet with the needs and habits of the target people.

Harvesting and transvort of fuelwood

Harvesting and transport of wood for industrial purposes have made
considerable technological progress. The techniques of harvesting and
transporting fuelwood have remained by comparison almost unchanged,
probably because fuelwood is mostly marginal to the monetary economy
and its gathering in rural areas is directly made by users. In some
savannah areas big dry trees are not used while branches and young trees
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are collected because of lack of adequate tools; in some forest-rich

areas closed to major urban centres, fuelwood is still intensively

collected on the limited outer ring of the forest while large quantities
of wood suitable for fuel is abandoned by the large industrial logging
operations. While the fuelwood gathering distances have been increasing

substantially as a consequence of the progressive remoteness of supplies
from consuming areas, the most traditional transportation systems are
still used despite the bulky nature of fuelwood.

There is, therefore, a clear need for special efforts to be made
to improve the techniques of fuelwood gathering and transportation, to

adapt the knowledge and techniques available and to find out solutions

which are appropriate to the specific conditions of a number of typical

situations such as nature of the forest or tree vegetation, physical and
climatic conditions, social organizations, etc. At the same time, it
would be necessary to foresee how the collection of fuelwood might evolv-

in the future and to what -extent changing supply conditions might modify
the traditional direct gathering for the user's needs. This could entail
adapting or designing new systems and tools for harvesting and transport

which, at the same time, make fuller and better use of the available
supply and organize and alleviate the burden of providing for basic
energy needs, thus releasing labour for productive activities. The
design of such systems and tools should follow the appropriate technolo&
approach; it should probably consider some basic differences of situations
such as dry savannah or humid tropics vegetation or such as fuelwood
gathering for household use or for the supply of larger rarkets which
can give rise to cash income. The scope for improving fuelwood harvesting
and transport techniques seems general in developing countries with potential
benefits which go far beyond the energy problem.

Charcoal roduction

Charcoal is an attractive alternative fuel to fuelwood, or preferable

when transportation over long distances is necessary. In some cases, however,

uncontrolled charcoal making may result in intensifying the destruction of
the forests. Charcoal often substitutes fuelwood, especially when rising
incomes and urbanization are combined in monetized markets. Anart from the
consumer's preference, its transportability and efficiency in use make
charcoal a well-adapted fuel in a number of situations, particularly when
an ertension of the supply over larger areas is required. However, in
order to be really beneficial in energy terms, it is necessary that the
charcoal making process be reasonably efficient: even if, in many cases,

traditional producers manage to produce a good quality charcoal from the
available raw material substantial increases in yields could be obtaine.
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In addition, appropriate techniques make it possible to transform into
charcoal large volumes of wood of all dimensions which would otherwise
have been destroyed in land clearing or left on the ground in exploited
areas including the non commercial volumes of the standing forest, thus
contributing directly to energy supply.

However, the diffusion of specially designed small portable or
larger stationary kilns is necessary and, for this, techniques will
have to be devised or adapted, tested and propagated and special efforts
will have to be made in order to train the qualified personnel so lacking
in most developing countries. Many different critbria will need to be
taken into account in examining.local situations and in designing and
organizing charcoal production, as the ultimate decisions have to consider
not only efficiency in energy supply but also the implications on
employment and income. Improving the charcoal making techniques implies
also that -efforts will be made on adapted techniques and tools both for
harvesting wood for charcoal and for transporting charcoal to the market.
Substantial improvements seem possible in charcoal production at the local
level, apart from large-scale production systems.

Efficient use of wood fuels

Traditional ways of using wood fuels, especially for cooking and
heating, have a low energy efficiency as most of the heat is lost in the
process. Increasing the amount 6f energy usefully consumed is one of the
most promising and quicker way of diminishing the amount of fuel required
and, therefore, of improving the supply-demand situation. Several low cost
measures are possible but they may sometimes conflict with traditional
usage and preference. Improving the efficiency in use is essentially
related to fuelwood: charcoal with its higher calorific value is easier
to use more efficiently. A first series of measures are related to supply:
dried firewood of suitable dimensions is a first requirement to allow the
user to get more and better heat: this might require changes in the
organization of the supply. Replacing traditional openfires by simple
and well-designed stoves may considerably reduce the quantities of fuelwood
required while at the same time improving safety and health conditions: it
could be the simplest, cheapest and most effective way of reducing fuelwood
requirements for domestic use. Because fuelwood is simple to use and no
costly equipment is required to produce or use it, it is often the preferred.
fuel. Its usage is normally very carefully organized without any unnecessa
waste and is closely related to important socio-economic aspects of the
household. Nevertheless, despite the increasing importance devoted to
improving the efficiency of fuelwood use through well-designed stoves,
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there does not seem to be evidence of many such successful programmes.
The potential for reducing the demand for fuel through efficient cooking

stoves is substantial but effective programmes require careful design,

an appropriate technology approach, sufficient adaptation testing and
extension and demonstration support. A number of activities related to

improved stoves have been or are being carried out in various countries;

there is a clear need to know more about problems encountered, successful

approaches and determining factors in such programmes. Ways and means to

relate such programmes to broader development efforts are also an important

aspect, as well as the organization of such programmes and ways of involving

all concerned in active participation from the early stage. Socio-economic
and cultural aspects are probably as important as the purely technical

are and it would seem necessary to define suitable approaches related to

the variety of existing situations. .

Promoting higher efficiency in producing and using wood fuels is
undoubtedly a major potential solution to alleviating the pressure of

demand for domestic use: a reduction of the quantities needed for meeting

the same basic energy requirements would have a rapid impact in short supply

situations; at the same time, adequate production techniques can also

rapidly increase the supply from available resources. Appropriate technology
approaches are essential in order to achieve successful improvements in

activities such as fuelwood gathering and use which are so closely relat

to basic needs and have deep socio-cultural content. It involves an area
which requires a careful approach, and an exchange of experience and
information would be particularly useful, especially on programme design
and implementations and on effective impact.

FUEL WOOD RESOURCES

The recent experience with the prices of oil and other modern energy
forms stresses the ultimate importance of those energy sources which can
contribute directly to self-reliance in energy through their renewability
and substainability. The new concern about energy places renewed emphasis
on forest resources because of their potential as a renewable source of
energy to contribute to the basic energy requirements of populations already
so dependent on them. It could radically change the approach to forest
resources management by making energy a major production objective. It is
evident that in the foreseeable future the more sophisticated energy forms
will have to be primarily assigned to priority development activities and
the greater part of the population of developing countries will continue to

depend on wood fuels for their daily requirements. In forest management

it is becoming, therefore, indispensable on the basis of an adequate

assessment, to stimulate increased productivity of existing resources,
to complement them by the creation of additional resources and to organize

the production of the whole in an adequate supply of needs.
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Information on fuelwood production and resources is rarely available.
Most of fuelwood production and usage takes place outside commercial channels,
is generally not subject to any effective control and, therefore, is not
recorded. Official figures on fuelwood production
take into consideration the production from forests under some degree of
control or management, otherwise production is assumed to be equivalent
to consumption, the latter being broadly estimated. Recent work has also
shown that information on the national and regional levels on the present
situation of forest resources in developing countries is generally inadequate
and normally includes only data on wood for industrial supply. Information
on forest, woodlots, tree stand and non-tree woody vegetation inventories
and yields as far as fuelwood is concerned is rarely available: in particular
little is known on the production potential of large areas of open woody
cover in arid and semi-arid regions where the fuelwood problem is greater.
When available, the information does not include small village ard farm
woodlots, tree lines and scattered trees. Special efforts are, therefore,
necessary in order to establish an adequate information basis for the
realistic appraisal of fuelwood supply from existing forest and tree
resources. This would have to take into account those tree stands which
provide only wood for fuel, but also those forests where wood for fuel or
for industrial use might be complementary or competing as well as tree and
woody vegetation outside the forest; in some cases, small or dry trees or
forest residues left after logging operations might constitute a sizable
resource. If existing inventory methods cannot be adapted to provide this
information quickly and effectively, then the design of special methods
might be necessary. It can also be envisaged to relate or even integrate
in the same resource assessment fuelwood and agricultural residues in order
to explore the resource in a systematic way which would provide a broader
information basis,

Resource management

Existing forest resources constitute the immediate availability for
fuelwood supply. In a number of instances, the lack of information has led
to large investments in fuelwood plantations without much consideration of
existing supply posibilities; no attention was given to the prospects of

managing properly the existing woody vegetation. Some work has been done on
ways and means of managing the tropical forests, but the purpose was
essentially to provide an adequate supply of timber to the industry. Fuelwood
is generally collected without any control from existing forests: if the
demand pressures become high,not only is dry wood gathered but small trees and
branches are also cut, which may affect regeneration and growth. How much
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would forest management approaches and procedures need to be reviewed to

incluie wood for energy either as a primary production on areas where

demand is particularly pressing or as a complementary product to industrial

wood supply. It is only through proper forest management that a sustained

yield is obtainable and a major effort may, therefore,be needed to bring

into management large areas of forest vegetation for fuelwood production.

Improving the management of existing resources means not only managing

normal forest stands but also small woodlots or open woody vegetation;

existing and usually well-adapted vegetation normally provides a good

opportunity at relatively low cost for increasing the supply of fuelwood

through simple adequate measures aiming at higher productivity. However,

not much recent experience and information seems to be available on

appropriate management methods, on ways and means to stimulate the produc-

tivity of natural stands for fuelwood supply and on possible results as a

sustainable supply option. How much can be gleaned from the papers and

records of earlier times when fuelwood was a primary objective of forest

management in many forests ?

Creating new resources

Additional or new fuelwood resources may have to be created, especially

in those critical situations where fuelwood is in short supply: fuelwood

plantations on a substantial scale will often be necessary if the fuelwo

needs of areas of large concentrations of population, particularly urban

populations, are to be met. The production potential of such plantations,

if adequately conducted, can be high, but there are a number of technical,
social and economic constraints which usually make such programme a complex

and costly solution requiring a careful approach. Growing shortages of

fuelwood are often the result not only of high demand pressure, but also

of deforestation of land for grazing or agricultural purposes. Competit.

for land is in such cases a major constraint to fuelwood plantations which

could reauire flexible solutions in order to avoid diverting large contiguous

areas to tree planting. Small woodlots, isolated trees or in lines, systems

for joint production of wood and crops or fodder are alternative solutions

which might solve the problem in such situations. The time constraint which

characterizes forestry production might be a major obstacle to interesting

local populations in growing fuelwood, especially when their resources are

critically limited and are to be primarily responsive to their priority needs.

In seeing solutions in such situations, high yield and quick grcwth as well

as fuel properties are basic factors in selecting species for fuelwood plantin,

but it will be necessary to take into consideration other aspects such as
effects on soil fertility and on yields of other adjacent crops, variety of
other outputs such as fodder or fruit, adaptability and versatility, etc.
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The large variety of objectives which can be combined with fuelwood
production in planting trees is a basic consideration for the selection
of tree species and the design of appropriate management systems.
Research and development program.es on these problems are essential to
ensure a suitable choice of solutions: their technical feasibility is
a pre-condition to successful implementation and will, therefore, help
to solve the economic and social aspects. In identifying suitable solu-
tions for integrating new fuelwood resources at the farm or the village
levels, the people's attitude and possible benefits have to be carefully
taken into consideration. In addition, the assessment of such solutions
as a sustainable supply option would be necessary.

Organizing the supply

A major aspect of the fuelwood supply is its availability to the
poor man for household needs: fuelwood should be accessible to him
essentially on the basis of its local availability. There are a number
of implications of the basic consideration which accessibility should
receive in organizing the adequate supply of fuelwood. Careful planning
of fuelwood supply would relate the availability of resources to energy
needs on a much closer basis than nation wide, with due account to geo-
graphical barriers and ecological and socio-economic conditions. A
dynamic approach is required in identifying situations of existing or
potential deficit and the nature and evolution of available resources.
In designing programmes for the adequate supply of fuelwood, a major
issue should be the accessibility under conditions appropriate to the
situation and conditions of the poor in rural or urban areas. How can
priority be given effectively to solutions which improve local availa-
bility, taking into account the physical, economic and institutional
factors which govern accessibility?

Assessing the potential role that fuelwood can play as a renewable
and sustainable energy source should also take into consideration social,
economic and institutional factors, but it is indispensable that a sound
technical basis be available. A certain amount of technical knowledge does
exist but is not always readily available because of the lack of attention
that fuelwood has received in recent times. Additional research is also
needed: by the selection of appropriate species and proper management, the
supply of fuelwood from the forest resource can substantially increase.
Much still needs to be learned through documentation and research about
available or potential resources and the technical basis of programmes for
the sustained production of fuelwood.

ALTERNATIVES TO FUELWOOD AND CHARCOAL

Wood is presently the predominant fuel for domestic use in developing
countries, but it may not necessarily be the most appropriate fuel for each
single use within the household, and the dependence on wood fuels may also
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be modified along with the development process and with changes in way r'
life. The prospects for substituting wood fuels are clearly dependent -
the comparative cost and availability of alternative sources of energy and
on their suitability to meet the various energy requirements at the
household level. A distinction should be made between conventional
commercial energy sources and unconventional sources such as biogas
or solar energy. The domestic use of energy has a strong socio-cultural
content and it is, therefore, necessary to extend the question of the
suitability of an energy source for substituting a traditional fuel beyond
technical aspects.

Substitution of wood fuel by commercial enerry sources such as butane,
kerosene, coal or electricity is feasible only in urban areas or in rural
areas where an adeauate transDortaticn system allows for transport and
distribution. Althcugh usually more efficient in terms of calorific yield,
the prices of these fuels and related equipment restrict their availabil y
to higher income households. In addition, it is likely that these fuels
will be primarily directed into higher priority uses for development.
However, it could be necessary in some specific situations to call upon
these conventional energy sources to replace a fuelwood resource which is
becoming increasingly scarce or for some specific uses for which they are
particularly well-adapted. These conventional sources of energy are unlikely
to play any major role in substituting fuelwood in household uses in del Dpir
countries except in specific situations of wood scarcity and abundance of
mineral fuels: it could be useful to explore the specific conditions of
such situations in order to assess their degree of applicability and the
substitution impact on wood fuels use in such systems.

Bio-ras process of producing energy is particularly valuable as it
produces a fuel gas suitable for household energy use in decentralized
systems and retains the nutrient value of the organic material. Biogas
can be used for almost all energy purposes at the farm level; however,
it requires equipment which represents an investment, is of minimum size
and requires technical knowledge to maintain the necessary water, temperature
and energy conditions for the continuous process. Some installations have
been working over long periods but generally in a modern sector framework:
intensive work has been carried out in some countries to develop smaller
plants, cheap and easy to operate, which make efficient use of a variety
of animal ard vegetable material. It seems, however, that the available
scale of construction and operation make this technology suitable only at
the level of community, or at least of a wealthy farm household which owns
sufficient cattle and land to supply and use the plant on a feasible basis.
It would seem, therefore, that there is not actually much scope in the
foreseeable future for biogas to be the alternative source of energy for
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substantial number of rural households; unless the households are
organized into a community framework and are prepared to cooperate
actively by combining their energy needs on a communal basis which could
be difficult to achieve. An up-dated assessment of experiences and
available information would allow for a better evaluation of the biogas
alternative and its prospects.

Many resources and activities seem to have concentrated recently

on research on solar energy and particularly on simple devices for direct
applications at the household level, mainly for cooking and heating but
also for some specific activities such as drying and distillation. In
most of the developing world exposure to solar radiation is sufficient
but the main problem lies in the cost of equipment and the radical changes
in habits required, in addition to the difficulties of using solar cookers
for some types of cooking. Even in areas where the scarcity of wood fuels
is evident, the prospects for adapting and generalizing the use of solar
cookers do not look promising, at least in the short to medium term.
The potential for solar energy as an alternative source of energy for
domestic use in the developing world, therefore, needs to be assessed as
a long-term possibility depending on the development of cheaper and better
designed cookers which would be more adapted to the user's requirements.
However, solar energy use could well be significantly developed in a number
of applications which do not require high temperature heat like water
heating or fish or crop drying.

Prospects for substituting wood by alternative fuels or energy
sources at the household level in rural areas of developing countries,
therefore, seem limited and not likely to make a substantial impact in
the foreseeable future. Some substitution by commercial fuels may take
place in particular situations such as urban areas, or within energy
systems relatively centralized: substitution is also possible in wealthier
rural communities either by commercial fuels or by biogas. But there does
not seem to be any realistic alternative to traditional fuels for the
greater number of rural poor who will, therefore, continue to rely heavily
on them. However, it could be useful to keep the latest technological
developments under review as well as the results of programmes for
encouraging the substitution of wood by alternative fuels. Furthermore,
if the prospects for continued dependence on wood fuel are such, it is
essential that at least similar research efforts be devoted to wood
fuels as are presently taking place on alternative fuels.

POSSIBLE ISSUES IN ITE POTE1TIAL ROLE 01F WOOD FUELS

Fuel wood can effectively play its potential role in contributing
to the supply of an important proportion of the basic energy needs in
developing countries if a number of issues receive the necessary attention.
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The specificatiom of the critical issues and their adequate integration

into wood fuels related programmes are essential. The issues considered

here are the non-technical issues and are closely related to the parti-

cular position of wood fuels in the decentralized energy systems which

are most common in developing countries and also to the socio-cultural

content in which wood fuels are used for household purposes. The major

issues are of an economic, social, environmental and institutional

nature: even if their particular importance varies according to specific

situations, their identification is a useful step towards proper consi-
deration in future programmes.

Economic considerations

The market value for wood fuels is an essential parameter for the

preparation of any progra=e and investment for increasing the production

of wood for energy, A number of important aspects are related to asses" g

a proper value to wood fuels. Only a small proportion of the wood fuels

consumed is marketed, at prices which are highly sensitive to distances

of supply and transport and to costs of producing and extracting wood

from the forest vegetation: these prices are also strongly influenced

by the supply-demand situation and by the fact that marketed wood fuels
are usually bought only by wealthier households. If left to free market
mechanisms, fuelwood prices tend usually to go beyord the reach of the p

who are actually the most dependent on this energy source. In some instances

wood fuels represent such a basic commodity for a large proportion of the
population that Governments have been obliged to fix prices at a level
compatible with their social importance. In addition, a large amount of
fuelwood consumed for domestic purposes is not bought but collected by

the users practically free of any direct monetary cost. Assessing the

present or future direct value of wood fuels is, therefore, particularl

difficult, especially if taking into account its value for the poor.

The indirect value of wood fuels has also to be considered as the

effects of fuelwood scarcity are nuncrous either in terms of diverting
agricultural residues and dung from return to the soil and restoring its

fertility, or because more time and labour are taken away from productive

activities due to the need to collect it over larger distances. Any

economic analysis should therefore include the secondary effects both as

costs and benefits to the target groups of people and to society. The
ultimate question might be to what extent fuelwood can be really valued

in economic terms.
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Land is, and labour and time can be, scarce resources for the poor

and it is therefore essential that the economic apnroach provide a sound

basis for identifying and preoaring good projects which meet the needs of

the Door and for designing the more appropriate use of their scarce
resources. At the sane time, it is particularly important that adequate

economic justification be prepared for investment proposales in fuelwood

projects: the availability of reliable data is a prerequisite, but

adaptation of economic analysis methods of forestry projects could also

be necessary.

Social asoects

The social aspects related to wood fuels production and use for

domestic purpose are numerous and important. Women have an important
role as they are responsible not only for using the available energy
sources as efficiently as possible, bzut quite often also for gathering
the fuel: the time spent on fuel-related activities may, in certain
cases, restrict their availability for any other activity. The way
wood fuels are used is usually closely integrated into the socio-cultural

tissues of the group and this may result in a strong resistance to any
major change not directly perceived as responding to a conscious need.
Any progranme aiming at modifying and improving the wood fuels situation
has, therefore, to clearly address the immediate needs of the target group
and to involve it actively as much as possible from the very beginning
through the whole process from design to implementation. A substantial
amount of benefits should accrue to the group as such as soon as possible.
This is the only way to overcome resistance to change and to ensure the
efficiency of any progranme. It also implies that there is a wide variety
of solutions which will be adapted to specific problems and situations
and that the social component of any fuelwood programme is particularly

important. Participative approaches of the type used for intermediate
technology are essential and will usually result in more efficient
solutions at a lower cost: it is actually the only possibility of
reconciling a desirable change with the socio-cultural values and systems.
A review of experiences, successes and failures with programes related
to the various aspects of production and uses of wood fuels could be
particularly useful as far as social aspects are concerned: the case of

wood-burning stove pro-ammes is particularly relevant. The review of
programmes related to other aspects might also provide indications on
successful approaches and solutions to social aspects, on the value of

generalizing some information or results and on the main difficulties

or constraints.
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There is a closed relationship between wood fuels and the environment
as most areas of growing scarcity of wood fuel occur in fragile ecological
conditions. Deforestation, which might also have other causes than fuelwood

gathering, has a well-known impact on ecosystems. Shorter fallow periods

associated with intensified land use for agriculture may lead to a subsequent
decreasing fuelwood supply. These types of degradation are particularly

marked in mountainous and arid areas or around areas of concentrated

population. In reverse, it is implicit that fuelwood programmes should

simultaneously have a beneficial effect on the environment, provided that

they do make optimum use of available natural resources in a way which is

compatible with the ecosystems and sound land use practices. In a similar

way, programmes designed for environmental purposes and which have a substantial

tree component can also contribute to an improved supply of fuelwood to the

local population through appropriate choice of species and management
techniques. In the design and implementation of fuelwood programmes
assessing and monitoring the environmental impact shoild be a continuous

concern.

Institutional framework

The institutional implications of the role of wood fuels are importar
as energy is essential for development and as wood fuels would fill their

potential role only if closely integrated into rural development. It has
been stressed that energy systems in rural areas are mostly decentralized

and that local availability is the only way to ensure accessibility.
Fuelwood supply should, therefore, be closely integrated into any rural
development plan, not only under the particular concern about energy, but

also as an objective in land use planning. Consideration should be given

to any possibility of using for fuelwood and tree growing all land which
is not more directly suitable for food production (road and canal sides,
hedges, etc.). This may involve some adaptation of the institutional

framework of rural development and a closer integration of forestry and
agriculture specialists in multidisciplinary teams. The implication is

certainly that the need to supply wood for domestic energy should

systematically be included and reviewed in preparing rural development
projects and that appropriate solutions be found which take care of the

immediate energy needs of households. Appropriate solutions may have to

be found which integrate the production of wood for fuel in land tenure
and customary rights systems: it might be necessary to reverse the

negative attitude of people towards forms of forestry which are dominated
by state ownership and to stimulate their involvement and long-term interest
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through a direct participation and responsibility. Rural forestry should
be stimulated and fuelwood production should be a major component;
ezisting instruments to prcmote rural development should be adapted in

order to include this element. Special incentives might not be necessary,
but extension and training together with technical support are essential
in all cases: such training is not only necessary at rural communities

level; the education of professionals both in forestry and agriculture
should foster a broader understanding of the importarce of energy in
rural development and the contribution of tree growing for fuel. Does this
then mean that special extension and training programrmes have to be designed
and present teaching programmes be reviewed to emphasize the value of
systems which combine fuelwood production and rural development ? At the
same time efforts to strengthen the rural communitiesl organization might

be necessary in order to improve their capability and authority necessary
for the appropriate integration of fuelwood. production within the complex

of activities involved for rural development.

Particular mention has to be made of the promotion of a more efficient
use of wood fuels, as a possibility for a quick reduction of consumption
for domestic use. It involves an approach and an institutional support

which normally falls outside the scope of usual forestry and agricultural
institutions. The integration of such promotion within social welfare
programmes is desirable, as it is likely to be much more efficient as part ~
of global social programmes which might also include related aspects such
as nutrition, health, education, etc. However, even if the promotion is
carried out within a different institutional framework, appropriate action
for supply and use of energy from wood needs to be global and coordinated.
The problems are not likely to be solved through isolated action on some

specific aspects. The role of public and community institutions is essential
to ensure proper coordination and commitment to the various aspects involved,

to design and support appropriate technical solutions and to induce action
through information and extension.

Economic, social, environmental and institutional issues deserve

particular attention. They will allow to determine how effectively the

potential role of wood fuels is applied in supplying energy to those large

numbeis of populations who need it for their day-to-day life. The main
problems are related to effecting an ap-propriate integration within rural
development and to identifying solutions which take full consideration of
the specific social, economic and cultural aspects of given situations.
A continuous review of experiences, exchange of information and coordination
of efforts would certainly favour more efficient action in response to the
widespread and basic need for fuel for the poor.
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This paper has not attempted to review the edsting information
on wood fuels for domestic use in developing countries. There is abundani
evidence of widespread dependency of the poor in developing countries on
wood for energy for cookzing and heating. There are no signs that the
dependency will not continue and even increase. Fuelwood has, therefore,
to play a major role for energy self-reliance in decentralized energy
systems well adapted to the needs, resources and practices of local
populations in rural developing areas. The problem is to find appropriate
practical solutions and approaches taking advantage of all available
information and experience. Proper solutions will differ widely according
to specific situations. Some progress could be made by applying existing
knowledge but much ccmplementary work needs to be done to design new
approaches appropriate to the particularities of the problem in specific
situations and then to translate them into practical local solutions.
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The World Bank 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTBAFRAD

27 November 1979

Professor Michael Horowitz, President
Institute for Development Anthropology, Inc.
Post Office Box 45
Westview Station
Binghamton, New York 13905

Dear Michael: -

As you know, Michael Cernea and I will be editing a number
of the papers presented in the Bank's Sociological Seminar Series for
publication through the Johns Hopkins University Press. PROJECTS FOR
RURAL DEVELOPMENT: THE HUMAN DIMENSION is our tentative title. We
look forward to including in the book, your good paper on "Sociological
Variables of Livestock Development Projects -- the West African Region".

To assist you in making the slight editorial revisions
necessary to fit your article into the format of the book, I am enclosing
a style sheet and a manual on the Preparation of Bank Manuscripts for
External Publication. A working Table of Contents is also enclosed.

I am aware that you have continued to think about the subject
of your paper, and that you will have some additional thoughts to add.
In so doing, it would be helpful if you would consider the following
points, each of which derives from our concern that the book be maximally
responsive to those operational issues most often faced by Bank staff
responsible for project planning and implementation.

1) It would be useful if the West African focus of your
analysis were more forcefully stated on page 1 where, at present, the
examples are taken from other regions. Perhaps you could move forward
the strong statement that now appears on pages 2 and 3. These important
issues also were clearly and succinctly stated in your letter to Michael
dated February 9, 1978 -- pages 1 to 3.

2) Given our audience, some expansion of Section III on
"Sociology and Development Interventions in the Livestock Sector" would
be beneficial. This section forcefully demonstrates the usefulnpss of
the sociological/anthropological perspective to the more successful
design and implementation of Bank projects in the livestock sector.



Professor Michael Horowitz Page 2

3) The variables you list on page 44ff are most interesting.

Could you relate them a bit more explicitly to the issues raised at the

beginning of the paper?

4) I take it that you have a record of the issues raised
during the course of your seminar presentation and that you will respond
to them, as necessary, in preparing your revision.

5) Page 9 -- Does everybody but me know what an "agrostologist" is?

6) Page 34 -- Can you now verify the reference to Clanet?

7) Page 40 -- The last sentence lacks the clarity one associates

with Horowitz' prose.

8) Page 43, points 2 and 3 -- Down with "impact" as a verb!

9) Page 44, para 2, line 5 -- Can "graze" and "browse" be nouns?

10) Page 45, para 4, line 1 -- "This list is neither exhaustive

nor invariably required in its totality". Prilere de clarifier.

We would like to keep the article length to between fifteen and

twenty pages. So, if you think that some tightening up is warranted, feel
free.

If any of these points require clarification, give me a call.
Basically, the paper is in excellent shape. With a few deft passes of
your fine editorial hand, it should be ready to go as a strong addition

to our book. We hope that we can have revised copy by the end of

December.

Sincer'ely

Peter B. Hammond
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department

Enclosures

PBH:dcm



PROPOSED TABLE OF CONTENTS

PROJECTS FOR RUPAL DEVELOPMENT: TEE HUMAN DTMENSION

Michael Cernea and Peter B. Hammond, Editors

1. IdentifyiDn Human Factors in Project Work

1) "Introduction"

Peter B. Hammond and Michael Cernea

2) "The Project Cycle: Entry Points for Sociological Inputs"

Michael Cernea

II. Irrigation Projects

3) "The Analysis of Local Social Organization for Irrigation

Project Preparation Studies

Walter Coward and G. Levine

4) "Sociological Analysis of Irrigation Water Management"

D. Freeman and Max Lowdermilk

III. Rainfed Agriculture Projects

5) "Improving Traditional Farming: A Checklist' for the Project
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Peter B. Hammond

IV. Livestock Development Projects
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VI. Rural Marketing and Development Projects

8) "Constraints on Rural Marketing Systems: A Colombian Case"

Sutti Ortiz

VII. Credit Projects
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J. D. Von Pischke

VIII. Rural Roads Projects
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SUGGESTED ARTICLE FORMAT

Papers should be so written as to make clear to Bank staff -- the primaryaudience -- the potential operational relevance of anthropology and sociology tothe success of Bank work. To achieve this objective, articles should be organized,so far as is possible, in accordance with the following format.

1. Introduction

2. Presentation of Theoretical Argument

3. Exposition and Analysis of Central Sociocultural Issues*

4. Discussion of the Implications of this Analysis to Bank
Projects Elsewhere

5. Conclusion

6. Notes and Annexes

7. References Cited

Ihere this order cannot be followed, authors should check their work tosee that the main categories of data indicated in this suggested outline havebeen included. Article length should be held to a maximum of 35 manuscriptpages.

NOTES ON STYLE

To simplify the editorial process, the following stylistic suggestions shc-%-be followed in preparing your manuscript. Most of these have been excerpted fromthe enclosed booklet, "Preparation of World Bank Manuscripts for External Publica-tions," to which you may want to refer for more detail.

FORMAT

Manuscript. Please submit two copies of the manuscript. Each should be double-spaced (including footnotes and quotations) on 8 1/2" x 11" white paper. Quo-tations should be indented five spaces from both right and left margins.

Footnotes. Footnotes should be numbered sequentially throughout the text. Fachshould be typed at the bottom of the page on u.hich the footnote number appears.

ign words. Foreign words should be italicized, if possible; underlined,if not.

*Where possible, use examples based on Bank experience.



Units of measurement. These should be given in the metric system. The non-metric equivalents may be shown in parentheses (p.16).

Currency figures. These may be given in non-US$ amounts, but the US$ equiva-
lent, with the year of reference, should be footnoted (p. 16-17).

Subheadinzs. Divisions of the text should be marked by subheadings. First- or
A-level subheadings are to be indicated by a centered, underlined title; Second-
or B-level subheadings by a centered, non-underlined title; Third- or C-level
subheadings by a left-margin, underlined title; and Fourth- or D-level sub-
headings by a left-margin, non-underlined title.

REFERENCES

A detailed discussion of the-appropriate footnote and b-ibliography referenceforms is provided on pages 23-52 of the enclused pamphlet. Examples are shown fordiverse materials, including internal Bank documents.

As a general guide, the following examples may be helpful:

Example, footnote:

1. Michael Cernea, "Macrosocial Change, Feminization of Agriculture andPeasant Women's Threefold' Economic Role," Sociologia Ruralis, vol. 18, no. 2/3(1978), pp. 107-24.
2. Clifford Geertz, Agricultural Involution (Berkeley: University of Cali-fornia Press, 1968), pp. 7-12.
3. Cernea, "Macrosocial Change," p. 113.
4. Ibid.

Example, bibliography:

Cernea, Michael. "Macrosocial Change, Feminization of Agriculture andPeasant Women's Threefold Economic Role," Sociologia Ruralis, vol. 18, no. 2/3(1978), pp. 107-24.

Full bibliographic information should be given on the first appearance of
a footnote. A shortened form -- as in example number 3, above -- is sufficient
for additional references. The forms "loc.cit." and "op.cit." should not be used.

A NOTE ON CONTRIBUTORS

Please prepare a brief biographical statement, of no more than 75 words,indicating your profession; your title and institutional affiliation; identifyingyour interest in develcp-ment issues; and citing your relevant publications.
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CRUX Inc.
48 Brattle Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Address Reply Mail To:
P.O. Box 349

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

MEMORANDUM

TO: L. E. Christoffersen
FROM: J. Tomas Hexner
DATE: November 26, 1979

RE: ACC Rural Development: Internal Evaluation of
Coutry >;ercise--The Process

1. This should be done in conjunction with Shirley Boskey.

2. The Bank breaks down into four categories:

i. Liberia and Bolivia (in depth)

ii. Samoa, Somalia, Lesothio
(a. Not off -the ground--why?
b. Should they have been selected in

the first place?
c. Was anything learned?) .

iii. Other countries and regions--should thei
views on coordination of U.N. activities
and the importance of a poverty-oriented
rural development country strategy be zf>.
sought? .4K

iv. DPS: Could research, and if so how, have
been involved in such an exercise? (You
will recall this was in the Task Force 4-
recommendation.)

3. Keeping in mind the potential for internal and external '
bureaucratic hassles, the best results would be gained
by:

i. Checking with Shirley Boskey

ii. Calling and sending the attached memos to
the directly involved regional program direc-
tors. They will preferably answer in writing
and then, if necessary, will have a meeting.
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L. E. Christoffersen

iii. Set up half-hour renwtings with the other
regional pr'xj:rn..r-sckrors so they can
give their views on:
a) Whether their countries should have.

been included, and
b) If they feel any benefit can be

derived from such exercise.

iv. Setting up an hour meeting with a DPS 4
Director on the general issue of coor-
dination of U.N. research at the country
level.

4. We should have the inputs for the Ban submission
by December 23, 1979 so that we could hve a draft
to be cleared by the regional directors d Shirley
Boskey by January 10, 1980.

5. The Draft memos and talking points for your con-
sideration are attached.

6. If you do the preliminaries, I could take "complete
charge" upon my return December 10, 1979.

Thanks.

JTH/jev
4 Attachments



MEMORANDUM

TO: Regionaf B.i oes-i-Liberia and Bolivia
FROM: L. E. Christoffersen
DATE:

RE: ACC Rural Development: Internal Bank" Evaluation of
. the Country Exercise

1. Attached are the Terms of Reference from the ACC Task
Force.

2. You are probably aware that the Bank in 1975-1976 was
the "lead agency". in the preparation of a report by
outside consultants on how the U.N. system could improve
its performance and coordination in povery-oriented
rural development. The report in frank terms Pointed
out the reasons coordination had not taken place and
recommended that more effective coordination should be
tested at the country level. (The Report is available
from my office.)

3. In evaluating the country exercise, I feel we should,
in brief, indicate:

i. What, if anything, the Bank learned?

ii. What the Bank could have learned?

iii. The benefits and costs of such "tests" to
the Bank and the involved country (from this
we should be able to recommend whether any
future experiments are merited).

iv. If the benefit/cost ratio is positive,
what, if anything, should be done dif-
ferently in the future?

4. I would 'appreciate a brief, written reply as soon as
possible, and not later than December 17, 1979. If
necessary, we could meet on your views. We would then
prepare a draft Bank submission which would be returned
to you for suggestions and then to Shirley Boskey for
formal clearance. The Bank report must be completed by
January 31, 1980.
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MEMORANDUM

TO: R gi-a1 Dhectors--Somalia, Lesothio, Samoa
FROM: L. E. Christoffersen
DATE:

RE: ACC Rural Development Exercise: Internal Bank Evaluation

1. Attached are the Terms of Reference from the ACC Rural
Development Task Force.

2. The Bank must submit a report by January 31, 1980.

3. In addition to responding to the TORs, it is important
that the Bank states in clear terms:

i. Whether these countries should have been
included;

ii. What, if anything, was learned;

iii. The benefits and costs of such exercise.

4. It would be appreciated if you could submit a draft by
December 15, 1979. We could then meet to discuss your
response and the rural Bank submission, and prepare a
draft for your perusal and comment prior to submitting
it to Shirley Boskey for formal clearance and final
drafting.



Talking Points
for Other Regional Directors

1. What Country Exercise is all about . .

2. How it originated--Khan Report.

3. What happened, in brief--not much.

4. How do they think it could have been different?

5. Was failure inevitable? If so, why?

(We could meet with them from December 
12 onward.)



Talking Points
for DPS

1. Is there any real coordination of research within the
U.N.?

2. How do the countiies get in the act?

3. Would it be useful if the countries coordinated
research? What resources would be required and how
many countries have these resources?

4. Was the recommendation in the Khan Report to relate
research to the country exercise a practical one?



Mrs. Shirley Boskey, IRD) Novenber 26, 1979
(through L. . Christoffersen, AGPR)

Ted J. Davis, ACROR

COPA's Submissions

We have prepared the attached submission as requested by FAO
in its letter received 0caber 15, 1979.

The request asked for an itemization and interpretation of all
the "age1ncies' projects and programs for the calendar year biennium
1980-1981 which have a poverty-oriented rural development element.

It is not possible to analyze the Bank's projects in this fashion.
We have therefore done an assessment of the rural development projects
supported by the Bank in FY79 and by text have tried to project some esti-
mates of rural development lending in FY80 and FY81.

This submission is limited to those projects handled by the Agri-
crture and Rural Development Divisions. We have provided listings of FY79
projects for the other sectors to Mr. Soucher who is to review them with
the appropriate CPS Departments. ilis work will have to be submitted as a
supplement to this effort.

We have discussed the format of our submission with Ms. Angela
Ting of the UN Office for Programme Planning and Co-ordination since we
were unable to follow the specific instructions contained in the request
for information. It was agreed that submissions would invariably differ.
given the different ot rating modes of the UN specialized agencies.

Attaceisnt

TJD/cc
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H. Walters

With the Compliments

Maurice J. Williams
Executive Director

world food council

HEADQUARTERS NEW YORK LIAISON OFFICE
via delle terme di caracalla Suite 3255
00100 ROME, ITALY U. N. Headquarters
Cables: FOODAGRI ROME NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017
Telex: 61181 FOODAGRI Telephone: (212) 754-5506/5507
Telephone: 5797
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23 November 1979

Dear Mr. MoNamara,

You will be interested to hear that some 25 countries have now indicated

an interest in preparing and implementing a national food strategy* A

list is attached* We are hopeful -that the World Bank will take th. l4ad in

six of these countries* In addition to Bank activity currently undruaY in
the fh es end nd that you now have a prelininw7

hePhippines and Bgladesh, we unders di n ,kn wr nVnsea
mission in gro, and 'ETyou are considering undertaking work in Venesuela,

Morocco and Indonesia.

In a meeting last week, the Nigerian Minister of State and Permanent

Secretary for Agriculture stressed to me that they are hopeful to see the

strategy prepared by March so that it can be incorporated in the new national

development programme. They appeared quite serious in their determination to

tackle Nigeria's growing food problems.

I have just received Ernie Stern's reply to our request that the Bank

prepare a food strategy for Bangladesh. Given the work underway on food

questions in that country, particularly by the Bank, a strategy exercise should

be very useful in pulling this together and imparting an additional sense of

direction to the administration.

We understand from Mr. YudelmaW that the Bank will be preparing a food

strategy at Venezuela's request.

Discussions here on 2U hovember with senior indonesian officials from the

Department of Agriculture, the National Logistic Agency (BULOG) and the

Department of Foreign Affairs indicate that a positi vt response Qan be expected;

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
World Bank
1818 H Street NW
Washington D.C.
U.S.A.

LIAISON OFFICL Ur'I I Naiion. H adquarters NEW YOHK, N Y 1001/ 1I pIhuIe (212) /b4 5693/5694
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they were, in fact, surprised that it had not already been transmitted to

us. It is clear from our discussion with them that they would be pleased
if the Bank would undertake the lead role in the preparation of a food

strategy for Indonesia.

An I informed Monty Yudelmanverbally, the Minister for Agriculture
of Morocco has formally indicated his country's wish to prepare a food

strategy and has asked us to approach the World Bank for assistance. The
Minister mentioned that a mission from the Bank is expected to visit
Morocco early in December 1979 to discuss a detailed study of the entire

agricultural sector. If the Bank is in a position to assist with a food

strategy, this might be a suitable opportunity to discuss the necessary work.

After a meeting yesterday with representatives of OECD countries, it

appears that assistance for the other countries interested will be forthcoming.
I envisage the role of the World Food Council secretariat as that of providing
general clearing house functions through exchange of pertinent information,
helping to assure reasonably consistent results and continuing to stimulate
interest and support on the part of the donor community. In this regard, it
would be helpful to keep abreast of the Bank's progress and cumulative
experience.

Best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Maurice J. Williams
Executive Director



COUNTRIES INTERESTED IN A NATIONAL FOOD STRAT1flY

1. Philippines 13. Gambia

2. Honduras 14. Ecuador

3. Nigeria 15. Zambia

4. Bangladesh 16. Uganda

5. Venezuela 17. Mauritania

6. Somalia 18. Madagascar

7. Morocco 19. Grenada

8. Tanzania 20. Sri lanka

9. Indonesia 21. Nicaragua

10. Cape Verde 22. Liberia

11. Senegal 23. Sudan

12. Mali 24. Rwanda



WORLD BANK INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. Stern through Mr. W. C. Baum DATE: November 21, 1979

FROM: Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR tj

SUBJECT: Food strategies

1. Mr. Williams of the World Food Council called 
"to bring the

Bank up to date on the issue of helping 
countries develop food strategies".

He had sent cables to 50 governments urging them 
to develop food strategies,

in line with the suggestions made at the last meeting of the 
WFC in Ottawa.

He has received 22 requests for help, mostly 
in Africa, though three were from

Asia and three from Latin America. The cables had suggested external assistance

might be available in the evolution of these 
strategies.

2. One country, Morocco, had specifically 
requested help from the

World Bank and FAO to develop a food strategy. 
The request, subsequently.

confirmed by the iinister of Agriculture attending the FAO Conference,

emphasized that the Bank had already done a great deal 
of analysis of various

aspects of the agricultural sector and would 
soon be sending a sector mission

to Morocco. The authorities felt that this mission could pull together

various elements within the sector to help develop 
an appropriate food strategy

for the country.

3. I advised Mr. Williams that I would pass 
this information on to the

EHENA Region. I also reminded Mr. Williams that the 
Bank was interested in

attempting to help develop strategies in "three or four" food priority

countries. 11r. Williams said that lie thought the President of the Bank had

mentioned that we would be interested in 
preparing strategies for up to siu

countries; he hoped that Morocco would be one of them.

4. I have been in touch with Mr. Bart on this topic. I believe it

may be useful for the agricultural sector group 
visiting Morocco shortly

to examine the extent of government committment 
to a food strategy, before

moving ahead.

cc: Mr. Bart F42

Mr. Baynes EMP
Mr. Walters AGR

MYudelman:lkt



Mr. Warren C. Baum, CPSVP November 21, 1979
THROUGH: M. Yudelman, AGR

J. C. Collins, AGR

"Indigenous Peoples and Development"

1. A most worthwhile and successful seminar on this topic on Friday,
November 16th, was sponsored by CPS Agriculture, Transportation and Energy
Departments together with the Office of Environmental Affairs. The guest
speaker was Dr. David Maybury-Lewis, Chairman of Anthropology at Harvard
and a co-founder of the Cultural Survival organisation. About 80 Bank
staff attended.

2. The speaker was optimistic thaT indigenous peoples could and
should be given the opportunity to be integrated into the development process
and that such integration, protiding it occurs at a pace and in a manner appro-
priate to their circumstances, need not result in such people losing their
identity and culture. In his personal experience, such successful integration
would, however, depend on:

a) Timely recognition of the presence of indigenous people who,
because of a culture and lifestyle closely linked to their
natural environment, would be placed at risk by the proposed
development;

b) Adequate studies by suitably experienced persons to identify
the specific needs of the indigenous people to handle the
development process;

c) Provision of titles for lands to be set aside for the use of
indigenous people to protect them from an influx of other
settlers;

d) When indigenous people are nomadic, they should be provided
with the lands essential to permit continuing their tradi-
tional way of life for as long as they wish to do so;

e) Provisionsof education at an appropriate time, particularly
language training, to enable them to participate actively in
the decision-making processes related to their development.

While certain general principles could be set, each group of indigenous
peoples was sufficiently different and locally specialised so that no
standard procedures for their integration could be set up. This would
apply both to extremely primitive hunter-gatherer tribes and to more
sophisticated cultures based on shifting cultivation or livestock herding.

3. There was a lively response to my invitation for questions, many
of which reflected concern that the Bank as a leading development organisa-
tion should perhaps take a more positive position concerning the special
needs of indigenous peoples. Dr. Maybury-Lewis agreed that a statement
of the Bank's concern for the welfare of indigenous peoples, whose liveli-
hood and indeed existence may be placed at risk-'by the development process,

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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would do much to focus attention of member governments on the problem and
significantly increase the impact of efforts by organisations such as Cul-
tural Survival on behalf of such minorities. Many indigenous peoples world-

wide would perhaps more than any other group fit the definition of rural poor,
yet most have been by-passed and in many cases seriously harmed by develop-

ment within or adjacent to their lands.

4. ,I together with Mr. Hammond (CPS Agriculture and Rural Development),
Mr. Goodland and the organisers of the seminar, Ms. Watson and Ms. Latimer

(PAS Office of Environmental Affairs) would like to pursue further the possi-

bility of closer involvement of the Bank with the problems of such indigenous

people. We suggest preparing a briefing document which would:

a) define more clearly what is meant by "indigenous people" and
determine in broad terms who and where such people are;

b) list the major factors which threaten the cultural and bio-

logical survival of such groups;

c) include recommendations on actions the Bank might initiate
to protect and ensure the right of cultural self-determination

of such peoples;

d) indicate the extent to which such interventions could be justi-

fied on humanitarian, scientific and economic considerations.

Subsequently you might consider raising this subject with Mr. McNamara, whom

we feel would view it sympathetically. We would appreciate your advice and
suggestions.

cc: Messrs. YWdelman, Christoffersen, Donaldson, Pickering o/r, Hammond - CPS AGR

Messrs. Lee, Goodland; Ms. Watson, Ms. Latimer - PAS OEA

JCColihns:et
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Mr. Gordon P. Temple, AGREP --DATE November 20, 1979

FROM: Graham F. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP

SUBJECT: USAID Rural Development Conference

Terms of Reference

1. On Sunday, November 25, 1979, you will proceed to Shenandoah National Park

in Virginia, for a period of five days, to attend the Rural Development Con-

ference sponsored by the Office of Rural Development and Development Administratic-

Development Support Bureau, U. S. Agency for International Development. Partici-

pants will include experienced individuals from.USAID field- missions, developing

country institutions, andi&internatiotnal development assistaince-organizations.

The .purpose of Your mission is to gather ledsons from the discussions off sucees*8-

ful or promising approaches to rural development that might be useful in future

rural development projects financed by the Bank.

2. On your return to headquarters you will submit a.back-to-office report.

cc: Messrs. Yudelman, AGR
Pickering, AGR (o/r)
Turnham, AGR
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 Cables: INTBAFRAD

19 November 1979

Mr. Paul Sihm-
International Livestock Center for Africa
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

Dear Paul:

Please thank Mr. D. Pratt for inviting me to your Workshop on
"Design and Implementation of Pastoral Development Projects for Tropical
Africa", scheduled to take place in Addis Ababa from February 25 to 29, 1980.

I would, indeed very much, like to participate as a discussion
leader in the session on monitoring. Unfortunately, my present work schedule
for the early part of next year is already so committed that I would hesitate
to make you any promises. It would be very difficult for me to come to
Addis Ababa in the last week of February.

Enclosed is a copy of the report from the workshop in Nairobi.
Additional copies can be made available on request.

Please accept my regrets and very best wishes for a successful
workshop.

Yours sincerely,

GuidoDeBoeck
Rural Operations Review
Support Unit



Messrs. M. Tudelman (AGR) and J. Merriam (IPA) November 19, 1979
TIMU: Mr. G. Donaldson, Chief, ACREP

Pasquale L. Scandizzo, ACREP

"PrEoeet Evaluation in Risky Markets"

1. I have been invited to deliver the attached paper at the ORAGWA
Conference (Operations Research in Agriculture and Water Resources) in
Jerusalem, November 25-29, 1979. This paper is based mainly on Cbppter 6
of the monograph Risky Agricultural Markets which was submitted to the
lank's 5ditorial Committee on October 16, 1979. Masers. Anderson and Hasell,
co-authors of the monograph, have no objections to my delivery of this paper.

2. I would be pleased if you would clear this paper for delivery
at the ORAGWA Conference.

PLScandizzo:hc



Ms. Cloria Davis, AEP Vovember 15, 1979

Peter B. UaM1ond, AGRO

tank Soclological Seinar Series

As a follow up to my memorandum dated October 17 anaI our
subsequent discussion, I am writing to reiterate my interest, which
Hichael Cernea shares, in the prospect of your preparing a presenta-
tion for the Bank's Sociological Seminar Series.

Of the two general subjects we discussed, "Spontaneous M
*'igration" and "Farm Models and Relative Scarcity in Five Tranori-
grant Comanitis', the latter would be especially attractive - as it
would provide an opportunity to discuss both the usefulness of anthro-
polo ically conceived models of farm organization and anthropological
perspectives on transaigration.

I understand that this second paper is to be prepared by
January. That suggests that a Spring presentation could be feasible
and would allow for prior distribution of your paper to seminar par-
ticipants.

In the instance of papers prepared specifically for this
Sociological Seminar Series we are asking that authors endeavor to
follow the general format suggested by the enclosed outline. I
realize that your paper would be prepared for another Bank purpose.
Nevertheless, these organizational suggestions may be of some utility.

If you agree that the second of the two topics you propose
would be the more suitable for seminar presentation here, I would be
grateful to receive a copy of your outline when it is ready. And I
will look forward to talking with you further as your plans for the
paper and our plans for the Seminar Series progress.

I fully understand that your tire is already comitted to
highly critical work, for that reason your willingness to make a
seminar presentation is doubly appreciated. We are eager to
cooperate in any way that might lighten the burden entailed by this
additional work.

Attachment

M11ammand /c

cc: Ieasrs. L. Christoffersen, AR, T. Davis, AG1IO&; K. Cornea, AGRPO

OFFICIAL FILE COPY



WORLD 13ANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Charles Weiss, Jr. (PAS) DATE: November 15, 1979

FROM: William N. El is (Consultant)

SUBJECT: Alternative 'Agriculture'

Per your instruction, I have separated the agricultural portion

of the report, "The Relevance of A.T. Developments in the USA to the Third

World." To this I have added agricultural related topics from past issues

of TRANET's quarterly newsletter - directory.

The attached packaged contains:

(i) Descriptions of: Farrallones Institute, New Alchemy

Institute, Center for the Integration of Applied Science,

Roger Blobaum Associates, Ecology Action and the Social

Science Institute.

(ii) A directory of some 50 A.T. Centers.

(iii) Some 50 "Alternative Agriculture" news items.

(iv) Biographies of ten U.S. A.T. practitioners.

This gives a fairly good cross-section of what we may call

"Alternative Agriculture." We would be pleased to provide a more detailed

compendium if it would be useful.
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TE FARALCYES INSTITUTE

The Rural Center Integral Urban House

15290 Coleman Valley Rd. 1516 5th St.

Occidental, CA 95465 Berkeley, CA 9L710

707-874-3060 415-525-1150

PEY PERS02TL -Y PrMlO=

1. Christouher Szecsey 1. Tom Javits

2. Max Kroschel 2. Jeff Poetsch

3. David Katz

AREAS OF =RTISq AREAS OF MEETISE

1. Integrated food systems, including 1. Self-Reliant Eousing

bio-intensive horticulture
2. Urban Cardening

2. Organic Waste Utilization
2. Solar Systems

3. Small Scale Water Systems
4. 1ducation

4. Solar Energy and Bio-fuf.ls

5. Training Programs

The Farallones Institute appeared in 1974 as an alliance of biologists,

architects, agriculturists, engineers and artisans. Their purpose is to

explore and evaluate technology and systems based on the use of renewable

resources to meet our-tsic needs for food, shelter and-energy.

The Institute maintains that the future quality of our lives depends

upon evolving a society that scale's tm n:ts, and in7ents tech-

nologies and institutions responsive to human needs in a balanced relation-

ship with nature. It is dedicated to the research, development and

implementation of advances towards such a society. There are two parts

of the Institute; the Farallones Rural Center and the Integral Urban House.

In the hill country of California's Sonoma Cotty, an old ranch of

80 rolling acres is the home of the Rural Center. It is a big laboratory
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in which participants investigate and work in four categories: natural
energy systems, ecosystem management and resource recovery,

food production through plant and aquatic systems, and shelter design and
construction.

Through a live-in situation, the program is intended to develop and
test new alternatives based on learning through the discipline of actual
practice. The purpose is to equip people with knowledge and direct
experience in ways, of living that are not wholly dependent on present
wasteful, inefficient, unstable systems of resource use, land management
and habitat design. Interns learn by working on alternatives under the
direction of the resident staff, visiting experts and by living with the
products of their own effort. The Center means to combine all the opera-

tions of the homestead to make a unified productive flow of resources, elim-
inating as much waste as possible.

The Integral Urban House is the urban side of the Iistitute. It offers
a variety of classes on subjects relevant to the development of a self-
sufficient lifestyle appropriate for urban people. The research behind
the course is conducted at the House, and, as at the Rural Center, the
courses thrust is applied research. The four major courses are Urban Food

Raising,. Solar Energy System, Designing Your.tUrban Homesite, and Bee
Keeping. In addition, the House occasionally gives classes in aquaculture,
small stock raising and weatherizing.

A third dimension to the Institute is its degree programs through its
affiliation with Antioch College-West. They design both undergraduate

and graduate degree programs for students desiring an alternative means of
obtaining their education. Students are encouraged to develop independent
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studies which might involve such learning settings 
as projects, fieldwork,

apprenticeships, on the job training, workshops and tutorials. A major

advantage is that each student's program is 
individually designed to fit

his/her needs and goals.

Farallones Institute offers fine facilities 
to handle exchange interns

from the less aeyeloped countries. The holistic approach of the Rural

Center combined with its individualistic degree 
program make the institute

a clear example of an AT group in the U.S. 
capable of providing an alterna-

tive form of training and experience with its 
emphasis on appropriate

technological development.
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KEY NRSONUEL IEW ALCM4Y ISTITUTE AREAS OF EIRTISE

1. John Todd Box 47 1. Autonomous Housing
Woods Eole, MA 02543

2. Nancy Todd 2. Eco-development
617-563-2655

3. Earle Barnhart . '3. Acuaculture

4. Ronald Zweig -4. Green houses-

5. Bill McLarn.ey 7. Susan Erwin 5. Biolcgical Agriculture

6. Conn Nugent 8. Hilde Maingay 6. Wind Systems

The New Alchemy Institute was born during the*1969-19TO academic year.

It originated partially in a series of evening seminars held by John Todd

and Bill cLarney for their biology students at San Diego State College.

Another aspect of the beginnings of New Alchemy in San Diego was

concern over what Stewart Brand referred to as the talk/do ratio. The

group embarked on a series of field trips to a ranch in the dry, hilly

country southeast of the city, just above the Mexican border. From a

biology clas's practicum, the project expanded into a challfenge of how to

sustain people in such a difficult, arid .enyironment. Each student under-

took to examine some part of the envirodment in detail. Very slowly scme

pattern emerged, and with the discovery of water and suitable soil, agri-

culture became a possibility. But the owner sold and bulld6zers apeared

on the crest of the hill to begin leveling for yet another colony of

southern California weekend cottages.

What remained from this experience as the Todds crossed the continent

and resettled on Cape Cod has been fundamental to New Alchemy. They fully

realized the necessity of the active search for biologically adaptive

methods of providing for people. It is this that underlies their aquaculture
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and their intensive organic agriculture, their work with solar energy,

windmills, and bio-shelters.

The goal of the New Alchemy Institute is to design and test human

support systems-food, energy, shelter--that are en-vironmentally sound,

economically efficient and socially benign. Implicit in that goal is a

commitment to develop inexpensive strategies that minimize reliance on fossil

fuels and that are built 'on a scale accessible to families and small groups.

New Alchemy is unusual: a scientific and educational institution that

provides some tangible alternatives to current capital-intensive technolo-

gies. Drawing upon experience in biology, design, and engineering, the New

Alchemists have devised synthetic arrangements that mimic the productivity

and resilience .of natural ecosystems.

Most dramatic are New Alchemy's bioshelters, northern-climate build-

ings which link elements previously uncombined: solar heating, wind power,

fish farming, gardening. The Prince Edward Island Ark combines a four-

person residence, a family green house, a commercial green house, an aqua-

culture station, a laboratory, a workshop, and a barn. The Cape Cod Ark

is a more modest urban microfarm, featuring year-rord agriculture and

aquaculture in a passive-solar design that needs no input of auxiliary

fuels.

Other projects include: intensive biological farming on small plots,

backyard aquaculture, wind systems, agricultural forestry, vermiculture.

A small Costa Rican affiliate, with two New Alchemists participating for

four months every year, has been cited asamodel for combining the dual

goals of tropical ecology and economic development. Within this success

lies New Alchemy's greatest potential of service to the less developed
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parts of the world. This ability to provide economic development 
in

baliance with a tropical ecology enhances the preservation of not only the

environment, but the cultural values of many peoples. 
Economic develop-

ment and socio-cultural tradition are compatible 
and New Alchemists are

proving this by research, writing and living.

For those' within the locale or able to travel to Cape Cod, the

Institute runs workshops on each Saturday from May through October. Among

the topics covered are agriculture, aquaculture, bioshelters, 
wind and

solar energy and the s'ocial impliations embodied in these ideas. The New

Alchemy Institute has an Associate Membership which 
is available to those

interested ir. helping support their work. -Associates receive the quarterly

Newsletter ?s well as the annual Journal of the New 
Alchemist, which re-

flects the gr6up's commitment to a publication 
based on a holistic approach

to ecological planning.

When taken in aggregate, New Alchemy's work suggest.s 
a new approach

to technological problem solving. A theory of design has emerged that

weds twentieth-century science to an age-old ideal 
of fidelity to nature.

Specific technologies must be confined to 
appropriate geographic regions.

Nonetheless, there is evidence that the general theory 
spawned by the New

Alchemy experience can prove useful in any number 
of international

applications.
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KEY PERSODNEL CENTER FOR THE AREAS OF EXPERTISE
INTEGRATION OF APPLIED

1. Helga Olkowski SCIENCES 1. Biological pest
control2. Bill Olkowski 130T Acton Street

Berkeley, CA 94706 2. Waste management

415-524-84o4

3. Self-reliant homesteads

The Center.for the Integration of Applied Sciences (CIAS) was estab-

lished as a separite wing of the John Muir Institute in 1978. The CIAS

concentrates in the areas of integrated pest management/biological control,

waste management systems, as well as the integrated development of food

production, waste and pest management and energy generation systems for

small scale sellf-reliant homesteads.

CIAS studies how to develop and implement AT decision-making procasses

for ecosystem manage aent. They use an interdisciplinary team approach and

work closely, as consultants, with communities, institutions and government

agencies that have specific problems or problem systems. Presently CIAS is

working on a contract with Department of Water Resources dealing with water

levy management. Levy management systems have suffered from a ground

squirrel infestation. The squirrels can disrupt and destroy levy systems,

and CIAS is researching, developing and testing control methods without

pesticides. ' Through vegetation control and the introduction of natural

enemies, CIAS tries to find an ecologically balanced solution to the problem.

For the Department of Food and Agriculture, CIAS is researching and testing

the feasibility of importing natural enemies to solve pest-control problems

in urban areas. Presently, they are maintaining the development at two

urban test sites.
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.The Center also consults the local governments in Berkeley, Palo

Alto, San Jose and Modesto, California, about 
the use of pesticides in the

treatment of street trees. In two aphid tests in Berkeley, CIAS has

eliminated the problem, while in other projects, they have reduced the use

of pesticides by 75% to 995.

This pest po'pulation control is usually accomplished 
through the

introduction of natural enemies,,-the planting of different 
species of trees

less susceptible to the pest, and water washing insects off the trees. CIAS

is also currently working with other co~mrnity groups on waste management

and energy conservation projects.

Most of these projects include not only the research 
and implementation

components, but Pn educational element including general public education

and technology transfer. The staff is in the process of preparing a num-

ber of pamphlets, displays and. slide shows for this purpose. For instance,

CIAS produced a prepared public hand-out which the Palo Alto authorities

enclosed in each city utility bill. The Center also maintains an extensive

library and files on the management of icosystems and toxic materials, as

well as the associated hazards to human health and the environment. They

also have a small insectory which raises and supplies predatory and para-

sitic insects, and also undertakes biological control importation projects

through cooperative arrangements with government quarantine 
facilities.

The staff is trained in entomology, parasitology, conservation 
of

natural resources, and biology. The Center is currently publishing an

international newsletter in integrated pest management. Though the

Center has had little direct contact with the Third World, its biological

approach to pest management depends on a thorough understanding of the
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specific environment in which one is working. Such a requirement com-

bined with their scientific expertise and a willingness to deal with

Third World persons seeking ecologically sound pest control offers some

potential for assistance to developing countries by CIAS.



KEY PE-SONIEL ROGER BLOBAUTM AND AREAS OF EPERTISE

ASSOCIATES

1. Roger Blobaum 
1. Alternative agriculture

Rural Route 4
Creston, Iowa 50801
515-782-8098

Blobaum and Associates is a private consulting firm in alternative

agriculture. 'At present they are. assisting in three projects, The Small

Farm Energy Project; The Urban Wastes Project; and Tihe Eneiy/Agriculture

Project. Each of the three projects is the first of its kind and all

involve alternative apbroaches to conventional agricultural practices.

Two involve research with farmers on working farms which is an approach of

considerable merit.

The Small Farm Energy Pro.ject is a national research and demonstration

project funded for a thirty-nine month period by the Community Services

Administration. Blobaum Associates is the principal investigator 
and is

responsible ,for providing conqeptual 
leadership and supervising the work 

of

a 4-person staff. The staff works with fifty full-time, 
low-income, small

farmers in a rual county in northeast Nebraska. 
They provide technical and

cost share assistance to the 25 farmers 
who are the project cooperators.

The other 25 make up a control group, and 
their only involvement is main-

tenance of detailed energy and farm income records.

There are fewi results on the research component as they 
do not have

two full years of data. The demonstration component, however, has gone

extremely well. The project has already shown that farmers will adopt a

wide range of alternative energy innovations 
if they are provided with the

technical assistance, some cost sharing and encouragement. Some completed

farmer-built projects include a solar grain 
dryer, two solar hot water



heaters on dairy barns-and two types of solar heating systems for houses.

In addition, these farmers are involved in manure composting and other

energy'saving approaches that do not require hardware or construction.

The Urban Wastes Project is a systems study of the feasibility of

applying urban wastes to agricultural land. Blobaum and Associates is

the grantee for. this project which is funded by NSF and has a staff of

4 persons. The uique element of this study is that it views sludge,

paunch manure, and other organic-wastes found in urban areas as a resource

opportunity, not a dispgsal problem.

They examined three systems scenarios for the Omaha-Council Bluffs

SMSA and decided that two different land application approaches would be

feasible for the region. The work included developing land availability

and cropping sequence projections through the year 2000; developing and

applying criteria for identifying suitability for waste application of ali

land in the region; and testing all waste as to its application safety over

a'long period at agronomic rates. A final report is being prepared for

printing.

The. Energy/Agriculture Project is a study of the economic feasibility

of organic agricultures in five Corn Belt states. The work is directed by

Dr. Barry Commoner and Dr. William Lockeretz. Now in its fourth year, the

project compares the production, economic returns, and energy intensiveness

of fourteen pairs of matched commercial-size farms in Nebraska, Minnesota,

Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois. Its main conclusions are that organic farms

consume only about one third the energy of a conventional farm; that the

conventional farms have slightly higher yields than organic farms; that

organic farms require a little more labor and have lower production costs;
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and that the net returns from the two types of farms is almost identical.

Thus, organic production appears to be economically feasible for the

types of farms studied.

The firm is also directing an emerging agricultural technology

assessment plan of the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment and has a

contract to assist the Cormunity Services Administration with the Small

Farm Conferences -throughout the country.

Blobaum and Associates are overcoming in some manner one of the

greatest hindrances in agricultural development. That is the deep-rooted

traditions of agricultural production. With skill, facts, and assistance

on The Small Farm Energy Project, the firm has successfully convinced some

farmers to adopt a wide range of alternative energy innovations. This

success has potential value for dealings with Third World farmers. In

developing countries, the unwillingness of rural farmers to apply and

.utilize alternative methods of-agriculture hinders considerably the dis-

semination and development of low-cost, self-sustained agriculture. Temper-

ing the effects of this limit could enhance alternative agriculture in the

Third World. Further, the firm's interest in small-scale production and

AT applications was increased as a result of trips to People's Republic of

China in 1975 and 1976. Their continuing exposure to Third World agricul-

tural needs strengthens the plausibility that their assistance and knowledge

could have value for the Third World.



I ?~S27CL ECOLOGY ACTION/ AREAS OF E TISE

COCW0N GROUND

1. John Je_-- . 1. Bio-Intensive Food

2225 El Camino Real Raising
Palo Alto, California

94306 2. Mini-Farring

415-328-6752 3. Urban Homesteading

Ecology- Action of the idzeninsula is a non-rofit tax-exempt

educational organization. Ecology Action's theme is living one's life

within a balanced ecology. Its staff provide supplies, services, and

information that help people live in ways that are more self-sufficient,

that protect and enhance the environment ard that lead to greater health,

permanence, and stability. Extensive research on the biaintensive form of

small-scale food raising and its application to "=ii-farming" is also

performed. There are four major projects within Ecology Action:

The Common Ground Store is a small organic store which supplies

inexpensive ;uality seeds, organic fertilizers, soil amendments, good

quality tools, and sound pest controls. It has two seed and seedling

trading programs under which homegrown seeds or organically grown seedlings

can be exchanged for others in the store. It provides a soil testing

service for the area and offers good advice on local compost materials and

methods of environmentally sound soil conservation. In addition, the store

maintains an extensive library, for public use, of good books, 
current

periodicals, tapes, and slides on gardening, homesteading, appropriate

agriculture, and related topics as well as a collection 
of unusual publica-

tions which are often difficult to find. Ecology Action also publishes

and distributes various staff-written information sheets, research reports,

and a book describing the basic biointensive techniques of food raising
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Areas of :.tr-:t and research objectives in the garden include: 
1) the

development of ai &ally cost-efficient and cost-competitive successful

intensive 1/10 acre multiple vegetable mini-farm which could be managed by

hand and which could remain self-sustaining in terms of organic matter for

compost fertilizer; 2) determining and demonstrating the minimum area of

land required to. grow a complete, balanced, vegetarian diet; 3) application

of the method to Third Wdrld and Urban Gardening systems and h) the develop-

ment and utilization of sophisticated low-technologies and tools appropriate

for small-scale farming, such as the U-bar digging tool, new hand watering

and seeding tools, and mini-greenhouses. Small, portable grain threshers

and seed cleaners will be tested soon in conjunction with experiments test-

ing the feasibi lity of small-scale backyard grain 
production. Qualified

staff persons conduct tours of the garden on a regular, weekly 
basis. An

in-depth, introductory half day exposure to the garden project, 
under the

supervision of the garden manager, is available 
for interested visitors

if arranged (preferably a month) in advance.

Ecology Action also has apprenticeships available for individuals who

want training in the biodynamic/French Intensive method of small-scale

farming. A year program has been designed for those individuals wishing

to develop a reasonable level of proficiency. The two year program will

enable one to become confident in the yearly food raising cycle, develop

intermediate level skills, and be capable of teaching other teachers the

method. After completing a three year apprenticeship, the individual

should have developed an advanced level of skill and sensitivity 
to the

method and will be able to plan and manage a major, sophisticated, low

technology demonstration mini-farm or garden. To date, apprentices have



been trained from the east coast, west coast, midwest, and Canada. The

first overseas apprentice, from France, is expected this year. Additional

apprentices are expected from other countries in the future.
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KEY PERSOIEL THE SOCIAL SCIENCE AREAS OF EXPERTISE
INSTITUTE

1. Scott Nearing 1. Self-sufficiency

Forest Farm
2. Helen Iearing Harborside, Maine 2. Organic Gardening

04642

The Institi~te is no structured organization, rather simply an informa-

tion exchange point where interested homesteaders, organic farmers and the

like can seek practical advice based on half a century of experience. The

roots of the Institute were planted and cultivated by the ascetic living

and writing of Scott and Helen Nearing. Considered the gurus of the "back-

to-nature" movement in the U.S., both have lived off the land for nearly

fifty years at two different homesteads in Vermont and Maine. In addition

they have pursued steady intellectual development through their writings

and lectures, many of which they make available through the Institute for

a small fee.' Their story -goes back a long way as both are well over

seventy, she being 75 and he 95.

Many years ago, they too lived in .he world of clocks and commercial-

ism, money and tension. Scott earned a doctorate degree at the University

of Pennsylvania and taught there and at two other institutions. His social

viewpoint and strong pacifist stand resulted in his loss of academic credi-

bility,--and when he was 50 and unable to survive in a hostile urban

environment, the Nearings took to the hills of Vermont where they invented

a farm. For twenty years they experimented by living, and they succeeded

at establishing a viabl., healthy homestead that was nearly self-sufficient.

In their co-authored account of this experience, they summarize what they

have proven: "Life's necessaries are easily come by if people are willing



to adjust their consumption to the quantity and variety of their products."

In 1952 as the development of winter resorts began to crowd their Vermont

valley, at 70 and 50 years of age, theypicked up roots and moved to Maine

to begin again. The Nearings are about 85% self-sufficient on food, 100%

on fuel and rent, and they buy a few clothes, hardware and their gasoline..

Self-initiative .and human balance with nature are two major qualities of

the Nearings, and in theie rest a major resource for those seeking balanced

and self-supportive development.

The physical work is only a part of the vigorous life of these two

individuals. Besides running their homestead, they belong to many organiza-

tions, lecture widely and write continually. Behind the raw physical

success of the .Nearings lies an articulate intellectual framework touching

on many spheres of politics, environment and philosophy. Their most

famous publication is Living the Good Life, which is the working plans

for a twenty year project on pioneering, building, organic gardening, and

cooperation and vegetarian living on a self-subsistent New England home-

stead. Scott's work entitled Man's Sea ch for the Good Life is an analysis

of the difficulties and dangers which beset the present day western world.

More importantly he suggests alternatives for the individual and the

community. Two other works are particularly applicable as intellectual

stimuli for the pursuers of self-sufficiency: Civilization and Beyond and

Freedom: Promise and Menace.

Self-sufficiency with intellectual pursuit are salient ingredients

for alternative development in the Third World. The Nearings' self-

inventiveness is not crushed in a battle of survival against nature, but

a joint pursuit of mind and body in a philosophy of balance with nature.



They have coexisted successfully as- an alternative lifestyle in the most

advanced and technological society. It has been a choice in which they

have equipped themselves with both the "hardware"..and "software" to make a

good life. The extreme winters they endure, the vegetarian diets they

follow, the sound writings they produce make them as much an enduring

information resource as a monument to alternative methods of living a

full, balanced and happy life.



PHILADELPHIA GREEN gives useful information on the Development Programmes and How

C/oJaneLennoIn 325 Walnut St. pathogens in human wastes, designs for Simple Intermediate Technologies Can

Philadelphia, PA 19106 hygienic toilets, construction of biogas Help Them", O'Kelly follows her long

For1 yePhiladelphia, Pplants, and home use of biogas. list of aids to rural women with a series of

For 150 years, the Philadelphia case studies covering the rolc of women

Horticultural Society has been promoting "RURAL REVITALIZATION in agriculture, the day of an Asian

new concepts in agriculture. Most Anthropology Resource Center woman , food processing, A.T. for the

recently it obtained a grant of S250,000 to P.O. Box 90, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA home, A.T. for the village, women's

help develop over 200 community Anthropologist Jerry Brown argues in institutions, and cottage industries.

gardens and cover over 25 city blocks with this publication for increased attention

trees and green sitting parks. and appreciation of rural values in both SELF-HELP FAMILY FARMS
rural and urban societies. Home Co-op

Route 1, Orland, ME 04472

HE FOOD BANK THE OZARK INSTITUTE "Sharing While Owning" is the motto of

1460 Kall Circle San Jose CA 95112 USA P.O. Box 549, Eureka Springs, AK 72632 this innovative program. A community
(S4eve KaC eosev C 2U The Rural Media acts as a catalyst for land trust from which members lease the

(Steve Radosevich) . rural community action by providing land they use is one corner stone. A

Originally involved n typical -large information on A.T., rural development, cooperative community effort for sharing-.

now providing gardening opportunities and regional ecosystems. Its central tools, building homes, sharing costs, and

for isoateddi advntged popltes concern is rural poverty in Arkansas and providing training is making it possible

for isolated or disadvantaged people in Missouri. USA for low-income farmers to resist the lure

BOB LRRe N "of land speculators in this tourist haven.

BOB LORAINE"TECHNOLOGY IN RURAL MEXICO"

Grosvenor Lodge, Gordon Rd., Clifton frorii Billie R. DeWalt DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL

Bristol BSB IAV, ENGLAND University of Kentucky EXTENSION

"The Sleeping Beauty in the Wood" by Dept. of Anthropology Ms. Wu Chu Ming, DirectorTaiwan

David Richards is amon the p ons Lexington, KY 40506 USA Provincial Farmer's Association

produced by the City Land Use Project to This study outlines a number of Taiwan, Republic of China

onvince urban officials that city gardens alternative plowing and sowing nmethods Growing population and land scarcity has

can be economic s developed by the low-income Mexican made Taiwan carefully husband its scarce

farmers, many with antecedents from resources. Land reform in the 1950's

RURAL DEVELOPMENT. ancient history. increased the owner operated farms from
36% to 78% with concomittant increase

Rural Development is not limited to SMALL FARM MANAGEMENT AND in production. Current policies call for

improvenens ini agriculture. More and more TECHNOLOGY PROJECT increased use of biological methods and

people in the industrialized nations are moving c/o David Vail, Dept. of Economics capital saving technologies.
to rural areas to establish businesses. In B Capital savwnk MEhn4gis
developing countries the growth of urban Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011
shantyvtowns has stimulated new policies t0 USA
improve rural life through conmunications. A series of studies of rural Maine farms NATIONAL LAND FOR PEOPLE

transportation- and other amenities. Arong cover farmer's markets, direct farm to 1759 Fulton #7, Fresno, CA 93721

home delivery, consumer food co-ops, NLP promotes the development of

ESSOR RURAL economic efficiency of small farms, land smallholders and community farm

B.P7007 Quagadougou, UPPER VOLTA trusts, and other topics relevant to the projects in the U.S. Successful ad-

Young farmersgwork through radio clubs, "new-ruralism" in the United States. ventures include one co-op farm of six
Youn farers or gworkers who grossed S65,000 in one year;

seminars, consultations and other means -orndrswwhoarossemiWes whoogrossed
to develop and promote improved FUNDAEC and two farm families who grossed

agricultural methods for rural workers Apartado Aereo 555, Cali, COLOMBIA S20,000 on a acre plot.

throughout Upper Volta. (Attn: Farzam Arbab)
The Foundacion Para La Applicacion Y La

CLEARINGHOUSE ON RURAL Ensenanza de Las Ciencias has been RURALAMERICA

DEVELOPMENT developing a wide range of innovative 1346 Connecticut Ave NW

2 2 1/ 2 23 Deen Dayal Upadhayaya Marg. programs which are aimed at direct Washington DC 20036

New Dlhi-1100 0 2 INDIA . assistance to the poor rather than Ruralamerica is a Washington Based

A new publication from theGhandiPeace improving economic indicators. One of citizen lobby group advocating the

Foundation, "News and View on Rural the most creative is the program for development of small farms and the

Development" abstracts, studies of land "Rural Engineers". This five year rights of farm workers with U.S.

reform, agricultural development, soil education program has high academic Governmental agencies and the U.S.

conservation, farm mechanization, and standards but is closely tied to the Congress.

other areas of interest to students of the geographic area and the people to be

-i Ind- served. An increasing part of the

university time for the rural engineers ESTACION EXPERIMENTAL

"COMPOST, FERTILIZER, AND BIO- being trained is in direct service to the c/o Donal Wharton. Apdo Postal 15

GAS PRODUCTION from Human and community. Quezalterango. GUATEMALA

Farm Wastes in the People's Republic of This small experimental station works

China" ELIZABETH O'KELLY with agricultural extension for Guate-

IDRC 9 Cumberland Gardens, Lloyd Square malian Indians. Solar water heating, solar

P. 0. Box 8500 London WCl X 9AF, ENGLAND drying, biogas production, windmills,

Ottawa KIG 3H9, CANADA In a new publication, August 1978, and simple mud stoves are among their

This translation of a report from China "Rural Women: Their Integration in key interests.
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Commitment to improving the lot of small farms is moving from the concern of a small group of
A.T. advocates into major governmental policies in both overdeveloped and underdeveloped
countries. The food surpluses which swamped developed countries during the 1940's and 1950's
have disappeared. Improved health care in developing countries has led to population explosions

DIRECTORY and increasing hunger and malnutrition. A.T. Centers are playing a major role in testing new
methods for feeding the world on a sustainable basis. The attached directory contains only a fewOF key groups among many.

A.T. CENTERS TRANET's next directory will be on COMMUNITY AND HOME HEALTH CARE. Please send
descriptions of relevant programs before February 15, 1979. The summer issue will be devoted to
ALTERNATIVE COMMUNICATIONS.

BIOLOGICAL AGRICULTURE MAINE ORGANIC FARMERS AND COUNTRYSIDE MAGAZINE

In many developing countries each year more GROWERS ASSOCIATION Rt. 1, Box 7
and more chemical fertilizers, pesticides and Box 187, Hallowell, ME 04347 USA Waterloo, W1 53594 USA
herbicides are needed to maintain food MOFGA has led the United States in This monthly magazine ($7.00/yr)
production. It is increasingly reoenzed Mhar establishing standards and certifying provides down to earth information, onclhemical Jarmnibg is not sus~tainable. M lanyy
groups are experimncting with techniques for a organic farms. Their annual "Common goat raising, bee keeping, small farm
sustainable agriculture with dependence on Ground Fair" has brought back-to-the machinery, as well as advertisements ori
ecologically sound biological techniques. land farmers in the Northeast U.S. home farm equipment and otherAmong these are: together to examine the latest tech- information needed by the small farmer.
THE IPM PRACTITIONER nologies forsmall farms. The editor's, Jerry Velanger's, bias to
1307 Acton Street biological farming does not interfere with
Berkeley, CA 94706 USA DR.STUART HILL information on how to make it
Integrated Pest Management depends on P. 0. Box 86 ecofimically on a small farm.
the discovery of biological controls such MacDonald Campus of McGill
as preditors, companion planting, and Ste Anne de Bellevue PQ HOA ICO, "NATURE ET PROGRES"
organic techniques. Bill and Helga CANADA 3 Chemin de la Bergerie
Olkowski have shown the efficiency of The ecology of the soil is being F-91700 St. Genevieve des Bois,
these methods in many U.S. citier.. This researched by Dr. Hill. Which parasites FRANCE
new newsletter will keep all practitioners help plant growth, what conditions assist
in touch with current research, new their growth, how tolerant they are to The leading French spokesman for
publications and successful expeiiraents. chemicals are among questions being biological farming, "Nature et Progres",

answered. keeps track of modern organic techniques
BY HAND AND FOOT LTD. as well as expounding the traditional
P.O. Box 611 THE SOIL ASSOCIATION French respect for small scale farms.
Brattleboro, VT 05301, USA Walnut Tree Manor, Haughley -
These developers of tools dependent on Stowmarket, Suffolk, IP14 3RS INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
human energy have moved into biological ENGLAND BIOLOGICAL HUSBANDY
agriculture with tapes by Claude Aubert, Promoted by E.F. Schumacher, the Soil (David Stickland) Martello House
the foremost consultant for biological Association has a long history of 5 Station Road, Stowmarket, Suffolk,
farms in France. The 4 tapes for S7.00 promoting organic methods. Pub- ENGLAND
each cover The Biological Alternative, lications such as "Self-Sufficient Small IIBH is taking a leading role in bringing
The Scientific Base, Biological Methods, Holdings," "Looking at Livestock," and sophisticated science analysis to organic
and Converting from Chemical De- "Smallholder's Harvest" give helpful farming. Working with university
pendence. hints to new farmers. . scientists they are putting many long held

tenets of biological farming to rigorous
DR. HARDY VOGTMANN tests.
Institute of Biological Husbandry WENDELL BERRY SMALL FARM TECHNOLOGIES
Overwil, SWITZERLAND Port Royal, KY 40058 USA
Dr. Vogtman is, perhaps, the leading Through books such as "Farming: A In developed as well as developing countriesbiological farming scientist in Europe. Handbook", "Continuous Harmony", there is a surge of interest in small jurms. This
His ten-year program to compare 1.5 and "Memory of Old Jack" in poetry, stems firom the realization that small/arms can
Hectare farms covers 90 test plots. The novel and careful analysis, Berry has be more productive. that 82% of existing larmsgcatea bn y are of less than 5 hectares: and. that over / ofgoal to develop guidelines for a leading exponent of the rural the world's population grows much of their own
sustainable agricultural techniques is renaissance in America. food. Groups working to improve small farm
not yet complete but set a standard for technologies include:
other agricultural research.

WINROCK INTERNATIONAL
RODALE PRESS CENTER FOR THE BIOLOGY OF Livestock Research & Training Center
33 Minor Street NATURAL SYSTEMS Petit Jean Mountain
Emmaus, Pa. Box 1126. Washington University Morillton AK 72110 USA
For many decades Rodale Press, through St. Louis, MO 63130 USA Ruminants (cattle, sheep and goats)
its monthly magazine "Organic Farm- CBNS studies have shown that organic convert fodder useless to humans into
ing" and many books and publications, farming may be as economically usable protein, firbres, skins and other
has been promoting nonchemical productive as chemical farming even in useful products. Winrock, established in
methods of farming. In the past few the short run. Current and projected 1975 by Winthrop Rockefeller, conducts
years, first steps have been made to put studies will include On-Farm Energy research and training on its own farm site
the organic philosophy on a scientific Production, small farm marketing, to improve the understanding and use of
basis. production efficiency, and taxation. ruminantsfor the benefit of mankind.
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II N N T AIIST S VOLU N T ARY TEACHING NUTRITION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

ANIZ.rlONSANl TiI I) W II FA111E1S have or "The Joys of Eating Dark Green Leaves" a book for

initiated a dialogUe under the \lohonk Trust (Mohonk Lake, training field workers is one of the services offered by

New Paltz NY 12561 USA). The first of their series of Meals for Millions (P.O. Box 680 Santa Monica, CA 90406

booklets, "Environmentally Sound Small Scale Agriculture USA). MFM has also developed a food texturizer and

Projects" is a planning guide for soil, water, pest and conducts courses on infant feeding and other problems of

nutrient management with an economic cost-benefit analysis nutrition.
for small scale projects. (VITA. 3706 Rhode Island Ave., MD
20(122 USA; $3.95). "POSTHARVEST GRAIN LOSS AS(ESSMENT

METHODS" is a somewhat pedantic manu - concerned
with measuring food lost by milling, birds, insects, mold,

TIlE wo(l.l) FOOD PROBLE,1 IS A STRUCTURAL and others. Edited by Carl Linblad (1706 Euclid Ave,
l1(0il-I was the premise of a study "Rural Development Washington DC 20009 USA) and Kenton Harris (7504

Research - tile Role of Power Relations" by the Swedish Marbury Rd., Bethesda MD 20034) the report is based on
Agency for Research Cooperation (SAREC. c-o SIDA S-105 conferences supported by FAO, LIFE, AID, TPI and other
25, Stockholm SWEDENi. While recommending primarily
that more research be done. SAREC recognizes that the

bargaining power of the poor must ne increased and ext ension ACADEMIC RESEARCH ON PROTEIN is reviewed in
work must be improved to get the results of R&D to the user. "Non-Conventional Proteins and Foods"' proceedings of a

conference in Oct. 1977 organized by the Plant Juice

HIGH PROTEIN TEXTURIZED PRODUCTS can-be made Protein Team (University of Wisconsin, Madison WI 53706
from vegetables. flours. beans and meats according to "A USA). Protein from seeds, leaves, algae, beets, animal

Village Texturizer" prepared by Meals for Millions and wastes are separated by various chemical processes.
VITA (3706 Rhode Island Ave., Mt Rainier MD 10822
$3.95). Steps through construction and use in'cluding how "EDIBLE LEAVES OF THE TROPICS" has been followed

to set up a small business extend this Korean invention for by "HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE TROPICS" a readable and

the use of other developing countries and community food piactical guide by Franklin Martin and Ruth Ruberte

processors. (Mayagez Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Mayaguez,
Puerto Rico $5.00). "How to Survive" is full of solid

USA FARMERS COULD SAVE S1.6 BILLION and increase inTorination on proteins, vitamins, carbohydrates and other

acreage by 20 million acres using minimum tillage is one of nutritional needs. It also tells you which plants and animals

the facts presented by the US Department of Agriculture in provide them and how to find and grow them for your use.

its hesitant entry into organic agriculture. Its

"Bibliography for Small and Organic Farmers: 1920 to LIVING IN THE SUBTROPICS is the topic of a handbooks

1978" (USDA, SEA-AR, Building '0O5, Rm 127 "Living off the Land" ($7.50) and a bimonthly newsletter
BARC-W!st, Beltsville MD 20705 USA) lists 1176 (S5.00/yr) from MArian Van Atta (P.O. Box 2131,

publications of long-term research onOF methods. Among Meibourne Fl 32901 USA). Each newsletter gives
the 19 sub headings are: Animal Wastes. Crop Rotation, information on the growth and uses of one subtropical plant

Drip Irrigation, Micronutrients, Microorganisms, and inluding receipes and bibliography for more information.

Sewage Sludge. Among 22 plants covered to date are: Pyracantha, Jicama,
Cactus Pears, Papaya, Surinam Cherry and Persimon.

TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGIES IN-THE USA have been

revived by popular books such as the Foxfire Series (Anchor SOLAR FOOD DRYING for the American (or other)
Books, Garden City, NY) on technologies of Appalachia and housewife is promoted by Stellas Andrassy in "The Solar
The Salt Book on New England ways. Now new from Food Dryer Book". Her "solarsunhood" is only one of
Cloudburst Press is "The Farmstead Book 1" republication . many solar drier designs, and her recipes for muesli,
of farm extension articles of 1911 to 1930 covering soils, apricot nut bread, sun riced potatoes, and sun herb teas
workshops and forests. These 247 pages of chuck full of may be no better than those we use. But this is a good
information and helpful hints for the small farmer, remind practical book for the home library.
us of how much we don't know that our fathers did.

(Madrona Publishers, 2116 Western Ave., Seattle WA PRACTICAL GREENHOUSE CONSTRUCTION from
98121 USA $8.95 paperback). concrete block foundation through studs to measuring and

installing lights is outlined by Donal Brann in "How to
THE PHYSICS, HISTORY, ECONOMICS AND Build Greenhouses" one of the 669 home improvement
POTENTIAL OF WINDPOWER is carefully covered by series (Easi-Build Pattern Co., Briarcliff Manor NY 10510
physicist David Inglis in "Wind Power and Other Energy USA).
Options" (The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor MI

USA $8.50 paperback). In comparison with nuclear energy, LOW-COST MUD STOVES TO SAVE FUEL WOOD is

Inglis comes out with $1,250 (wind) to $1,900 (nuclear) per possibly the most critical need for rural development. lanto
installed KW for total system. Evans of the Aprovecho Institute in "Lorena Owner-built

Stoves" makes the most significant contribution

tEOT EL.lARS. EVAPORATING 0OO.ING, CltS. AND (Volunteers in Asia Box 4543, Stanford CA 94305 USA:

S XLTNG are among technologies described in Series 2 Vol 5 Estacion Experimental Choqui, Apartado 159, Quezal-

of FAO's "Rural Home 'reehIques" (lome Economics tenango, GUATEMALA: or Aprovecho Institute, 359 Polk

Programme, FA0. Via delle Terme di Carcalla, 0100 Rome, St. Eugene, OR 97402 USA: $3.00).
ITALY).

SOLAR GREENHOUSES have become the current A.T.
symbol for the USA. Homes in every part of the country

llG.1S VtO' CON('EPT TO COOKING is covered in "The (including TRANET's) arc growing some of their food year
Complete Biogas Book by I). lHouse from At Home round, and catching some heat from the sun. The new
Everywhere iVAIIIIJ, lit. 2 Box 259. Aurora OR 97002 USA. "Solar Greenhouse Digest" (P.O. Box 3218, Kingman AZ
S8.0o). The 403 pages are filled with formula, numbers and 86401 USA) edited by Twila de Vries and promising articles
sketches to help you understand the workings of your biogas by Bill and Susan Yanda promises to keep pace with the

plant. -- developing technology.



A FARM SIZE NITROGEN FERTILIZER PLANT using air,
water, and electricity from a windmill is being developed by
Charles F. Kettering Research Laboratories (150 East South "RURAL TECHNOLOGY AND WOMEN" is the self descriptiveCollege Street, Yellow Springs, OH 45387 USA). Smallhydro title of a course being offered 8 July to 18 August by the British(400 foot head), or solar voltaics could as well be used to drive Council (65 Davies Street, London WIY 2AA ENGLAND). Elizabeththe 3Kw Arc electrode reaction cell now on the kettering O'Kclly and Teresa Spens will assist the administrator, planners anddrawing boards. designers understand the special needs and capabilities of women in

rural development programs.TRADITIONAL TECHNOLOGIES of developing countries
will be reviewed, analysed and upgraded in a new project "HOMEMADE CORNCRIB" , Tools for Woodworking", and
beig itiated by the United Nations University (15-1 Shibuya "Integrated Pest Management" are among the articles in Roadale's2 Chome, Shibuya-ki, Tokyo 150 JAPAN). Project latest publication "The New Farm" (10.00/yr. Rodal Press, 33 Eastcoordinator, Chandra Soyosa (Marga Institute, 61 Isipathana Minor St., Emmaus, Pa. 19538 USA). With Steve Smyser as EditorMawatha, Colombo, 5 SRI LANKA) invites all nations to and Wendel Berry and Gene Logdon as contributers we may expect aparticipate in STT (Sharing Traditional Technologies) as a valuable service for small North American and European farms.
fundamental technique for anpropriate develooment.

A FOOD POLICY FOR THE U.K. is detailed in "One Crust of
X S..\1A. SOI.A FOOD DRYING GUID, has been Bread" Oxfam's Public Affairs Report No. 4. Researcher Adrian

prepared by Western Nlaine Enorgy Center (Dill House, Walker points out that since 1972/73 the food production of. the earthL.\F. l armington, ME 049:38 USA). i contains instructions has fallen below the population needs. It is no longer merely aon how to prepare and dry fruits and vegetables common to problem of distribution alone. No startling recommendations arethe area, some recipes using dried food and- a good made but Britons are urged to recognize the concepts self-reliancebibliograph,- and interdependence are complementary and that individuallife
styles have a planetary impact. Other OXFAM studies include "The
Doctor Go Round". "Whose Right to Work" and "Europe and the

- World Without".
NINETY KILOMETERS OF BAMBOO WATER PIPES are
supplying 60,000 people in 24 villages with household water for theMETHANE SYSTEM capable of supplying the energy first time. Previously many of the people had to walk three hours forneeds of 200 homes has been developed by Heying Enterprise their water supplies. The designers of this sytem, Dian Desa (ProyekFarm of West Union, Iowa, USA. The system uses the waste Teknologi Tepat, JL, Mento Muja Moju 8, Yogyakarta, INDONESIA),from the 160,000 laying hens to power an electrical generator. are also helping villages construct bio-gasplants using human wasteThe residue fertilizes 3000 acres of Iowa corn and soybean. as well as chicken and cow manure and to diversify their crops with

The system costing S150,000 could be nasily scaled to any size clove trees and poultry.according to its developers. (Contact:: Larry Heying, 702 West
Bradord St., West Union, Iowa USA): ANIMAL POWER SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PARALLEL
BIOGAS USE IN CHINA is the topic of a new 93 pebTO NUCLEAR solar, fossil/fuel, and other sources of energy
rO USERC N CHINx 8 is, thtoi, Kf ane93 C Aooklet states Prof. N.S. Ramaswamy (Indian Institute of

from IDRC (Box 8500, Ottawa, KIG 3H9 CANADA). Management, 33, Langfor Rd Bangalore 560 027 INDIA) in aTranslations of three reports from different Chinese provinces draft anlysis. In India, 800 million work animals provide 32indicate considerable ingenuity in the design of biogas plants dr llionn h oys es. owerInd a, 800 m i toon 4w 0rk ani a ws eq uad toanddeaild nowledge of the pathogenes in exereta. -million horse power (equivale'nt to 24,000 megawats) equal to"anA detHEle kthe total electrical production in the country. Electricity costs"MANAGING THd CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVE Rs. 10,000 per kw; the animal equivalent is Rs. 2,000 per kw.- ItTECHNOLOGY" in India is a collection of nine studies by would take 167,000 trucks and 500,000 tractors to replace thestudents of the Indian Institute of Management (Bangalore bullock cart-traffic. In addition, half of India's 500,000 villages560 027 INDIA). After case studies of tope making, poultry dQnot have roads surfaced fit for trucks or tractor traffic; loadsming, dairy farming, wool, leather, cloth for the poor and are small; distances too small; and loading/unloading too highs'using, the dioice of Technology Group concludes that a new a proportion to make trucks economical.set of "Indian Criteria" for the choice of technology should be But the current use of animal power is inefficient. Friction
developed, that no technology can be studied in insolation, wastes much energy, cart design places too much load on the
and that region specific studies on co-operatives should beanmlsbcarsndposretohvyAou'Afte

unetkn. animal's back, carts and plo 'ws are too heavy. About 1/ of the
32 million H.P. is wasted. Animal Energy Development
Organization is oronosed to imnrove nie of animal no,A.T. HARDWARE IN THE USA IS NOT RELEVANT TO

THE THIRD WORLD is one warning of the report to OECD, RETURN TO THE SMALL FARM in the USA has caused thethe World Bank, and AID (DS/ST, AID/Dept. of State, U.S. Department of Agriculture to devote its 1978 YearbookWashington, D.C. 20523 USA) by George. McRobie, to "Living on a Few Acres". Articles include "TradeoffsWilliam Ellis, and Ken Darrow. But, the A.T. resource of Before Leaving the City", "Remodeling a House", "Landthe USA, consisting of over 300 active groups, is an Improvements", "Starting a Kennel", "Woodlots", "Beeoverlooked resource first, as a training resource for Keeping", "Dairy Goats" and many others for the
involving local people in solving their own problems, and American New Ruralists",
second, as a model of future options being considered by the . -centralized and industrialized nations. The first AFOOD POLICY FOR THE U.K. is detailed in "One Crustposty centrafid A d prs indtriew atos s T he rstoBrea Oxfam's Public Affairs Report No. 4. Researcherpriority of A.T. developers and New Age theorists in tie Adrian Walker points out that since 1972/73 the foodUSA is the reversal of trends of'hich brought on crime, production of the earth has fallen below the populationpollution and other problems of the centralized, urban needs. It is no longer merely a problem of distributionmaterialistic society. USA groups see the futtre options as alone. No startling recommendations are made but Britonsequally shared and equally developed in collaboration with are urged to recognize the concepts of self-reliance and
Third World groups. 

interdependence are complementary and that individuallife styles have a planetary impact. Other OXFAM studies
include Tie Doctor Go Round " Whose Right to Work"
and "Europe and the World Without".



THE REGIME OF SPECIALISTS IS BRINGING ON THE

Flll' ': Ow N( .Nl.SL is the result of MOST UNHAPPY CITIZENS OF THE WORLD argues

res \arc: ond do1(:G:;trat Gif by l '1w Amity Founhition s t0 W endell Berry in "Thc Unsettling of America". Thomas

sox 70h. digen ')it i~ol bySA Their yolar greenhouse has Jefferson's dictum: "Cultivators of the earth are the most

glazed surfaces only the south side. heavy insulation and valuable citizens. They are vigorous, independent,
ieflectin; surfaces on the North, and rock, earth and water virtuous, and tied to their country, and wedded to its liberty
storing excess energy. Fish and plans selection as well as and interests by the most lasting bonds" forsaw a nation
wi I.- d ecological c: . explained in based on agriculture; a culture of nurturers of the land -

packed 4:3 pag, farming. education and democratic liberty indissoluable

linked. Business replaced culture, exploiter replaced

I -A FISH AND VEGETABLE sjzuvyER FOR ALL nurturer and a desert of technology brought the

SEASONS" describes fish and vegetable production in domes disintegration of farming communities and the consequent

"d greenhouses. Authors R.E. Huke and R. W. Sherwin Jr. disintegration of the structures of urban life. Berry's 12

specific details of their own dome in the cold climate of pubic remedies would internalize the landlords integral

:w Hampshire, USA as well as a broader information from costs of production and make people rather than the

urma, Mexico, China and Kenya. Trout, catfish, windmills, machines of absentee landlords integral parts of the

nd brusselsprouts are included in the working system. And, American landscape. (Avon Books, 959 8th Ave., NYC

list of suppliers of all elements is there for anyone wanting to 10018 USA,S4.95)
opy their production (Norwich Publications, For F, Norwich

Xt7" iACr T T A C.A Or A THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE FAILURE OF THE

GREEN REVOLUTION is put forward by Kenneth A.

dIOLOGICAL AGRICtLTURE will be the topie of a con- Dahlberg in "Beyond the Green Revolution: The Ecology

Ierence at \ye College in England Au. 26.30, 1980. The and Politics of Global Agricultural Development" (Plenum

International Institute of Biological Husbandry is asking Press, 227 W. 17th , NYC 10011, $17.95). Analysis was

noth traditional and biological farmers to explore the issue of based on the Westerner's (and Marxist) belief in the

An Agriculture for the Future" pre-registration to Dr. R.D. superiority and universality of science an

ilodees, NWye College, Wye Ashford, Kent, Tn25 5AH sproiyaduvealtofcenend technology. It

E ANDyr 
brought on total reliance on the genetic improvement of

Ei A .food and feed crops sold with a missionary zeal to cultures

-SMALL-SCALE AGRICULTURAL MACHINES FOR and ecologies for which they were unsuitea. A new

MANUFACTURE are designed by The International Rice "contextual analysis" should involve an evolutionary and

Research Institute (IRRI, P.O. Box 933, Manila historical integration of geographic and cultural relativity to

PHILIPPINES). Engineering drawing and - licensing determine development policies. New strategies would

agreements are available for Power tillers, Portable shorten chains of causation and shift away from current

threshers, grain cleaners, vine dryer , R diaphragm pump, overdependence on energy intensive technologies,

a manual weeder and other equipment 5or the small farm. centralized institutions, urban conglomeration, and

Would-be manufacturers can obtain training, technical specialized p!actices. New diversity is needed as much by

assistance and credit advice. the urban North as by the rural South.

SEEDS FROM TRADITIONAL CROPS OF AMERICAN
INDIANS, early settlers, Mennonites, Amish and other ALI PIASES OF FISHERIES AND OTHER LIVING

gardeners are exchanged through the "Seed Savers AQUATIC RESOURCES, including summaries of research,

Exchange" (Kent.Whealy RR2, Princeton MO 64673 USA).. field projectsA new publications etc. are covered in the

For $2.00, your name and address and a description of seeds quar uatic Resources Management, M.C.C., P.O. Box

you have or ones you'd like, you too can join the over 100 Lvng AkuatiMesrc ManagmMC, P.O.pins.Dedie Box

embrinteana"Seed Savers Exchange." 1501. Makati,Meti'o Mtanila, Phillippines). Deadlines for
nemebers in the annual"ed submission of articles: the 1st of Dee., March, June, and

A STUDENT HANDBOOK FOR WORLD HUNGER Sept.

.RS covers topics such as "Who Owns the Land", "The
Green Revolution", "Corporate Control of World Grain" DEVELOPMENT REQUIRES LOCAL TECHNOLOGICAL

and other critical topics for students and teachers. INDEPENDENCE is acentral tenetof IRFED (International

Available from World Hunger Year New Jersey (Dept. Institute for Research and Traingin, 49 rue de la Glaciere,

kAM. 2706 High Street, Fair Lawn NJ 07410 USA $5.00) F-75013 Paris, FRANCE). Programs' in Mali, Senegal,
Ivory Coast and other African countries help local villagers

asses needs and develop solutions with local resources. The
"THlE VERMICLUTURE JOURNAL" to be published quarterly by distinguished Board of Directors chaired by Paul Marc
Ecology International Corporation (755 Vernon Way. El Cajon, CA Henry is increasing its attention of wind, solar and other
92020 USA) opens its Vol. 1 No. I issue with articles such as AaT.

"Superworm", "Earthworm castings vs. Chemical Fertilizers", "A GENETIC EROSION OF RICE STOCK is the major concern

New Form of Proteins" and 'Vernicomposting Municipal Wastes of the recently completed Rice Genetic Resource Laboratory at
FOR THE HOME WORM FARM the new electrical Edison Kitchen the (International Rice Research Institute, P.O. Box 933,
composter "makes rich compost instantly"..."Put food scraps in; Manila. Philippines ). The laboratory is headquarters for the
take compost out" the ads say, even without the worms. At $140 it Genetics Evaluation and Utilization program which has as its
may not be for every home but with the growing interest in goal the conservation and use of rice genetic materials in an
earthworms for home composting there is a sure market (Ecison-attempthtomaintaint ten varieti of rice aaiale for
Kitchen Composter. 103 East Front St.. Red Bank. N.J. 07701 USA). attempt to maintai the varieties of rice available for

"HARNESSING THE EARTHWORM" by T. J. Barrett ($4.00). cultivation. The IRRI has also developed a one man irrigation

"Raising Earthworms for Profit" E. It. Shields (3.50) and "With pump which is portable and can be used for small scale
Tails We Win" by Mary Crowe and Gladys Bowen" (S2.00) are among irrigation efforts.
the books for new worm farmers offered by Shields Publications (P.O.
Box 669, Eagle River, Wisconsin54521 USA). A PHOTODEGRADABLE POLYETHYLENE MULCH has

"TIlE UTILIZATION OF SOIL ORGANISMS IN SLUDGE been developed by Plastopil Partnership (Kibbutz Hazorea,

MANAGEMENT" A as the title of last J tine's meeting of earthworm ISRAEL). Plastor will disintegrate after a predetermined time

enthusiasts in The State Univrrsitv of New York (College of period of from a few weeks to many months once it has been

Environmental Sciences, SUNY. Syracuse. New York. USA). Papers exposed tosunlight.
reviewed in the November/Decen ber 1978 issue of Compost Science
Land Utilization (JOG Press, Box 351. Emmaus, Pa. 18049 USA)
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ROGER BLOBAUM AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

R.R. 4 1. Alternative Agriculture Technology

Creston, Iowa 50801 2. Urban Waste Re-Use

515-782-8098 3. Land-Use Policy

BRIEF OF EXPRIENCES:

After eight years. as a political reporter and editor for the Associ-

ated Press in Madison,,Wisconsin, and Chicago, Roger became the Legislative

Assistant to U.S. Senator Gaylord Nelson, specializing in farm, rural

development and environmental policy. Moving from the government side to

the farmer's side, he served as an advisor to the President of National

Farmers Union in Denver and in Washington, D.C. During 1969-1970 he vas

the Senior Legislative Assistant on the Democratic Study Group's task

forces on "Food and Agriculture" and "Natural Resources and the Environ-

ment." Since 1970 until founding Blobaum and Associates, he was a con-

sultant to government agencies and organizations on farm, rural develop-

ment, and land use policy.

CURRE1T PROJECTS:

He is President of Blobaum and Associates Inc., a small firm special-

izing in energy/agriculture and appropriate technology. He is Principal

Investigator of The Small Farm Energy Project, which is a national

research and demonstration project, as well as for The Urban Wastes

Project, which is a systems study of the economic feasibility of applying

urban wastes to agricultural land.
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Mr. r ed his B.S. in Agriculture from Iowa State University

in 1955. Then, while pursuing a career in the news reporting profession,

he resumed his studies at University of Wisconsin, where he received his

MS in Communications in 1963. In 1963-64 he was a Congressional Fellow

of the American Political Science Association in Washington, D.C. He also

participates from time to time in panels and seminar discussions of D.O.E.

and National Scienice Foundation, usually dealing with the urban or agri-

cultural area-, of public policy. The following is a partial list of his

publictions:

R. Blobaum, S. Fast, L. Holcomb, and L. Swanson. "An Assessment of the

Potential for Applying Urban Wastes to Agrfcultural Land." A study pre-

pared for the Program of Research Applied io National Needs, National
Science Foundation. September, 1978.

R. Blobaum, "The Need for Appropriate Technology in Agriculture." Pub-

lished by Design Alternatives, Inc. Washington, 1978.

R. Blobaum, "The Politics of Agricultural Land Preservation." A paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Asso-

ciation. Chicago, September 4, 1976.

R. Blobaum, "The Loss of Agricultural Land." A study report to the
Citizens Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality, Washington, D.C.,

1974. Reprinted in "Readings in Land Use Policy," a Committee Print,
the Senate Interior Committee, June 1975.

R. Blobaum, Review of a paper by H. Carter. J. Youde, and M. Peterson,
entitled "Future Land Requirements to Grow Food for an Expanding World

Population." Both papers prepared for the USDA Prime Land Seminar,
Warrenton, Virginia, July, 1975.



EARLE ALLEN BARNEHART AREAS OF E)PERTISE

316 Woods Hole Road 1. Water Pumping Windmills
Falmouth, Massachusetts 025"0 2. Solar Heated Greenhouses

617-54o-1455 3. Biological Agriculture--Temperate
Zone

4. Family-Scale Agricultural Technol-

ogy, Costa Rica-Haiti

5. Tree Crops

BRIEF OF EXPERIE1CES:

Earle grew up on an Ohio rural mixed crop-dairy farm. He received

an undergraduate degree. Since then he has been a biological/energy

designer at the New Alchemy Institute, working in the design and develop-

ment of ecological forms of agriculture, aquaculture, shelter, energy

sources and landscapes. He has been involved in the integration of

windmills for water pumping with aquaculture; integration of aquaculture

in passive solar houses. and greenhouses; integration of intensive bio-

logical agriculture with simple portable solar cloches and solar aqua-

culture ponds. For one month in Haiti and two months in Costa Rica he

evaluated uses of aquaculture and alternative energy sources of hot, moist,

tropical climates, including the construction of a solar copra/herb dryer

in Costa Rica with local materials.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:

He is presently developing propagation techniques for large-scale

planting of tree crops for human and animal food. Rew Alchemy is explor-

ing the uses of food trees and animal forage trees as integral components

of agricultural landscapes. He is carrying out research to develop
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faster nagation technique6 for northern temperate nut brees

and aninal. ~cwae- trees. Simultaneously, he is studying the ecological

theory pertaining to natural forests that would allow one to develop

humanly-designed analogs yielding a higher amount of human food. These

processes will' result in preliminary trial food forests combining food

trees and domestic animals on pasture beneath.

TYPICAL SKILLS AND ACHIEVETNTS:

While working with the New Alchemy Institute, Earle has completed

his Master's thesis entitled "Alternative Energy Systems for Small Commun-

ities" (1972). The following is a list of-his important publications:

Barnhart, E. A., "Wind Power", Journal of the New Alchemists, I. 1973.

"An Advanced Sail-Wing for Water Pumping Windmills",
Journal of NAI, III. 1976.

-_"Technology Appropriate to the Gondoca Region of Costa

Rica", Journal of NAI, IV. 1977.

"Bioshelter Biotechnics", Journal of NAI, V. 1978.

"On the Feasibility of an Agricultural Landscape",
Journal of NAI, V. 1978.

"Food Forests: An Appropriate Agriculture for the
Northeast", New Roots, New England's Appropriate Technology Newsletter,

October 1978.
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CHRISTOP1= SZECZEY AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

15290 Coleman Valley Rd. 1. Small-Scale Agriculture
Occidental, California 55 2. Biodynamic/French Intensive

707-874-3060 Horticulture

3. Nutritional Gardening

4. Cross-Cultural Studies (Culturally/
Socially Appropriate Technologies)

5. Rural Community Development and
Extension Methodology

BRIEF OF EXPERIENCES:

1971-74 served with the U.S. Peace Corns, Ecuador, South America.

Agricultural extensionist and supervisor' of 45 people in school and family

gardens, nutrition, and rural community development. 1976-77: Center

for Develonmrnntal Teaching in Oaxaca, Mexico. Developed and implemented

university field studies program, agricultural comm.unity development

projects and studies. Field facilitator for students and indigenous

families. Bio-intensive agriculture and composting for school and family

gardens. 1978: Center for Human Potential International in Antigua,

Guatemala. Consulted in program development and implementation for 54

Peace Corps volunteers training in appropriate technology: small-scale

agriculture, including soil conservation/fertility, Biodynamic/French

intensive horticulture, composting, and nutrition; cross-cultural studies;

community analysis; and extension methodology.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

Farallones Institute Rural Center: Research, development and educa-

tion in appropriate technology: coordinator in food production, including

bio-intensive agriculture, composting, vermiculture, nutrition, preserva-
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tion and storage; public information 
and education; and consulting and

contracting overseas in appropriate technology.

TYPICAL SKILLS ANTD ACHIEVEMETS:

1978: Member - Board of Directors for Sonoma County 
Appropriate Tech-

nology Network.

1977-curreit: Farallones Institute: Biodynamic/French intensive

horticulture, composting', low-flush and composting toilets, greywater

recycling, apiculture and vermiculture.

1977: Advisor to integral rural development 
project in Otavalo,

Ecuador, in establishing cozmunity food 
production using methane digestor

sludge and biointensive techniques.

1975-1976: Private research in cultural ecology 
and agricultural

systems in South and Central America.

1971-1974: During service in' U.S. Peace Corps: Spanish language and

cross-cultural training, horticulture, nutrition and health.

1967-1971: Callison College, University of the Pacific, Stockton,

California. B.A. in Cultural Anthropoiogy and Political Philosophy.

Sophomore year: Far Eastern studies in Bangalore, 
India. Fieldwork:

Southwest U.S. - Native Americans; Eastern Australia - Aborigines;

Yucatan, Mexico.
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MAX L. KROSChEL AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

15290 Coleman Valley Rd. 1. Individual Onsite Waste Management
Occidental, Calilornia 954~65 2. Composting Toilets and Greywater

707-874-3060 Systems

3. Agricultural Waste Management -
Large-Scale Composting

4. Methane Digesters - Small and
Intermediate-Scale

5. Small-Scale Water Supply Storage
and Distribution Systems

BRIEF OF EXPERIENCES:

Max was a Peace Corps volunteer in Ecuador for 3-1/2 years. His work

was with Rural Infrastructure projects: design and construction of several

small bridges and buildings; design of sewage drainage and treatment

system for small jungle -community; coordination and implementation of

research and development project in rural sanitation and waste recycling;

application of compost toilets, methane digesters and solar water heaters.

Currently, he is General Manager, Farllones Institute Rural Center and is

conducting a research and development project in composting toilets and

greywater systems as well as some eductional programs ranging from one or

2-day weekend workshops to 5 and 10 week residential programs with "hands-

on" skills training in appropriate technology. Also, he is assisting in

a small water supply development project in Oaxaca, Mexico and has been a

guest lecturer in Methane Digesters at U.C. Davis and College of Marin.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

The Integral Solar Bathroom, and various applications of solar energy

to composting toilets and human waste recycling. Grant funded project

through Department of Energy's small grants program. Further projects
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include grey-water treatment and distribution for subsurface irrigation;

greyvater irrigation in solar greenhouses; vermicomposting; and use of

bio-intensive growing beds for wastewater treatment and disposal.

TYPICAL SKILLS AND ACHI'EENITS:

-- BS, Civil Engineering, University of Texas at Austin.

-- Graduate-student: environmental engineering, University of Texas.

-- Peace Corps language and cross-cultural training, Ponce, Puerto

Rico - Spanish language

-- Blacksmithing and tool-making workshop: Alexander Weygers, Carmel,

California

-- Speaker: National Sanitation Foundation, 4th Annual Conference

on Individual nsite Waste Water Alternative. Paper published in the

proceedings: "Experiences with Compost Toilets".

--Articles in Farallones Institute Annual Reports 1976 and 1977.

--Article in Energy Primer, revised edition, on composting toilets.
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BETRY W. ESBETSHADE AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

International Tree Crops Institute 1. Propagation and nursery developnent

Route 1, Box 378 2. Planting and management of agro-
Woodland, California 95695 forestry systems

916-662-8375 3. Multi-cooperator agro-forestry
systems

4. Small-scale intensive farming on

marginal lands

5. Apiculturalist, including queen
breeding

BRIEF OF EXPERIZCES:

He was born on a family citrus farm and his interests in agriculture

have continued. He served as an extension agent for the Ministry of

Agriculturp in Sierra Leone during two years of Peace Corps work; there-

after, worked with European farmers who have been innovative in appropriate

technology and ecological agriculture. He returned to complete an MA

in geography at the University of California, 
Davis, with special

emphasis on agro-forestry in Mediterranean environments. 
His primary

concern has been with the varied cultural uses of marginal and eroding

lands throughout the semi-arid and arid world. He represented the Inter-

national Tree Crops Institute at the U.N. Conference 
on Desertification

(Nairobi,- 1977) and subsequently conducted a survey 
with the assistance of

the Ministry of Rural Development in Lesotho, Southern Africa, 
on the

potentials for developing an agro-forestry system 
of management for their

eroding croplands. Returning to U.S.A., Henry worked with the University

of California Agricultural Economic Department as Staff 
Research Associate

on evaluation of desertification impacts.
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- ping an agro-forestry nursery and research center in

California which will become a possible model for other regions, serving

as a member of committee developing a windbreak handbook for the state of

California in cooperation with U.S. Soil Conservation Service. Also, he

is collaborating with a mechanical engineer in design, construction and

use of a small-scale low-energy demanding carob pod kibbling device which

will be used on &s ranch in Mexico (testing of initial design *began with

'78 carob harvest). Henry serves as the President of Davis Appropriate

Technology Group, which is currently renovating a typical suburban home,

adding solar heaters, crop driers, greenhouse, etc., and is partner in a

diversified vegetable and orchard crops business.

TYPICAL ACHIEVEMTS:

Energy Fair coordinator for University Extension conference with

Dr. E. F. Schumacher.

David Appropriate Technology Group, founder.

Davis Farmers' Market, founder.

Friends of the Earth, board member.

Co-author: "The Development of Tree Crops for Agroforestry Systems"

presented at Seventh World Forestry Congress, Djakarta, Indonesia (1978).

Co-author: "Multipurpose Tree Crops: Their ?otential Role in Agri-

culture and the Conservation of Rural Environments" presented at Interna-

tional Federation of Organic Agric. Movements Conference on Basic Techniques

in Ecological Agriculture, Montreal, Canada (1978).
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THOMAS B. FRICIKE AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

2284 Ivy Lane 1. Ecosystem Management
Santa Cruz, California 95062 2. Intensive Horticulture

3. Organic Farming

4. Freelance Journalism

BRIEF OF EXPERIENCES:

After finishing his BA in Urban Design, he spent two years as a

Village TechnicalVolunteer and Vocational Therapist in Bali, Indonesia,

through Volunteers in'Asia. He helped train health care personnel with

projects involving methane digestors, solar heaters, intensive agriculture

schemes, and sanitation projects. Following these two years, he spent

1976 working as a staff member at Ecology Action on their on-going project,

a Biodynamic/French Intensive research garden. He also worked as a systems

technician at the Integral Urban House of Farallones Institute which

included construction and. maintenance of food production *systems, waste

nutrient recycling, and renewable energy sources. Moving to the east

coast, he worked as a journalist and photographer at Small Farm Research

Group in Harborside, Maine. His main work was the documentation of the

European Organic Farm Tour.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES:

He is the Project Research Coordinator for the Santa Cruz Farm

Project of the University of California. He is responsible for field

operations of the research project, "Environmental Monitoring of an

Intensive Organic Horticulture System", which is sponsored by N.'C.A.T.

In some other work, he is currently consulting .the United Indian Planners

Association of Washington, D.C. on a program for self-reliance on Native
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Amei-ican reservations, especiallY by using 
AT in food production. He also

does volunteer consulting with Socarro Valesco, Instituto Nacional

Indigenista of Mexico. Most of this work concentrates on community

composting, intensive gardening, and resource access.

SKILLS AND AC4I7.F1 TS:

He earned an MS in Ecosystems Management in June 1978 from Antioch

University/West. He is fluent in German and English, and proficient in

Spanish and Indonesiazt. During 1977 he undertook an intensive 
apprentice-

ship in toolmaking and blacksmithing as well as studying/working on

housing construction at an Owner-Builder Center. Mr. Fricke also has

experience as a freelance journalist and travelling correspondent in most

South American countries. Since 1977 he has been associated with VITA 
as

a volunteer consultant. The following is a. partial list of publications

which he has authored.

Freicke, Thomas B., Pedoman Membangfun Digestor, a practical methane plant

construction manual, 25 pages, Pekanbaru, 
Sumatra, Indonesia; October

1975 (In Indonesian).

"Methane and Agriculture Sections", Appronriate

Techno o 2nd Edition, a Volunteers in Asia Publicatio n,

Stanford, California; November 1976. (Contributing Editor) 3rd Edition,

Stanford,,California; February, 1979. (Contributing Editor)

Fricke, Thomas B. and Javits, Tom, "Grey Water 
Use in the Home Garden",

20pps., Farallones Institute, Berkeley, California; February, 1977.

Fricke, Thomas B. and Javits, Tom, "Greywater Guidelines", RAIN Magazine,

pps. 12-14, Portland, OR; March, 1977.

Fricke, Thomas B. and Bunnell, Sterling, "An Urban Savonius Aquaculturo.

System', in Wind Power Digest, pps. 10-14, Bristol, Indiana; Fall 2.977

Issue.

. . '"Urban Wind Power--The Savonius

Rotor", in Farallones Institute Annual Report, p. 25, Occidental, CA;

January 1978.
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DAVID KATZ AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

1800 Joy Ridge Rd. 1. Agricultural Production and
Occidental, California 95465 Management

707-874-2334 2. Biological Agriculture

3. Integrated. Pest Management

4. Educational and Training Programs

BRIEF OF EXEIETCES:

Eight years experience in agriculture including experience as manager

of 1000 acre commercia-1 farm, then self-employed on 120 acre family farm.

Also experience as consultant on planning and management in a variety of

agricultural operations. Considerable management and project development

experience as director of the Antioch College West Farm Program and as

Executive Director of the Farallones Institute. These positions con-

tributed to a comprehensive working knowledge of technical subjects such

as solar design and application, waste water management, agricultural

production, light and heavy construction, as well as a high degree of com-

petency in administrative areas such as fiscal planning and management,

fundraising, executive decision making, program development of technical

assistance and training programs, and working with staff and outside

personnel.

Program development work and public service has led to considerable

experience in working with government officials in local and federal levels.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

Director of the Center for Sustainable Agriculture, a project that

is developing training center for new entry and other small farmers in

California. The Center will also be involved in technical assistance work,

research and technology development, and in influencing public policy.
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TYPICAL ACEI=IVETTS:

In 1972, he received his BS in Agroecosystem Dynamics from the Uni-

versity of California-Davis and for the following two years lectured there

and at Sonoma State University on methane recovery and waste management

systems. In 1977 he was a member of the Small Farm Viability Task Force

for the State of California as well as a member of the Chancellor's Task

Force on Critical Issues for Agriculture in the 1980's for University of

California-Davis. 4He is currently a member of the Reclamation Board for

the State of California, elected President of the Board in 1978. Governor

Jerry Brown had appointed David to the Board in 1976. He also is fluent

in Spanish.



Nebraska. Daily activities include education, design, construction,

research, and administration.

TYPICAL ACHIEVE-:TTS:

He has travelled by auto from Alaska to Florida and has visited

twenty European countries and nine South American countries by bus and

train.
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RONALD J. KRUPICKA AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

P. 0. Box 102 1. Forestry and Natural Resources

Hartington, Nebraska 68739 (Soils, Water, Range Plants)

402-254-6893 2. Small Scale Farming

3. Community and Regional Planning

4. Alternative Energy

5. Extension and Transfer of Informa-
tion

BRIEF OF EXPERIE1CES:

He was born, raised and worked on father's small diversified farm

near Niobrara, Nebraska. BS in Forestry University of Missouri-Columbia,

MS in Natural Resources U. of Nebraska, afid Masters of Community and

Regional Planning candidate U. of Nebraska., classwork completed and

presently writing thesis. He assisted in a training program for Natural

Resources Districts by helping them in the development of their one and

five year plans. He conducted research into the conflicting land uses in

Nebraska. Under a grant from Title V of the Rural Development Act of 1972

a 3 year education effort was undertaken to inform the citizens of Nebraska

about Land Use Issues. He was responsible for making the arrangements

for the workshops, recruiting resource personnel, researching the issues,

and conducting discussion groups made up of Nebraska citizens.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

He is co-director of the Small Farm Energy Project for the Center

for Rural Affairs. Under a research and demonstration grant from the

Community Services Administration, a three year project is under way to

transfer alternative energy innovations of all types to twenty-four full-

time, low income, small, conventional farms located in Cedar County,



SYLVIA BLANCHET AREAS OF EXPERTISE:

2284 Ivy Lane 1. Environmental Education
Santa Cruz, California 94062 2. Intensive Horticulture for L.D.C.'s

408-476-0180 3. Handicrafts and Cottage Industries

4. Historical Anthropology

5. Environmental Landscaping

BRIEF OF EXPERIEICES:

She has had a diverse array of activities directed towards acquiring

skills and expertise in the areas of intensive food production, environ-

mental education for children and adults, and cottage industries. She has

been exploring new dimensions for women in particular vis-a-vis appro-

priate technology, and seeking to stimulate further critical involvement

by women in this movement. Responsibilities have included operation -

manager of an 18th century living history inuseum, trainee for an agricul-

tural development project for developing countries, environmental educator

and curriculum writer for a school district, commercial nursery assistant

manager, and working partner in a women's "integral landscaping" coopera-

tive in Berkeley, California.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

1. Originator of an innovative elementary school garden project in

Scotts Valley, California.

2. Homesteading in a 5-acre market garden near Santa Cruz, California.

3. Expanding knowledge in natural family planning, natural child-

birth, midwivery, and prenata/infant/mother nutrition as a result of own

and shared childbirth experiences.

4. Personal cottage industry projects including dried floral arrange-
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ments, herbal sachets, innovative marketing techniques, etc.

5. Ongoing projects: consultation with VITA, Farallones Institute,

N.C.A.T., etc.

TYPICAL ACHIEVEETNTS:

1. Delegate to a two-month international conference on "Social

Aspects of Scientific and Technological Advancement", with representatives

from the U.S., U.K., and-U.S.S.R., in Britain, 1975.

2. Complete' a 16 week housing construction course and a workshop on

the construction of passive solar greenhouses in Berkeley, California, 1978.
3. Community Gardens facilitator for low-income people, Santa

Barbara, California, 1976, while a Direct Relief Foundation intensive
food productio2 trainee for developing countries.

4. Photographer for a two-month European tour of organic farms,
with the Small Farms Research, Group, Harborside, Maine, 1977.

. 5. Operaticns Manager responsible for researching and reconstructing

an exact replica of an 18th century colonial farm, Edgemont, Pennsylvania,

1975-76.
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WILLIAM OLKOWSKI, Ph.D. .AREAS OF EXPERTISE:
HELGA OLKOWSKI, M.S.

Co-directors, Center for the 1. Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
Integration of the Applied 2. Biological Control of Insects
Sciences, John Muir Institute

1307 Acton Street 3. Organic Waste Management
Berkeley, California 94706 4. Small-Scale Food Production

415-524-8440

BRIEF OF EXPERIENCES:

For the past. ten years, first as Research Associates of the Uni-

versity of California,-and recently as directors of a Center of the John

Muir Institute, they have been developing alternative methods of pest and

waste management for cozmunities and State-and Federal agencies. They

have specialized in reducing pesticide use in a variety of settings and

in demonstrating environmentally sound fooa production methods utilizing

organic wastes.

CURRENT PROJECTS:

They are currently developing integrated pest management systems

dealing with insect, weed and rodent problems in four California communi-

ties and the State Dept. of Water Resources. They have undertaken a

state-wide survey of urban pest problems for the State Dept. of Agricul-

ture, a national survey of natural enemies of shade tree insect pests for

the E.P.A., and numerous slide show and writing projects dealing with their

field of expertise.

TYPICAL ACHIEVEMENTS:

They were among the group that started the Berkeley Ecology Center.

They were responsible for starting the first cormunity-wide recycling

center. They started the student garden at the University of California,

Berkeley, and the associated class, Urban Garden Ecosystems,.to demon-
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, rstt envi5onmentally sound methods of small-scale food production.

Tney were zong the founding members of the Farallones Institute and they

initiated and guided the development of the Integral Urban House:

they have written two books and numerous articles and pamphlets on pest

and waste management and food production. They edit and publish a news-

letter on IPM. The following is a partial list of these works:

1977. Managing Flies Around Rabbit Systems. North Country Star,
February-Mar-ch, 1977. P. 4.

Olkowski, H. and W. Olkowski. An Easy Plan for Making Hot Compost.
Horticulture Magazine, Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston,
Mass., March, 1977. Pp. 46-48.

Olkowski, W. et al. 1978. Urban Integrated Pest Management, in:
Pest Cetrol Strategies. D. Pimental (ed. ). Academic Press.

Olkowski, W., H. Olkowski, A. Kaplan, R. van den Bosch. 1978.
The Potential for Biological Control in Urban Areas: Shade Tree

Insect Pests, In: Persoectives in Urban Entomoloy. 3. W. Frankie
and C. S. Koehler. Academic Press.

Olkowski, H., W. Olkowski, K. Davis, L. Laub. 1978. DeVeloping an

Integrated Pest Management Program for a School District. Proceedings
of the XII Annual Conference of the Association of Applied Insect
Ecologists, Newport Beach, Califoria.

Olkowski, W., H. Olkowski and T. Javits. The Integral Urban House,
book to be published Summer, 1979 by Sierra Club Books, San Francisco.

Olkowski, H., and W. Olkowski. City Peoples Book of Raising Food,
1975, Rodale Press, Emmaus, Pennsylvania..



Mr. Montague Yudelman, Director November 15, 1979

Graham Donaldson, Chief, and Clifford M. Lewis, ACREP

Back to Office Report - Travel to Paris, Brussels, Vienna,

Rome, London, October 13-27, 1979

1. As outlined in our terms of reference (attachment I) we visited
OECD in Paris; the EEC in Brussels; the OPEC Special Fund in Vienna; the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IASA) in Vienna; the
World Food Program (WFP), FAO and World Food Council (WFC) in Rome; and
the 'Wheat Council in London. We attended sessions of the Committee on Food
Aid while in Rome and the Food Aid Committee of the Wheat Council while in
London. Lists of people met (attachment II) and documentation made available
(attachment III) are attached.

Organization of Economic Cooperative Development (OECD)

2. In Paris we had meetings with various units in OECD including:
(i) the agriculture staff, (ii) the secretariat of the Development Assistance
Committee (DAC), (iii) staff working at the Development Center, (iv) staff
of the Interfutures project.

Agriculture Committee

3. The OECD Agriculture Committee, composed of Agriculture Ministers,
has requested various studies of particular interest to the World Bank,
included are studies of: (i) Trade (ii) Energy (iii) Food Policy.

4. Trade: A major study of trade in temperate agricultural
products is underway with special reference to the sources of market
instability. As part of this work, a separate study -of OECD-LDC
trade is being undertaken; the Bank has been asked if it could contri-
bute to the joint working party dealing with this. The initial work
by the OECD staff and working party members indicates there is a need
to insulate domestic farm sectors from Soviet induced dislocations. Today,
the Soviets export their instability by not holding stocks and making up supply
shortfalls by world market purchases. Because of the link between weather
in the USSR and South Asia an unfair burden is being placed on those importers
least able to bear it. Acute transportation bottlenecks and inherent market
variability add to the need for a regulating mechanism which would include
increased storage capacities within importing countries. The OECD will also
examine the macroeconomic impact of current agricultural trade policies with
their report going to the Economic Policy Group of the OECD.

5. Energy: The OECD has launched a major study on the agri-
cultural impact of the current and prospective energy price and supply
situation. Energy use in the agro-food chain-will be surveyed with emphasis
on ways to facilitate necessary adjustments. A meeting of experts will be
held in early 1980. This work parallels current research within AGRE?
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which focusses on LDC agriculture. Different forms of collaboration were
discussed and the responsible OECD authorities were keen to assure thatour work programs converged.

6 Food Polic: The OECD has work underway on its member governments'management of food systems. This builds upon earlier work on specific foodchains (beef, pork etc.) and will focus on increasing efficiency. The studyalso examines food distribution and subsidy schemes In specific countries.

Develo ment Asistance Committee (DAC)

7, The secretariat of the DAC asked about statements by the DirectorAGR that technical assistance flows in the agricultural sector had declined*
They pointed out that this was not entirely the fault of the bilateralagencies but reflected the priorities of recipient governrents-. Dis-cussion of bilateral aid to agriculture disbursements and lending
strategies pointed up areas of shared concern. It would appear that delaysIn actually transferrig funds is a widespread problem linked to the "newstyle" of development assistance and to a lack of concerted work on increasing
absorptive capacity. LAC staff expressed concern,which they felt was wide-spread, about the performance of the UNDP system for technical assistance in
agriculture which is channeled through FAO. Their view was that such efforts
had not laid the groundwork needed in the rural sector.

8. Staff responsible for data on aid flows to agriculture askedfor our help in the compilation of their annual reports which the FAOand WYC have begun to use for political purposes. The Bank accounts foralmost half of all assistance to agriculture* We have computerized therelevant lending statistics which would make it possible for us to reportdirectly on our work (at present the DAC staff relies on Bank AnnualReports).

Development Center

9 p The Development Center's work program is built around a theme ofinterdependence. There are four areas of conern: (i) technology, (ii) privateinvestment flows, (iii) processing of raw materials, (iv) food policy.Item (iii) is relying, in part, upon work done for the Bank's upcomingpolicy note on rubber. The Development Center staff dealing with item
(iv) have focused on food self-sufficiency in a set of reference countries*
There is no intention of doing additional primary research or to do much interms of actual farri level experience* The emphasis on self-sufficiency
appears ill-considered and, in our view, little of interest will come out ofwork premised in this way.

Interfutures Proect

10. The Interfutures Project was established some three years agoto analyze different scenarios of economic growth with a focus on therelationship between industrialized and developing countries. Staffresponsible for the agricultural and food component of the report felt
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that the major changes in the international grains economy of recent
years had resulted from the growth in incomes among the middle and upper

income developing countries. This had fueled huge increases in imports, not

population growth in low income countries. It was felt that in future the

agriculture sector would continue to evolve along historical lines. The

energy situation would not, they felt, adversely affect it. However,

important shifts in enterprise mix and technology could be expected as
producers shift away from maximizing physical yields to maximizing economic
returns. Further, the nutritional and ecological dimensions to the food

problems of low income areas were expected to become more serious in the
future. A detailed report on the food and agricultural component of the

Interfutures model is being prepared and will be sent to this Department.

European Economic Community (EEC)

11. The EEC secretariat administers the world's most expensive farm

support program, the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), and represents member

governments at various international conferences dealing with agricultural
issues (eg. Vheat Council). The Community also administers a growing aid
program. Our meetings dealt with various issues including: (i) the operational

experience of the European Development Fund (EDF) in agriculture, (ii) the
CAP's impact on developing country exports, (iii) the potential impact of

expanding the EEC to include Spain, Portugal and Greece on countries who

expect to increase agricultural exports to the Community, (iv) food aid,
(v) general development issues.

European Development Fund (EDF) Agriculture Projects

12. EDF aid is given as part of the Lome Convention mostly in the

form of project assistance. $180 million were committed for agricultural

projects over the last 4 years. Allocations for an individual country
are publically known at the beginning of each four year programming cycle.
The country authorities must then suggest projects for EEC financing.
Project preparation and appraisal is the responsibility of field staff.
These personnel, 50 for agriculture, handle supervision and disburse-
ments. Serious implementation problems have arisen. Staff felt that
increasing aid for agriculture would be difficult due to inadequate
indigenous project preparation and implementation capacity. Discussion
of EDF experiences with project generation in Africa showed they were
interested in lending directly for "institution building". Their
thinking in this areas was similar to current thinking in AGR/CPS and
FAO. In contrast to their experience with the Bank, however, EDF's

operational experience with FAQ was far from satisfactory. It was
felt that a lacuna had emerged in the agricultural sector by virtue
of FAO's weakness.

The Common Agricultural Policy

13. Brief discussions about the CAP showed that there is little

capacity for assessing the impact of internal adjustment and support
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policies on developing countries. An illustration is the Commission's
response to the increase in cassava imports from Thailand. Through
July 1979 almost 3.6 million tons of manioc, to be used for feed, had
entered the Community despite record high prices; total annual imports
were roughly a million tons only 3 years ago. The Community would like
to see Thai imports stabilized at current levels and apply a variable levy
to imports above that level. To do so they will have to appeal to the GATT
for a waiver. However, they had yet to review the impact such moves would
have on poor Thai farmers. They were unaware that perhaps a million farm
families depended upon cassava production and that encouraging alternative
crops might lead to increased poppy cultivation.

Expansion of the EEC

14. The current negotiations over Greece, Portugal and Spain entering
the EEC will involve significant concessions in terms of agricultural
protectionism. Commission staff feel that agreements being being negotiated
will significantly alter the export prospects for EMENA countries. An
example is importation of fruits and vegetables. Rarket assumptions used to
justify current Bank projects that generate destined exports may prove
unrealistic in the face of the market arrangements that seem likely to
emerge from current negotiations.

Food Aid

15._1 The EEC runs a large food aid program. One of its largest projects
is being co-financed with the Bank (National Dairy project in India). The
Community is interested in expanding such joint efforts. The Community
officials asked if the Bank might consider utilizing the counterpart funds

accumulated by the disbursement of food aid. This idea is an old one,
dating back to the days when IDA was first formed. At that time the US
government envisioned turning over PL 480 local currency holdings to the
Bank (an idea that was rejected by the Europeans). The Community also
indicated an interest in assuring long run availability of food aid (via a
Food Aid Convention) and in providing help in identifying and overcoming
the physical and institutional impediments to better distribution of food.
At present the Community has no overall policy governing food exports
(concessional or commercial) a situation which was expected to change in

the next 5 years.

General Development Issues

16. The importance attached to food issues is brought out by the
recent European Parliament's debates on this subject. The idea of a special
session originated in Italy and was supported by the Commission secretariat.
The policy speeches indicated concern about -the physical dimension to action
on food security, viz. building better roads, ports and storage facilities.
Private discussions showed that EEC staff was considering the linkage
between internal EEC policies and the prospects of developing countries.
This was of great topical concern given: negotiations our expanding the
EEC; Anglo-Italian criticism of EEC budgets; growing concern about an
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to change the Community's impact on the developing world. However, the
community had little in the way of a policy planning capabiltity either for
Uorth/South issues generally or global agriculture. This gap has not gone
unnoticed and may explain their keen interest in improved liaison with the
World Bank agriculture staff.

OPEC Special Fund

17. Discussions at the OPEC Special Fund covered a wide range of
specific issues. Great interest was expressed in current Bank thinking.
The OPEC Fund invited us to meet consecutively with their operational
staff, including their Executive Director. This session proved extremely
interesting. They appeared somewhat less well informed about current Bank
priorities and procedures than we would have expected. Serious concern was
expressed about the most recent formulation of the "project cycle" which
seemed, in the OPEC Fund Executive Director's view, to stress irrelevant
issues. Their view was that project preparation (feasibility studies) and
appraisal became self-contained ends in themselves. For instance, they
suggested there was little linkage between an FAO Investment Center prepa-
ration reports and the appraisal reports. Similarly, the experience with
actual implementation indicated that insufficient attention had been paid
to building up indigenous capacity for management. Great interest was
expressed about current thinking within AGR on "pioneer projects" and
sector lending".

18. The OPEC Special Fund staff were keen on the idea of financing
storage capacity within developing countries. They viewed the issue from
two separate dimensions. First, was the fact that subsistence farmers were,
through successful rural development schemes, generating surpluses for the
first time. The need for farm level storage increased accordingly. The
fact that the Bank financed large village level storage in Ethiopia and
India was a pleasant surprise to the staff. They also expressed interest in
Bank thinking about national food storage systems and the need for interna-
tional market stabilization. It appeared likely that large scale support from
OPEC related financing agencies for the construction, filling and operation
of national storage facilities could be forthcoming.

19. In private meetings, concern was expressed about IFAD's performance.
The comment that, "as things stand we would be better to give the money to
IDA", summarizes the general line of current reasoning. While there was a
strong commitment to the concept of IFAD, and it appears likely that IFAD's
replenishment will be supported, there was little satisfaction with current
practices. It was felt, IFAD needed to identify its specific comparative
advantage and that the Bank might help in formulating what that role might be.

Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IASA)

20. The IASA was established to faciliate exchanges betwen Comecon
and OECD countries. It has undertaken various programs of mutual interest.
Their program on agriculture was designed to provide a framework for its
member countries to prepare models of their farm sectors.. These models
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would be linked by IASA to provide a simulation of world agriculture. The

project is two years behind schedule. While it holds promise of future

returns it faces serious problems. As is true with all such undertakings,

the program is only as good as the data it processes which, in this instance,

is weak and generally out-dated. Further, staff running the effort have no

agricultural experience. The IASA staff were interested in keeping us fully

informed and would be willing to undertake special runs according to

parameters which we would provide.

The Rome Food Agencies

21. We had a series of meetings in Rome which covered all of the

agencies dealing with international agricultural policy. We also had the

opportunity of covering the same ground with the representatives of the

important governments who overview the FAQ affiliated agencies. We had

particularly fruitful talks with the World Food Program, an agency with

a demonstrated capacity for effectively handling food-aid and which is

highly regarded by all the aid agencies (including Bank project staff who

have dealt with them). The contrast between WFP and the other Rome agencies,

partricularly FAO, was striking. Serious problems, both of substance and

form, were obvious at FAO. Perhaps most important, the developed countries

do not take FAO's policy mandate seriously. As a result the developing

countries -- who form a highly organized lobby group which involves the

Rome G77 and FAO's own country representatives -- have little reason to

be realistic or constructive. The politicized environment in which analysis

is geared to "proving" the G88's points permeates FAO policy work which

therefore has little operational value. Although less obvious, the WFC

suffers similar problems.

World Food Program (WFP)

22. The World Food Program is an agency affiliated with FAO but, as

an operational rule, totally autonomous. Its head is the former director of

the Canadian Wheat Board and it relies upon staff who have wide operational

experience. We had an opportunity to meet with all of the key staff includ-

ing the Executive Director. The WFP viewed infrastructure bottlenecks as

the most serious short-run constraint to improved food security. The WFP

has, along with the General Sales Office of the USDA, the most extensive

experience in moving grain into and within developing countries. The

Executive Director and his staff were eager to help the Bank identify

infrastructure deficiencies that might be a focus for projects. In effect,

the WFP could fill an informal project identification function. They would

also be willing to allocate their food for work aid to Bank projects. On a

less formal level the WFP, which relies on contributions from the OPEC

countries for meeting transport costs, indicated that OPEC authorities were

interestd in building up grain storage and distribution capacity in develop-

ing countries. According to WFP sources, the- OPEC authorities seem to be

taking possible retaliation by food exporters more seriously than the food

exporters themselves.
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23. The WFP staff were extremely doubtful about FAO's attempts to
project future developing country food requirements. They were equally
dubious about the quality of current FAO attempts to identify food security
projects and showed little interest in establishing operational efforts
with FAO. At the same time, they sensed a growing willingness on the part
of donors to expand support in the food sector. Although the WFP has an
extremely small policy unit, the management offered its views on various
other proposals: (i) some system of market stabilization was needed
although there was no prospect of a wheat agreement, (ii) such a system
should take an integrated approach and include all grains, especially rice,
(iii) a financial scheme to compensate developing importers for cereal price
increases was not only usurious but would result mainly in "subsidizing
speculators in the pit at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange", (iv) food sector
strategies should not require sophisticated nutritional data -- it was better
to do something than study it, (v) the clinical approach to nutrition had
notjustified its expense better to link food aid to food production projects.

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)

24. During discussions with Mr. Islam, Assistant Director General, he
expresses concern about the weakness of statistics on developing country
agriculture and the need for better micro-economic studies. He offered to
begin providing the Bank with FAO internal draft reports, work programs and
meeting schedules. It was agreed that there was scope for better coordina-
tion on substantive research as well as policy issues. We agreed to make
an effort to improve communications.

25. Discussions about the FAO's efforts in food security and post-
harvest losses showed: (i) great interest in obtaining Bank financial
support for programs identified by FAO missions, (ii) a willingness to
adapt current procedures to make World Bank involvement easier, (III) a
dissatisfaction with the achievements of the Investment Center which had
not, in the view of those in charge of these FAO programs, made satisfac-
tory efforts to obtain donor support. However, it should be noted that
a review of FAO's project documents showed that their quality often falls
well below minimum Bank standards for feasibility studies.

26. Discussions about FAO's Five Point Plan on food security and its
Early Warning System proved extremely disquieting. It appears that FAO is
unwilling to do more than accept official government statistics in its
reports. Validating their accuracy is not a task they are prepared to
undertake even though their reports are treated as ex cathedra statements.
Even their use of weather information is below par as they use only the
reports contained in UZDA publications (which the Bank receives well before
FAO). Similarly, little capacity exists for useful analysis on issues such
as the foreign exchange constraints faced by food importing developing
countries. FAO simply does not have access to market information on major
commodity items. Instead, it relies on recy'cled Mheat Council and-USDA
reports. Overall, we found that statistics put forward in speeches by the
Director General and policy papers do not bear careful scrutiny.
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27. We met briefly with staff at the Investment Center. It was some-
what surprising that they were unaware of current Bank policy regarding the
financing of working capital gin the form of stocks of grain) in storage
projects. There was general agreement that sector lending would become more
important. The Investment Center recognized that such a shift would drama-
tically alter the Cooperative Program's role.

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

28. Staff were optimistic about the prospects ol replenished IFAD
resources. The present plans was to wait until IDA VI negotiations were
completed. The other major theme was the staff's sense that their opera-
tional focus would soon shift away from co-financing projects to true "IFAD"
projects. At present support had been provided to projects which had been
identified, prepared and appraised by other agencies (mostly the Bank). To
change this, IFAD had initiated a series of "programming missions", which
were designed "to shorten the project cycle", and permit IFAD's involvement
in actual project identification. The official view was that these program-
ming missions would both identify and prepare projects, i.e., that the
follow-up would be an appraisal mission. Governments in Nepdl and Sri Lanka
had been informed that already completed missions would lead to appraisal
missions within a year. Specific appraisal, based on details worked out in
IFAD, would be undertaken by institutions such as the -Bank.

29. The staff have not had an opportunity to focus on innovative
operational mechanisms (eg, disbursements)- and intend to use
existing systems. Overall, lending criteria is similar to the Bank's
official rural development policy. However, IFAD is interested in
projects that focus benefits exclusively on the poor and landless.
Although well intentioned, such an approach seemed highly unrealistic in
operational terms. Our disquiet was reinforced at subsequent
meetings with consultants who had participated in the programming
missions.

World Food Council (WFC)

30. Little needs to be added to our memo of October 29 (attach-
ment III) except to emphasize the potential problems if the WFC were to see
itself as supervising the Bank's experimental activities in support of
national food strategies. WFC staff were enthusiastic about Progress that
had been made in sector work, under the heading of "food strategies",
especially in Bangladesh. However, their expectations for other such efforts
(e.g., Philippines and Nigeria) seem unrealistic in view of the emergent
problems and constraints. It is notable that "food strategies" have not
been endorsed by the FAO at the C77, who have expressed their skepticism on
the subject at the United Nations.

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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31. Other aspects of the WFC's current work program aret (1) agri-
cultural research (which will involve circulating the CGIAR's annual
report); (ii) fisheries (which FAO will support with a paper based largely
on a draft Bank policy paper that is currently in the review process; and
(iii) discussion of food consumption. Item (iii) will require the convening
of a meeting to discuss how food consumption requirements of vulnerable
groups might be improved and not adversely affected when food prices rise.
The Bank has been asked to participate. Lowever, the WPC staff is not yet
clear on whether they wish to pursue a discussion of nutrition prograus
per se or whether they would prefer to focus on the wider issue of sector
management that provides for both adequate producer incentives and low
food prices to vulnerable groups. The former would require Bank nutrition
division participation (including the prospective 5 year plan) while the
latter falls within AGREP's responsibilities for sector work and dove-
tails with existing research activities.

International wheat Council (IWC)

32. The International Wheat Council, and its subsidiary the Food
Aid Committee, is serviced by a small secretariat that is hIghly regarded
both by its member government agencies and by the private grain trading
companies. Its statistics and projections are not affcted by political
pressures and, along with those from the USDA, are a reliable guide to
current market developments. Our memo of October 29 outlines current
developments at the Wheat Council and Food Aid Committee (attachment III).
It night be added that the staff members of the IWC are convinced they will
be increasingly involved in analyzing the infrastructure and transport
requirements of developing countries. If the Bank becomes more active in
this sector collaboration with the exporting agencies and WFF cold take
place within the IWC framework.

Conclusions

33. Our meetings confirmed our working hypothesis about current
work on food policy issues - a mass of detailed information is available
but as yet no one has put it together in a systematic or policy oriented
way. It is clear that managing the international food system will become
increasingly complex and difficult. There is a clear need for new mechan-
ions both for the immediate future as well as the 1990's. There was Seneral
agreement that the priority problems and programs were the physical and
institutional constraints to the timely movement or equitable distribution
of food supplies. This substantiates the position taken in the draft
approach paper to global food storage and distribution infrastructure
requirements that is being prepared for review by hr. Stern.

34. The other conclusion from our meetins is that Fank relations
with international agencies dealing with food issues should be nore compre-
hensive. The Bank should, by virtue of its substantial role in developing
world agriculture, be in a position to judget the merits of IFAD's replenish-
vent; FAO's Five Point Plan for Food Security; how modifications in the CAP
affect current Bank projects In EMENA, etc. Up until now we have not

OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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approached these sorts of issues in terms of influencing events in order
to see our objectives fulfilled. Rather we have assumed a purely re-
active role waiting for others to take the initiative. Given the require-
ments incumbent upon responsible management of our agricultural portfolio
we should rectify this situation. This implies a shift in current allo-
cation of manpower for liaison activities which, in our view, have over-
emphasized forums of limited potential value. Further, we need to con-
sider ways to improve monitoring of specific policy actions in the
international arena that impact projects.

GDonaldson/CMLewis:mt
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Those listed below. November 12, 1979

Alfredo Sfeir-Younis, AGREP

D. EMMERSON, "Rethinking Artisanal Fisheries Development:
Western Concepts, Asian Experiences"

I am attaching, for your comments, Mr. Emmerson's study on
artisanal fisheries in Asia. AGREP is planning to submit this study
as a Staff Working Paper. I would appreciate receiving any comments
you may have by November 23, 1979.

Attachment

Distribution: Messrs. F. Kada (AGR)
L. Sprague (AGR)
D. Hodgkinson (ASP)
B. Berman (AEP)
S. Capoluongo (EAP)
N. Sharma (LCP)

c: Mr. G. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A. Telephone: (202) 477-1234 * Cables: INTA3.-FRAD

November 12, 1979

Mr. Bill H. Kinsey
Overseas Development Group
University of East Anglia
Norwich NR4 7TJ
England

Dear Bill:

Your letter and manuscript reached us late October. Thank you for
taking the time to edit our report.

We received very few comments from the reviewers. Hendry, Turnham,
Israel and Anderson expressed to Ted their satisfaction with the paper.
They did not have any substantive comments and therefore did not write any
review report. Mr. Garg, Chief of the Planning and Evaluation Unit in South
Asia, read the paper, and was impressed he said. He requested several copies
that he wanted to use to stimulate his management to organize a similar work-
shop in South Asia.

I received some handwritten suggestions from P. Abraham which were
primarily editorial comments, that have been incorporated in the text. Fin-
ally, Ben Thoolen suggested to Leif that our paper be distributed first in
draft to the Nairobi and K.L. pariticpants; secondly that a 'less hurried
review' be undertaken in AGR, before its release as a Staff Working Paper.

Meanwhile, I enclose three copies of the "preliminary, provisional
draft" of our brainchild. Please let me know how many additional copies you
would like to have, and/or to whom you would like us to send the report.

The K.L. Workshop will end on December 18th; I will probably be
back in Washington on December 21st, but will certainly not make it to the
office after traveling around the world. Call me at home, or alternatively,
I hope to see you early in January at the Bank.

Enclosed are also some other materials you may find of interest.
In mid-October I obtained a copy of the Pascal operating system which in-
cludes a screen-oriented editor. It is a delight to write papers with.
I'll send you shortly a copy of another paper on personal computing, that
I have currently in prcduction.

Hope all went well in recent trip. With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Guido Deboeck

Enclosures
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Movember 8, 1979

Dr. Robert Werge
U.S. Department of Agriculture

OICD ITD Room 3910
South Building
Washington, D.C. 20250

Dear Robert:

It is good to have a copy of the outline you propose for your seminar

paper on "Potatoes, Peasants and Development Projects."

As agreed, I am forwarding some comments. They follow the order of your

Outline.

II "Introduction." I hope that you can manage to begin by telling your

a diene rhat your main points are to be, and very briefly, how you see them

as relevant to Bank work. By that means you will get their interest. They

will then know why you expect them to pay attention to the descriptive material

that follows. It will be fine, then, to go on to discuss "the importance of

the potato in the developing countries." I hope that you will include here,

or elsewhere, your interesting idea on the suitability of the potato as a sub-

sistence crop for the rural poor, one that need not undermine their socio-

economic autonomy (if you think that is the case).

III "Relevant Botantical Characteristics of the Potato." Sounds good.

IV "Botanical Implications for Peasant Cultivation and Consumption."

O.K. as far as it goes. You appear to be discussing the effects of the pota-

toe's botany on patterns of consumption and distribution. If you would also

refer to its effect on the organization of production we would then have a

more complete picture. Perhaps this is the place for part of your statement

about the potatoe's being well suited to small scale production in densely

populated areas, etc., as well as its being appropriate for large scale pro-

duction?

V "Botanical Implications for Development Projects Involving Potatoes."

Sounds fine. It would also be good if you could consider the inter-relation

between the economic system or systems associated with potato cultivation and
the cultivators' social organization. We would then see the thworetical link

you hypothesize between botany, technology, the economic system and social

organization. This could be helpfuL to project planners who need to be aware

of possible managerial constraints which might be associated with potato cul-

tivation in "cultural context."



Mr. Werge
Page 2.

VI " Conclusions."
A. O.K. You might want to state and briefly explore the possible

contradictions between increasing the peasant farmers' food pro-
ducing capacity through reliance on potato cultivation and the
development planners' interest in cash crops that might be more
promising in their effect on national income.

B. O.K. But if you wander off to discuss other crops -- which I
think it would be interesting for you to do -- I hope that you
will return to potato cultivation for your final statement, so
that your audience is broughc back to the main topic. (OLher-
wise your first discussion question might be on tobacco!)

The prospect of your showing slides as an accompaniment to your presenta-
tion is most interesting. We will need to hear your plans for integrating
your audio-visual materials with your verbal presentation.

If you find these suggestions reasonable, you should go ahead and develop
a fuller, annotated outline by Monday, November 26ch. - If that is acceptable,
we could then finalize your contractual arrangements with Personnel; I know
that they have already contacted you. We would then like to see your paper by
January 31st. That would allow for its review, possible rev !sion, and rlistri-
bution in time for a seminar presentation in the early Spring.

One final point, Robert, some of the text of your earlier draft was a bit
bumpy, e.g., "In technical assistance programs, involving potatoes or other
crops, it would be well to examine both the diversity of growers and the re-
sponse of a new technology under farmers' conditions before attempting to edu-
cate the farmers to the benefits of its use." Trying for shorter sentences might
help ensure that your subjects and predicates agree, etc. But this is a minor
point and one that we can deal with. Your ideas are excellent and your outline
is promising.

As I told you, following your seminar we will ask you to prepare a brief
epilogue responding to questions raised during discussion of your paper.

I am glad that we had a chance to talk today. Please let me know if any
of the above raises any questions. I look forward to receiving your annotated
outline by November 26 and to seeing you at the meetings in Cincinnati soon
thereafter.

Best wishes.

cer y,

Petc K. Harmmond



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Donald Martinusen (AGR/RD) DATE: November 8, 1979

FROM: Paulos Abraham (AGR/RD)t

SUBJECT: Mid-Term Evaluation (Coolfont) Workshop Follow-Up

1. With reference to your memo of September 14, 1979 ("Coolfont -
Follow-Up"), I would like to suggest the following themes for follow-up.

(a) Beneficiary Participation

There seems to be general consensus that beneficiary
participation is one of the major factors in ensuring
project success. Operationalizing the objective of
meaningful participation has, so far, proved difficult.
The subject is obviously politically sensitive and
great care needs to be taken in "formulating a scheme"
for beneficiary participation.

(b) Targeting of Project Benefits

Although the Bank is increasingly grappling with the
issue of equitable distribution of project-generated
benefits, a systematic study needs to be undertaken
on how best to ensure that benefits do actually accrue
to the target group. What types of mechanisms should
be tried to meet that objective?

(c) Integrated vs. "Disintegrated" Design

With the advent of the "new style projects", integrated
rural development projects seem to have grown in
"popularity". Problemsof coordination, synchronization,
shortage of trained manpower to manage such projects,
clashes between Project entities and sectoral ministries
and/or agencies etc. seem to have emerged perhaps with
much greater seriousness and frequency than anticipated.
Under what circumstances would the integrated approach
be preferable to the "disintegrated"?

PAbraham:jh

c.c. Mr. Ben Thoolen (AGR/RD)



WORLD BANK / INTERIATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Montague Yudelman, Director, AGR DATE November 7, 1979

THROUGH: G. Donaldson, Chief, AGREP
FROM: Pasquale L. Scandizzo, AGREP

SUBJECT: Agriculture Towards 2000 (AT 2000) - General Comments and Reader's Guide

1. This report describes the preliminary results of an ambitious

project undertaken by FAO during 1978-79 to quantify and analyze some of

the issues of world agriculture up to the year 2000. As an essay in

futurology, this study is daring and comprehensive of sometimes bewildering

details. It uses a combination of a quantitative projection methodology

and expert judgement to survey world prospects in agricultural production,

trade, expansion of arable land,-irrigation and the use of modern inputs.

Despite the dismal state of country-level statistical information, it

manages to provide aggregate projections on seeds, fertilizers, pesticides,

power inputs (including animals), physical and financial capital both for

the base year and a number of alternative future scenarios. While

disaggregated projections are not published, they are also available for

each country.

2. As an exercise in forecasting, the novelty of the study resides

in the "constructive" nature'of its aggregate projections. Unlike all

the other world-level forecasts 1/, the aggregate figures presented in

the report are patiently put together country-by-country, an excruciating

task whose main reward is perhaps a higher degree of confidence in the

correspondence of the statistics used to some basic reality.

3. As an example of economic modeling, the study is not impressive.

While the sheer size of the projections undertaken perhaps prevents the

construction of a coherent economic structure, the basic framework of

the study is a country-by-country physical plan, whose main thrust appears

to be an almost Eastern-European over-preoccupation with matching

country resources (mainly irrigated land) and production targets. As

a consequence, the study pays virtually no attention to the elements of

economic feasibility other than such material availability. Prices,

possibilities of factor substitution, labor markets and alternative trade

patterns are therefore disposed of by sweeping judgements or neglected

altogether.

4. Following the lead provided by the earlier Indicative World

Plan, AT 2000 can be considered a variant of the materials balance

technique. First, for each country production targets are established

based on the assumption that the country would prefer, ceteris paribus,
the highest possible level of self-sufficiency in food consumption 2/.

Second, these targets are translated into a pattern of resource use using

country information on dominant technology and , mostly, the educated

guesses of an agricultural expert. Third, the level of factor use is

compared to an estimated future availability of different resources. If

the factor use implied by the production targets appears to be infeasible,

the targets are reduced either uniformly, or, again, by expert judgement,

until they become compatible with projected factor levels.

1/ Put forward by other international agencies such as IFPRI, OECD, etc.

2/ Page 39 "... The "normative" element in the production analysis is that

agricultural growth should accelerate to the "maximum feasible" extent,

with priority in the general case to the basic food commodities for

increasing self-sufficiency.
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5. Having witnessed the construction of some of the country
estimates based on this methodology, I must testify that the process is
less ludicrous than it appears to be, particularly for countries where
the information base and expert judgement is available and adequate.
The strength of the estimates obtained at country level comes from the
inventory of land quality and land and water potential contained in the
1978 FAO/UNESCO World Soil Resource Map and the FAO Agro-Ecological
Force. These data, as supplemented by country information lend some
substance to arable land, irrigation and yield estimates. The fact that
the country information is so highly aggregated, however, creates the uneasy
feeling that, despite the attempt at constructing the estimates from the
bottom up, the elements of the construction are not sufficiently dis-
aggregated to capture most of the relevant country details.

6. Because the analysis is originally performed country-by-country,
small and homogeneous country data tend to be more reliable than for large
and diversified countries (such as, for example, Brazil) for which the
need to condense the land types and yield estimates requires a much
stronger sacrifice of available micro-information. Moreover, for countries
where the constraints to agricultural growth are not land-based, the
determination of a single strategy of development is much less obvious
and far more sweeping judgements are required on outpvt levels and factor
ratios.

7. Overall, the major strength of the study and the area of its
greatest potential usefulness resides in: (i) the constructive approach
used to obtain the estimates and, where publishable, the unpublished country-
level projections, and (ii) the fact that the study provides specific and
consistent estimates of resource and modern inputs. While the preliminary
results presented are insufficiently detailed to permit a firm judgement, the
main features of development emerging from the normative scenarios are
well expressive of at least one point of view on the future of developing
countries agriculture and can be a point of reference for the consideration
of alternative options.

8. Against this overall positive judgement, one cannot avoid
considering the weakness of both the study and what is presented in the
preliminary report. First, despite its initial more ambitious designs,
the study did not progress beyond a simple-minded country-by-country
physical program of production. As a consequence, the normative scenarios
proposed in many cases are not significantly different of a series of
projections from trend lines bent to match the expectations of -a particularly
small group of experts. Second, the way the individual country scenarios
are merged into an overall picture is essentially unsystematic and does
not consider the pattern of interdependencies between countries, the
possibilities of trade expansion and the relationship between agricultural
and non-agricultural trade. Third, while the interface of supply and
demand is the very core of the study, the role of prices is virtually
nil, not only in the sense that no equilibrating market mechanism is at
play in the model used, but also because the question is not posed at all
of whether the scenarios designed are compatible with a competitive (or
even an administered) market clearing price system. Partly as a consequence
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of the "pricelessness" of the system so designed, one cannot take seriously
most projections of values, while the projections of physical quantities,
which are less affected by this indeterminacy, are often too aggregate to
be useful.

9. Perhaps more importantly, the restriction of the normative strategy
considered to one single variant has caused the study to forego any systematic
consideration of the development options for individual countries. While in
the original design of the study, the final combination of inputs and outputs
was supposed to be identified via a programming model which considered
several possible "strategies" of development, the need to accelerate the
timing eventually eliminated this component altogether. The "normative
scenario" was instead identified directly by the expert(s) on the basis of a
data eyeballing procedure. The programmi-ng model was run, with some very
interesting results, but the time was considered insufficient to incorporate
these results in the report. Perhaps not surprisingly, the results of the
programming model suggest that a likely scenario would involve more trade
and a large production of fruits, vegetables and animal products than
postulated by all the normative variants.

10. Although the quantitative details form the stronghold of the
study, they are also its potentially most vulnerable spot for questioning
both at the country and commodity level. 1/ Perhaps for this reason, the pre-
liminary report virtually presents nothing of the wealth of detail provided
by number-crunching model at the core of the study. This is regrettable,
because the aggregate figures presented have very limited value for policy
practitioners and economic analysts. In the main, they do not significantly
differ from other projections available from IFPRI, OECD and the like, and
when they do one is often left wondering as to the specific cause of such
discrepancy.

Chapter by Chapter Comments

11. Chapter 1. This chapter presents an overview of the major problems
emerging from consideration of recent trends in developing country agriculture.
The main characteristics identified in the evaluation of these trends are:
(i) a greater international preoccupation with food problems, (ii) a relative
modernization of agriculture, (iii) a switch of domestic development policies
in favor of agriculture, and (iv) a continual drive for self-sufficiency on
food production. In the newly found international context of food policies,
the challenge for agriculture is seen to be to reverse the falling self-
sufficiency of developing countries in basic foods and their declining share
of world agricultural exports. These indications are at the base of the
"normative scenario" of the projection exercise. Overall, they appear to
agree with the diagnosis provided by other studies of the same issue, such

1/ In fact, where country level results are provided, the implications of
the normative scenarios often appear rather implausible (as for example
in the case where Cambodia and Zambia are supposed to switch from im-
porting to exporting grains).
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as, for example, the USDA GOL Model Study 1/ and the OECD more recent

"Interfutures" report 2/. Unlike these two studies, however, the FAO

overview choses not to emphasize at the outset specific issues such as the

tradeoff between increase in livestock products 
and foodgrains, the physical

and institutional limits to growth, and the increasing cost of energy.

12. 'Chapter 2. This chapter explains the main steps of the

methodology used and constrasts the trend scenario, where the tendency

for self-sufficiency ratios to deteriorate is supposed to continue, with

the normative scenario, where such a trend is checked or reversed. In

addition to the problems discussed above, the presentation reveals one

basic economic inconsistency in the normative projections. 
On the one

hand, demand forecasts are in fact obtained -at constant 
prices, thus

implicitly requiring a continuation in the 
production and income trends.

On the other hand, where the normative scenario is 
specified, account is

not taken of the fact that the increased production levels can only be

obtained if sufficiently high prices are assured 
to the farmers. In a

sense, therefore, the normative scenario is overambitious as higher prices

would bring down demand and require lower levels of 
production to meet

the desired self-sufficiency ratios. As the chapter explicitly underlines

(p. 19), a detailed assessment of the production potential (up to 15

input factors were identified) constitutes the bulk of the quantitative

analysis of the study.

13. Chapter 3. This is an interesting, more detailed discussion

of the trend and the normative scenario, from the 
point-of-view of

consumption and production increases, their regional 
and crop distribution

and the prospects for growth and trade. In order to appreciate the main

thrust of the "normative" assumption, it is instructive to 
quote the

already mentioned OECD study (p. 80) "... the problem of chosing develop-

ment strategies is well known to the elites of these countries (i.e., the

LDC's), which are torn between the desire to reproduce 
the growth and

consumption patterns of the developed world by means 
of industrialization

and integration in the world market, and the hope 
of inventing new forms

of development which will satisfy the basic needs 
of the whole population

more rapidly." In effect, the normative scenario embodies the potential

contradiction between a lower growth, inward looking pattern of development

more responsive to basic needs and income distribution and 
a more dynamic,

outward looking pattern with all the evils of rapid industrialization and

concentration of income. While the scenario seems to opt for the first

alternative, an attempt is made in this chapter to argue that the drive

for self-sufficiency is not incompatible with higher 
growth and expansion

of trade.

1/ USDA, Alternative Futures for World Food in 
1985, Vol. 1, World GOL

Model Analytical Report, pp. 20-30, April 1978.

2/ Interfutures, Facing the Future, OECD, pp. 17-26, 1979.
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14. More specifically, Chapter 3 argues that, because of physical
limits in the supply of arable and irrigated land, the desirable accelera-
tion of agricultural growth can only occur by increasing yields per acre
of land. There is substantial agreement on this diagnosis in all existing
projection studies. However, some substitution between land and other
inputs may alter substantially the quantitative implications as demonstrated
for example by the runs of the mentioned USDA GOL Model. All these runs
point to the substantial diminishing marginal return of any expansion in
food production through increased use of resource-augmenting inputs.

15. Chapter 4. This is perhaps the central chapter of the report
containing most of the details on input use and cropping patterns projected
by the study. Without discussing the individual projections, which in
general seem to be reasonable, three main points can be made on the analytical
content of this chapter. First, the projections presented are consistent
with the orders of magnitude of the projections used by a variety of sources,
including USDA, IFPRI, the Trilateral Commission I/, the President's Science
Advisory Committee 2/, and the Wageningen group 3_/. Where the FAO figures
differ from these broad estimates, is in the larger amount of detail, even
though only a small part of it has found its way into the report. Second,
perhaps inevitably, the fact that a higher amount of detail than the average
global study is provided, raises questions as to relev'ce of insufficiently
disaggregated figures, which often give only a glimpse of the amount of
diversification hidden by the world or region-wide aggregate figures without
being capable of capturing the relevant differences. A case in point is the
land-water classification, where the six-fold typology adopted (low rainfall,
good rainfall, problem areas, naturally flooded, fully irrigated, partially
irrigated) seems often grossly inadequate as a basis for disaggregating uses
of other inputs, specially fertilizer, at world or even regional level.

16. Finally, in many respects this chapter could be greatly
improved by avoiding that the relative simplicity of the input and output
projections is endlessly discounted, qualified and overexplained by a
host of expert judgements, technical and economic marginally related
points, policy considerations and the like. Thus, it would be wise to
try to purge this chapter of statements too general to be non-trivial, as

1/ Reducing Malnutrition in Developing Countries: Increasing Rice
Production in South and South-East Asia. Report of the Tri-
lateral North-South Food Task Force of the Trilateral Commission.

2/ US President's Science Advisory Committee. The World Food Problem,
. a report, Washington, D.C. 1967.

3/ P. Buringh, H.D.M. van Heemst, and G.J. Staring, Computation of
the Absolute Maximum Food Production of the World. Wageningen,
January 1975.
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for example in the case where supply systems are recommended "for a

carefully balanced set of machinery, of power units and matching implements,
spares and repairs and fuel and lubricants ... " (p. 88). The discussion
on the agricultural research, tagged at the end of the chapter as an
afterthought, is also only a literary piece with scarce connections with
the substance of the material presented.

17. Chapter 5. This chapter is a somewhat heroic attempt to
translate the projections of levels of resource use into total investment
estimates. The attempt is hampered by two perhaps fatal problems: (i)
the price system used to evaluate the various elements of capital should
depend on the factor and product price ratios but no explicit assumption is
made on either, (ii) identical unit prices are applied to the evaluation
of machinery, storage, transport and marketing to all countries. Assuming
that something can be done to solve these two problems, however, the
attractiveness of these estimates is again the fact that they are construc-
tively derived by a minute enumeration of required levels of physical
capital and therefore bear a much closer relation to identifiable elements
of real production than the usual aggregate figures derived through ICORS
or investment functions.

18. A major deficiency of Chapter 5 is that the attempt at linking
physical capital needs to financial requirements is an ?ssentially
pointless enumeration of possible sources of funds for agricultural
investment. A meaningful discussion of financial needs could perhaps be
developed by examining the characteristics of the benefit/cost streams
and the riskiness of the different types of investment. This could also
suggest the areas where the social rate of profit is likely to diverge
from the private rate so that government rather than private resources may
be called for.

19. Chapters 6 and 7 are largely self-contained analyses of prospects
for fishery and forestry world demand and supply. Neither of the two
sectors is included in the quantitative AT 2000 model. Chapter 8 is an
insubstantive discussion of employment mainly showing that at present
labor use is not meaningfully incorporated in the AT 2000 quantitative
framework.

20. Chapter 9. This chapter discusses the nutritional implications
of the projections obtained in the earlier chapters. Because only
country aggregates are used, the assessment is a pessimistic one. It
appears to ignore the caution urged against the ruthless comparison of
average country consumption data with requirements. While it mentions
budget survey data it neglects to point out that the estimates and the
projections of malnutrition from these surveys are often much at variance
with than the ones obtained from country balance sheets.

21. Chapter 10 presents an analysis of investment requirements
and growth in marketing and agricultural processing. Both sections are
competently done, but are essentially ad hoc exercises added on the main
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estimates. Chapter 11 and Chapter 12 are literary essays respectively on
agricultural price policies and institutional changes. In both cases the
coverage of topic can be considered adequate if perhaps excessively
terse, but no substantive connection is offered with the main topic of the
study. In the case of price policies, the discussion avoids the basic
question of whether the normative strategy proposed is compatible with a
system of mututally consistent national market prices.

22. Chapter 13. An essay on international trade prospects for LDC's,
this chapter tries to relate the normative scenario trade projections to
the changes in world trade relationships advocated by the Program of
Action toward the Establishment of a New Economic Order (NIEO). Because
the quantitative framework of AT 2000 does not include a matrix of trade
flows and all but ignores international prices, individual country trade
projections are not necessarily consistent with each other both in the
inter-country and in the intra-country sense. In terms of global balances,
this chapter shows that the normative scenario would have to imply a
substantial expansion of developing country exports and a substantial
contraction of their imports, with the developed countries playing an
offsetting role as a residual, accomodating market. Whether the figures
obtained are mutually compatible and economically feasible, the analysis
is not able to tell.

23. Chapters 14-17 contain a policy analysis of such topics as
food aid, the special role of agriculture in developed countries, external
assistance to agriculture and general considerations and policy implications.
While I feel that overall these chapters provide an interesting, if
somewhat uninspiring treatment of these issues, they also clarly suffer
from the fact that the study is essentially incomplete. For example, the
analysis of the agricultural policy topics considered would be much more
useful if the estimates obtained in the alternative scenarios were
brought to bear on the issues in more disaggregated terms, rather than in
the extremely aggregate order of magnitudes considered here. Clearly,
more work is necessary if the use of the estimates obtained is to go
beyond a quantification of the commonplace.

cc: Messrs. Pickering, Veraart, Turnham

AGREP Staff

PLScandizzo:hc



November 6, 1979

Professor 'ur 0. Yalman
flepartment of Anthropology
Jarvardl University
reabody useaum
Cambridge, assachusetts 02133

)ear Professor Yalman:

At the suggestion of George Dalton, who has just brought
to my attention your article on Land Disputes in Eastern Turkey,
I am writing to ask if you would be interested in considering the
presentation of a seminar on some aspect of the issue of land tenure
and land Uiputes here at the World Bank.

Yo.ra would be one in a series of seminars designed to
sensitize 3ank staff to the potential relevance of anthropological
and sociological perspectives to the successful identification,
preparation and implementation of Bank projects. By this means, we
hope to increase the involvemeat of anthropologists in World lank
work, both here in Washington and -- as consultants to Bank missions -
in the field.

Problems resulting from differences between local, or "indi-
genous and national systems of land allocation are frequent in
Bank projects, not only in such areas as agriculture and rural
development, but in roads and forestry projects as well. Your
conttibution could be very valuable. What is perhaps most critical
to 'he success of any such presentation here is clear demonstration
of the operational relevance of the anthropologist's data and analysis
to Bank work. It in, I think, a very promising way of making Bank
staff more aware of the potential conttibution of anthropology to the
succass of development projects. For anthropologists it offers a
means of using their knowledge to enhance the chances that indigenous
cultural institutions, and auchthonous peoples themselves, will be
taken explicitly into account in planning projects that are maximally
responsive to the needs of the people, particularly the rural poor.

.... 2
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Some of the papers in our seminar series are currently
being prepared for publication through the Johns !opkins University
Press.

Should the possibility of presenting a paper along the
general lines I have suggested be of interest to you, I would
be delighted to hear from you. I could then fill you in on the
procedures we follow here in preparing a seminar of the sort you
might present.

Looking forward to hearing from you, I am,

Yours sincerely,

Peter G. lammond
Agriculture & Rural

Develop"ent Departwfnt

cc- Dr. 7)alton
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: November 5, 1979

FROM: Donald C. Pickering, Asst. Director, AGR

SUBJECT: International Council for Research in Agr orestry (ICRAF)

1. On November 2, I chaired a meeting attended by Messrs Fishwick (WAP),
Gray (AGR), Wallis (LCP), and Dr. J. Hulse (IDRC), Vice Chairman of the ICRAF
Board of Trustees. The meeting was called at Dr. Hulse's request for thoughts
from the Bank on the role of ICRAF in development. The attached letter from
the Council's Director General to the Bank plus an oral presentation from
Dr. Hulse were used as the agenda for the meeting.

2. In brief, ICRAF remains in some uncertainty as to its precise role
and functions. It could offer consulting services and advice on consultant
engagement in agroforestry. It could support and manage research and training
in agroforestry matters. It could also collect and disseminate information
on the subject. It was agreed that other agencies could, and were, tackling
these areas of action albeit as part of broader ranging work programs, thus
centers in the CGIAR network and the Commonwealth Agricultural Bureau. But
some question attaches to the appropriateness of the priority and focus of
such agencies in the agroforestry field.

3. It was agreed that the Bank staff could perhaps assist ICRAF to
define its role, primarily as a 'think tank', but also as a potential source of
specialist skills in such areas as design and supervision of monitoring systems
in agroforestry. Such assistance might best be attempted via a seminar, lead
by the Director General of ICRAF, in the Bank with participation by operational
staff facing agroforestry related problems in their work. A brief paper outlining
perceived roles for ICRAF, and circulated in advance of the seminar, would be
essential to ensure full discussion by participants.

4. Dr. Hulse took note of the suggestions of the meeting indicating he
would discuss them with his colleagues on the ICRAF Board of Trustees at its
next meeting in late November. I undertook to brief John Spears and to request
him to follow up with Dr. Hulse by telephone or letter (preferably in the week
of November 12/16) any further thoughts which may be relevant to the forthcoming
ICRAF Board meeting. Mr. Spears would continue to be responsible for maintaining
a Bank link with ICRAF.

cc: Mr. Spears (with attachments)
Messrs Fishwick, Gray, Wallis (w/o attachment)
Dr. J. Hulse

DCPickering:emw



November 2, 1979

Dr. Richard B. Pollnac
Department of Sociology and
Anthropology

University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

Dear Professor Poilnac:

This is just a line to follow up on our telephone conversation
today concerning the possibility of your preparing a presentation on
fisheries for our Sociological Seminar Series here at the Bank.

As these seminars are organized, those who present papers are
asked to submit an outline for review, and then a paper which is also
reviewed for possible needed revisions and prior distribution to sem-
inar participants. The speaker is also asked to meet informally with
Bank staff sharing similar interests and, following the seminar, he
is requested to prepare a brief epilogue responding to issues raised
during the course of his presentation.

Currently a selection of these seminar papers are being pre-
pared for publication through the Johns Hopkins University Press.

It is good to know of your possible interest in our series and
I look forward to receiving the reprints - and the e.v. - you promise.

Yours cordially,

Peter B. Hammond

PBHammond/dad
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The World Bank / 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.SA * Telephone: (202) 477-1234 Cables: INTBAFRAD

November 2, 1979

Dr. D. W. Attwood
Department of Anthropology
McGill University
Leacock Building
855 Sherbrooke West
Montreal, P.Q. H3A 2T7
Canada

Dear Professor Attwood:

I have just finished reading with great interest your article in
the September issue of CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY entitled "Why Some of the Poor
Get Richer: Economic Change and Mobility in Rural Western India." I note
that your research interests include "the impact of irrigation and cash
cropping on peasant cultivators." And I am wondering if you would be inter-
ested in presenting a paper on either of these topics, preferably the latter,in our Sociological Seminar Series here at the Bank.

One of the objectives his series is to increase awareness among
Bank staff of the potential relevance of anthropological and sociological
perspectives to Bank operations. By this means we hope to encourage greater
use of sociologists and anthropologists in the critical early phases of the
Bank project cycle, especially at the stages of project identification and
planning -- before failure to take sociocultural variables into account be-
comes an obstacle to the effective involvement of local peoples in the plan-
ning of development projects likely to affect their lives.

If you think that you might be interested in contributing the re-
sults of your valuable experience and insights to this effort, I would be
very glad to hear from you. I would then call to fill you in on more of
the details concerning the procedures we follow in organizing a seminar of
the kind you might present.

Hoping to hear from you, and with congratulations in the interim
on your excellent paper, I am

Yours sincerely,

Peter B. Hammond
Agriculture and Rural
Development Department



WORLD BANK / INTERtIATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIO

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Addressees Below DATIE November 2, 1979

FROM: F.L. Hotes (Irr Adviser, AGR/CPS) 5

SUBJECT: Subsurface Water T ble and Drain Depths
for Irrigated Lands -

1. A recent Expert Consultation on Drainage Design Factors was
held in Rome under FAO auspices. Fifteen international experts on sub-
surface drainage of irrigated lands attended for five days, addressing
a list of questions submitted by persons working on drainage projects.
Answers were developed, and the results are expected to be published in
an FAO Bulletin in late 1980.

2. In the meantime, because of their importance to Bank irrigation
work, I am enclosing copies of two drafts on drainage depths which reflect
the consensus experience of the experts. In late February a complete
final draft of all questions will be circulated. In addition, presenta-
tions by three outside-the-Bank experts will be given at the Bank Agri-
cultural Exchange Program, January 7 - 11, 1980.

Enclosures (B.1.1. and B.2.1.)

FLHotes:rm

Addressees: .Messrs. Naylor, Economii&es, Rahman, Tirmazi (EMP)
Pranich, Baker, Unhanamin (ASP)

cc: Mr. Pickering (AGR/CPS)
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B.1.1 HHAT D{TH OF !ATER OUR D:,TH RAIUGE OF WATER TABLE R GE

FLUCTUATION RI O EQVIRE TO BEI EFFECTED BY THE AIAfE

SYSTEM?

In your answer: llowable water table position for

specify the maximum a differentiating between irrigation

sason (or growth stages 
in an irrigation season) 

and

off-season

- where transient water 
tables are formulated, 

specify

also required drop rate

- specify other major factors 
of practical importance

in establishing the required water table, indicating

how each factor influences the ultimate depth and to

what extent.

AIOS9TSER ,The water table positions that a drainage
system is to achieve are primarily related to

soil type, climate, crops, cropping intensity

and water management. Most crops grow best

with a water table which is below their

normal root zone. Hbwever, crops will not

be adversely affected by a higher water

table for a short period.

The tables D.1.1-1 and 
2 show water table

depths that are recommended 
for steady state

and transient drainage design. 
For landsh

that will be planted to different 
crops, the

deepest water table required should 
be used.

Table B..1-1 Recommended water table depths for drain spacing

design using steady-state 
formulaoS

Depth

in m below ground 
surface

Crops Fine textured coarse

permeable soil a soil

Irrigation season Field crops 1.2 1.0

Vegetables 11 1.1

Tree crops 1.7 1.2
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Table B.1.1-2 Recommended water table depths for drain spacing
design using non-steady state (transient) formula$

Depth

Crops in m below ground surface

Fine textured coarse
permeable soil - soil

Irrigation season Field crops 0.9 0.9

Vegetables 0.8 1.0

Tree crops 1.4 1.1

The values given in table B.1.1-1 refer to
the design level of the water table during
periods of maximum drainage requirement.
They provide a basis for spacing calculations
using steady-state equations (see Question
B.4.1).

The values given in table B.1.1-2 refer to
the highest design water table position which
is usually reached in the peak irrigation
season, immediately after water application.

Designing drainage systems on the basis of
allowable duration of water in the root zone,
i.e. at levels higher than those indicated

rin the tables is not sufficiently defined at

present to be generally recommended.

Fallow season

Control of the water table is also required
in fallow land areas, especially those within
irrigated lands in order to prevent
salinization due to capillary upward seepage
of saline groundwater, It is recommended
,Pat the ater table should be controlled / 

p c aa 1 V? "elow ground level -
text ed soils and-1-9-r-i-ne-textured-soils
In order to achieve this control the drains
should be placed at a depth of not less than

Al et.
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DISCUSSION In irrigated areas the water table rises in

response to irrigation and rainfall and

subsequently falls at a decreasing rate with

time due to drainagemand evapotranspiration.
The water table fluctuates regardless of whether

a'steady state equation or a transient equation

was used in the design. The design must be

such that the water table will not rise

excessively and damage the root system of the

plants. Therefore, the above recommnended water

table levels ft : r-'ms are

primarily related to aeration requirements and

to prevention of capillary salinization7

The transient design concept implies that the

water table is kept below the figures in the

table at all times during the irrigation season.

In steady state design the water table may rise

above the design level for short periods of time.

As a result, the steady-state design water table

levels are generally deeper than the transient

levels as is shown on the following figure.

Irrigation applications during season

1 . .2 3 4 5 6
surface

root one
peak water table level for

transient design A

0

4A peak average water table
level for steady state design

drain

depoth

Some designers allow the water table level to

-rise into the root zone. They then require

that it should drop back to below% the root

zone level within a specified length of

tire. However, the available information on
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temporary waterlogging and its effects on plants
and soils is considered insufficient to -X
recommend.Xi'Z*" method of des'ign at the present
time.

Shallow water tables with narrow fluctuation
limits require a high level of sophistication
in water management to prevent damage to soil
and crops. Under incomplete management
conditions it is much easier to provide the
required aeration and to prevent salt
accumulation in a soil with a deeper water
table. However, no flexibility has been
included in the tables to cover irrigation
management deficiencies, Where these are
considerable, the reoommended design water
table depth values may be increased by 0.1 -
0.2 m.

In ar/as of high continuous n-seepage
rates, the design ,#teady-state iater tabl/ levelg
should be lowere/by 0.20 m toin nude hy rau o0'
head needed to dfain-the seepawwater, un s
available infor ntim points to a different
value.
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B.2.1 AT DRAIN DEPTH DO YOU CONSIDER PRACTICAL OR DESTRABLE?

In your answer:

- specify the desired drain depth under conditions 
of

no limitations of soil profile and drain outlet levels

- indicate how drain depth is influenced by soil
conditions, particularly by soil stratification

- indicate how drain depth is related to the water table

position at the end of a drain-out period between

two water applications, and to cropping intensity

(including fallow periods)

- show how the cost of pipe drain installations is

related to drain deDth.

Please note:

Drain depth refers to the (average) depth of a drain pipe

line below ground surface

ANUIER The desired drain depth is that which meets

the criteria for water table control at a
minimum cost. The options are within a range

of depths whose limits are set by requirements

of water table and salinity control as well as

by economics and factors related to the local

situation.

Drain depth for ater Table and Salinity Control

Considerations of water table and salinity
control result in the shallowest possible

drain depth. From a strictly theoretical

point of view, this cannot be higher than the

water table depth given in tables B.1.1-1 and

2 or the water table depth required to control
salinity during the fallow season. In practice

the shallowest drain depth is this minimum rater

table depth plus the range over which the water

table fluctuates, and it is generally in the

range of 1.5 - 2,0 m below the ground surface.

IWhere -water management conditions are poor, the

drain depth should be closer to the lower limit.

Economic Drain Depth

The drain depth to be selected may be deeper
- than the minimum depth obtained above. How

much deeper depends on cost factors and on

specific local conditions.
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Cost factors include the installation of field

drains as well as work needed on collectors,

mains, outlets and related structures. Deep

drains cost more per uniit length but can be

spaced farther apart due to hig-her available

hydraulic head and increased storage capacpty,

with a resultant lower drainage rate. There-

fore, the net cost per unit area is less. At

depths beyond 3 m construction costs of field

drains, mains and structures rise faster than

the drained area increases and the economic

advantage is lost. inimum cost considerations

lead to drain depths~ hich are generally

beween 2.0 and_3,.m-O.._ Presently, most drains

are~constructed at depths up to 2.5 m because

of practical equipment limitations.

Local Situation

There is not always a free choice of drain

depth in the range set between the highest

acceptable and the most economic depths.

The capacity of the available digging

machinery may set drain depth limitations,

and so may the location of slowly permeable

soil layrers. Drains should be laid in the

most permeable layer near drain depth. They

should be placed on rather than in a barrier

layer. If drains must be placed in a slowly

permeable layer, permeable material in the

trench should connect to higher, more

permeabl6 layers.

DISCUSSION The following explains the procedure for

making the minimum design drain depth

estimates.

a. The steady-state drain depth is the

sum of the design water table depth

required from table B.1.1-1 plus half

the fluctuation caused by the maximum

individual recharge plus a residual

I ydraulic head value of 0.10 m. The

fluotnation -is- found by dividing the

recharge from irrigation by the drainable

porosity d-iM4diW-the eul4-by-

b. The transient drain depth is determined

by adding the design water table depth
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from table B1 1.1-2 ts-L-Lig
individual recha and adding a residual

hydraulic head vawe of 0.10 m. (The

water table rise is determined by dividing

-the recharge from irrigation by the
drainable porosity.) An alternative

method is to use a dynamic water balance

for the whole year, keeping the maximum

level of the water table below the level

specified in table D.1.1-2.

c. The shallowest drain depth for salinity

control is the water d.pth for-faltio

conditions plus a residual hydraulic head

value of 0.10 m plus 0.02 m to account for

the hydraulic head needed to discharge the

water originating from the irrigated lands.

In areas of high and continuous in-seepage
additional hydraulic heads should be taken into

account for determining the drain depth.

' The maximum drain depth calculated should be

used as minimm design drain depth.

Examples of calculation are given below.

An area with field crops on fine textured soils,

having a recommended average water table level

of 1.2 m (see table B.1.1-1) and an estimated

seasonal fluctuation range of 0,5 m yields a

shallowest (steady-state) drain depth of 1.2 +

12 x 0.5 + 0-1 = 1.55 m. If the maximum water

table rise is 0.6 m due to water application,

and the recommended transient water table level

in table B.1.1-2 is 0.9 m, then the shallowest

(transient) drain depth is 0.9 + 0.6 + 0.1

1.60 m. The drain depths of 1.55 and 1.60 should

be compared with the drain depth for the fallow

season and the deeper depth would be selected

as the shallowest possible drain depth.

Applying this procedure for a range of water

table fluctuations of between 0.3 to 0.8 m,

-which is a practical range under most

conditions of soils and crops, yields

shallowest drain depths between 1.3 and 2.3 m,

with a concentration for field crops on-bhr

-,Ar* between 1.5 and 2.0 m,

The water table fluctuation is primarily caused

by recharge from deep percolation and required
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leaching, and by drainage and evapotrans-

piration. 'There the drain depth is shallow

and the water table fluctuates in the crop

root zone, evapotranspirati-on may cause a

greater water table drop rate thano do--the-

drainage system. Tith (Zraindeths of 1.5 m

or greater, this is unlikeTy to be so and the

above procedure is based on water table

lowering by drainage only. Calculations on

the basis of steady-state and transient water

table levels should, basically, lead to the

same drain depth. However, variations in

assumptions may cause some, usually slight,

differences.

The water table recedes more slowly as it

approaches the drain depth, In the intensive

part of the irrigation seascn it is unlikely

to reach drain depth before the next water

apllication. This has been-expressed in a

residual hydraulic head value of 10 cm.

,There gravity outlets are too shallow, an
economic analysis should be made to determine

the feasibility of a pumped outlet. The

economic feasibility of deepening the gravity

outlet system should be evaluated also. The

outlet costs should be combined with the cost

of on-farm drainage computed for different

depths and spacings of on-farm drains.

Adequate drainage at the least cost per
unit ar'ea is the important criterion.



Mr. Guido Deboeck, ACROR Novmber 1, 1979

A . 74usa Ahmad, Acting Chief, AGROR

Mangingj Information for Rural ,eVelop!ent - Draft Sta ff Workin Pap r

Mr. Christoffersen discussed my memorandum dated October 26, 1979
on the Draft Staff Working Paper, with me on October 29. His decisions on
the recommaendation made in my memorandum are:

1) The paper should be circulated as a "Preliminary Document" to
the participants of the Nairobi orkshop and of the forthcoming Kuala Lumpur
Workshop, with a forwarding memo stating that it will shortly be published
by us as a Staff Working Paper.

ii) As this paper is based exclusively on the discussions in the
Workshop at Vairobi, it should not be finalized without first sending a
copy to the participants and given them a reasonable time, say one month,
to react if they choose to do so. We, however, should not specifically ask
for comments on it, as such a request could unnecessarily delay the publica-
tion of, the Staff Working Paper. Courtesy demands that this be done before
we issue the paper as a Staff Working Paper.

iii) The "Preliminary Docuuent" will be reviewed by AGR as soon as
possible to avoid delay in its proposed publication.

AMA~had/cc

Cleared with and cc: Messrs. L. Christoffersen, AGR; T. Davis, AGROR
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Mr. William Clarke, VPE and November 1, 1979
Mr. M. Yudelman, AGR
J. D. Von Pischke, AGREP

Crop Insurance: UNCTAD/UNDP Conference on Agricultural Insurance
Colombo. 1-5 October, 1979

1. The UNCTAD/UNDP Conference on Agricultural Insurance in Developing
Countries was attended by participants and observers from 16 countries,
primarily in South and Southeast Asia. I attended as an observer on behalf
of the Bank. Most of the participants were from the insurance industry, often
from public sector insurance or reinsurance companies in the orbit of the
UNCTAD Special Programme on Insurance. Speakers were drawn from crop
insurance authorities in France, Israel, Mauritius, Sri Lanka and the US and
from UNCTAD.

2. The conference opened with an UNCTAD statement of the theory of crop
insurance, followed by presentation from Sri Lanka, where crop insurance has
existed for 20 years. That presentation was something of a disaster, as is
the Sri Lankan experience to date. While the speakers spoke of crop insurance
as a great boon for farmers (in spite of having no monitoring or evaluation
data on onfarm impact), the audience was more interested in the fact that in
insurance terms the scheme has never made snse. Cautionary tones were sounded
by the speaker from France, who indicated that crop insurance is a political
football in France, and the speaker from Israel, who indicated that the peculiar
conditions of success or of partial success in Israel and in developed countries
could not be found in poor countries. The speaker from the US, who works for
both AID and the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, provided some useful means
of c&assifying crop insurance approaches and objectives, and encouraged the
adoption of crop insurance in developing countries, at least on an "experimental"
basis. It appears that AID intends to expand its crop insurance projects, and
FAO is providing further encouragement by a series of additional conferences
which during 1980 will probably produce a call for technical and financial
assistance for spawning crop insurance programs.

3. My impression is that the economic case for crop insurance, based on
shifts in cropping patterns towards higher value, more risky crops, is out-
weighed by the institutional and actuarial problems facing any new program.
Sri Lanka's scheme has done poorly on these grounds for 20 years, while the
initial $100 million capitalization of the US program was lost in the first
five years of its operation. While these problems are unlikely to deter UNCTAD,
FAO and AID from promoting or using crop insurance as a new vehicle for resource
transfer, in my view it is unlikely that these activities will result in the
development of efficient means of assuming growers' risks.

4. Work is now underway in AGREP on a position paper on agric-ltural
insurance intended for Bank-wide discussion.

cc: Messrs. Donaldson, AGREP, Pickering, AGR, Veraart, AGR

JDVon Pischke:oh
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